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INTRODUCTION

The Swedish Defence Research Establishment hosted an international expert seminar on the
subject of verifying a prohibition of the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons
purpose (cut-off) in Stockholm, June 3-5 1998. The objective of the seminar was to provide
an opportunity for informal discussions among scientific and technical experts on various
technical matters relating to the verification of a future Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty
(FMCT). A stated aim of the seminar was to keep issues of scope to a minimum.

Invited speakers and commentators were given an opportunity to present their views as
written contributions. The present seminar proceedings are essentially the result of these
views. In addition, short summaries of the discussions following each session are included.
Although an attempt was made to be as complete and accurate as possible in reproducing
these discussions, the editors apologise if some important points or statements have been
omitted. If so, the main reason is that the documentation of the discussions were based on
written notes, not taped recordings.
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Cut-off seminar. Stockholm, June 1998. Check against delivery

Seminar concerning Verification Aspects of a Cut-Off Treaty
Hasseludden, Stockholm. 3-5 June 1998

Opening and welcome by Hans Blix, DG emeritus of the IAEA

3 June 1998

The privilege has been given to me to welcome you to this seminar organized
by the Swedish Defense Research Establishment - FOA - on the Verification
Aspects of a Cut-off Treaty.

Over many years our host organization - FOA- has played a very significant
role supporting the efforts of the Swedish government in arms control and
disarmament negotiations.

Indeed, I can well remember how in 1962 I - a new international law adviser
of the Swedish Foreign^ Ministry—and Jan Prawitz- a young engineer from
FOA - met with Foreign Minster Unden and the members of the team that
was to take part in the ENDC (the Eighteen Nations Disarmament
Conference) - only 18 in those days! Jan has been joined and followed by
many other engineers and researchers from FOA. The expertise provided by
these advisers has been of great importance and often given weight to
Swedish proposals and positions.

A small country, like Sweden, is not automatically given attention as the great
powers are, but good ideas, strong arguments and convincing data
fortunately have weight wherever they come from. In negotiations about
disarmament and arms control the devil often sits in the details of complex
technical matters. Therefore, having with you advisers who command a good
knowledge and understanding of such matters is indispensable for influence.
The personnel resources of FOA have thus been -and still are- of great
importance to the Swedish efforts and I find it quite natural that FOA with its
long experience is our host at this seminar, which is to explore verification
aspects of a cut-off treaty. Dr. Gunnar Arbman has had the main



responsibility for this seminar within FOA and he will address us in a little
while, give us his own welcome and deal with various organizational matters.

We are pleased that so many knowledgeable expert have been able to come
here and it is the hope of the organizers that all participants will feel very
free in approaching the issues from a variety of view-points, e.g.
effectiveness and economy.

Each participant speaks in his or her personal capacity and no statements are
imputed to any government. Yet, we assume that most will be aware of
sensitivities and interests that may exist and may need to be kept in mind if
proposals are to be successful in a future negotiation.

There will be no records of our discussions, only some notes to help me at
the end to sum up. We hope, however, that you will agree to have your
written contributions compiled by the organizers. They should be part of the
international dossier as are the useful summaries of some earlier conferences
on the subject.

We know very well that some issues relating to the scope of a cut off
agreement have been controversial in the-past. Although decisions on scope
inevitably will impact on scope of verification and different options must be
kept in mind, the organizers of the seminar have sought to keep these issues -
at any rate the arguments for and against the various options —outside our
discussions. At this stage we do not think we can contribute to their solution.

After this plea for a technical and not a political approach, let me end,
nevertheless, by some personal comments trying to fit our discussion into the
current landscape of negotiations. Despite our ambition not to get into
questions on which we can hardly be of any help, we are not, of course,
talking in a void.

We are all aware that the cut-off item has had difficulties in reaching a take
off stage. This may remain the case. However, we should be aware that the
events of the last weeks have significantly rearranged the picture and that we
may now be at a point in time when new policies can be shaped.



For the moment many capitals are engaged in defining what measures they
will apply to India and Pakistan for having tested nuclear weapons, for
having bared the teeth that everybody knew they had. For injecting new
difficulties and dangers to the process of non-proliferation.

Although neither state violated any legal obligation by testing nuclear
weapons, they openly contradicted a definition laid down in the world's most
adhered to arms control agreement. Parties to tin's treaty will react against
action that contradicts the code of conduct which is laid down in the treaty
and which they urged all -parties or not - to follow.

Thus, we are now in the period of punishment. In this moment of
disappointment we hope, however, that it will not be forgotten that
punishment inflicted will not undo what has been done. The danger and
damage caused by two threshold states actually testing nuclear weapons will
remain, regardless of how many aid projects or loans are canceled.

If we are determined to continue the process of nuclear disarmament and
non-proliferation and wish to put it back on rail, we must have some
constructive ideas in our minds - not just the punishment which failed to
deter what it was meant to deter. I hope that the coming meetings of the
great powers will view thexecent tests not only as nasty confrontations, but
also as evidence of a failure of some of the policies they have pursued. Hence
I would hope that they will consider what new measures they can now take to
help the world to get on with the next steps on the journey toward a nuclear
weapons free world.

An optimistic view would be that rather than moving a cut-off agreement even
further down than it was on the agenda of nuclear arms control, the tests in
India and Pakistan might have increased the need for such an agreement .Let
me explain briefly what I have in mind.

A large part of the explanation for the Indian tests must lie in the wish of the
government in power and a substantial Indian public opinion to assert
equality with the recognized nuclear weapon states, in particular China. The
exclusion under the UN Charter from a permanent seat in the Security
Council and the exclusion under the suppliers' guide-lines from import of
peaceful nuclear equipment have been felt as an affront.
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Verification and Disarmament As delivered

a Paper contributed to

the Seminar concerning Verification Aspects of a Cut-Off Treaty
Hasseludden, Stockholm, 3 June 1998.

by Hans Blix, Director General emeritus of the IAEA

To-day we are used to a variety of international 'presences ' in the domestic sphere of
sovereign states - to observe elections or respect for human rights or mundane
matters like food standards.

In a world moving toward less weapons on site verification of the respect for
obligations assumed in the field of arms control and disarmament is one of the most
important categories of such presence. Public opinion seems not the least surprised
that an international crisis erupts when Iraq raises obstacles to inspection of the
President's many palaces. While I fully concur in the categorical insistence on access
that led to the crisis, I would like to note that verification and on site inspection are
comparatively new activities, that acceptance of them have not come that easily and
that many reservations exist. Some are perfectly understandable and legitimate, others
may seem exaggerated and many constitute obstacles to the effectiveness of the
verification.

In no area are States as jealous of their exclusive power as in the control of their
territories. It is reported that in the 19th century Turkey objected to the stationing on its
territory of an international "sanitary station" to help prevent epidemics being spread
by pilgrims going to or from Mecca. Turkey held this would be against her
sovereignty.

Before the nuclear era verification and on site inspection were rare and mainly based
on commitments imposed on vanquished states. Prohibitions of use of particular
weapons, like the ban on the dum-dum bullet or the ban of 1925 on chemical and
bacteriological weapons mostly did not require permanent verification mechanisms.
Violations would be evident or could be handled with ad hoc arrangements.

Prohibition of possession and restriction in the possession of weapons, especially
nuclear weapons represents a more ambitious approach than prohibition of use and
while a violation of use could - at least in theory - be countered by immediate
retaliation in kind reactions to violations regarding possession of weapons might need
time. Early warning would thus be important.



For many years during the Cold War the discussion of verification was stale. Whether
because they were firmly opposed to any foreign inspection due to old sovereignty
concepts or due to a need to conceal weaknesses, or both, the Soviet Union and its
satellites rejected meaningful inspection. I can well remember what was called the
"bonfire" concept under which the Soviet Union advocated "effective verification" of
general and complete disarmament. The inspectors would be invited to count the
weapons or tanks or other equipment collected and see withrtheir own eyes how they
were destroyed. But there would be no right to verify that new and better tanks,
weapons or equipment were not simultaneously produced. That would constitute
espionage!

To-day I find it tempting to see a cut-off agreement of the production of fissile
material as a necessary complement to agreements which limit the number of nuclear
weapons and which result in verification of excess fissile material from dismantled
weapons. Not only should one verify the draining or - currently more realistically - the
reduction of the pool of weapons. One should also verify that the tap is closed.

As we know modern technology in the shape of the satellites helped inaugurate
modern verification. International law told us that the satellites circled the world at
levels above and beyond national sovereignty. Although there were certainly many
who wanted to brand their activities as espionage and destroy them, they were more
difficult to reach than the U 2 planes which, moreover, flew through the air space
belonging to states. When the mutual confidence became a desirable commodity to the
superpowers, the merits of satellite surveillance became evident. They go a long way
to prevent surprises and they do it elegantly, without any intrusiveness on the ground
and without complex negotiations.

Satellites remain an important tool to assure a good deal of transparency in the
armament area. A Soviet satellite discovered the South-African preparations for a
nuclear test in the Kalahari desert in 1977 and US satellite pictures were of great value
to show the Board of Governors of the IAEA relevant nuclear installations in the
DPRK. At the time a few members of that Board were reluctant to accept this type of
evidence. However, as satellite imagery becomes available from several states and
even on commercial bases, I think this reluctance will give way. Nevertheless, one
should not be lulled into confidence that everything is surveyed and detected. The
Argentine enrichment plant at Pilcanyio was not seen before it was announced by the
Argentine government and the large research reactor, which China helped Algeria to
build apparently was not spotted until several years into the construction. The recent
Indian nuclear test preparations were evidently sufficiently well concealed for satellites
to spot them.

The safeguards system of the IAEA was the first institutionalized international on site
verification and inspection system that evolved - from the beginning of the 1960's.
During a little more than 35 years it has developed from a tiny activity into a large



professional operation engaging some 600 people at the IAEA and costing some 90
million dollars per year.

It met considerable resistance and skepticism in the beginning. There was concern in
some quarters that technical and commercial secrets in inspected non-nuclear weapon
states might be divulged by inspectors and that these states' nuclear industry would be
at a disadvantage compared to their competitors in the nuclear weapon states which
were not subject to inspection. The UK and the US responded to this criticism by
voluntarily offering to open all their peaceful nuclear installations to safeguards. The
other three declared nuclear weapon states followed these examples, albeit with more
restricted offers. Despite recommendations by NPT review conferences that these
offers be fully utilized, budget constraints have severely limited inspection in the five
states. The offers have been used mainly to familiarize the IAEA with different types
of nuclear installations that might be exported. The opportunity to bring about a greater
measure of safeguards equality between NWS and NNWS stranded on cost.

This is not the place to go into detailed technical descriptions of the facility specific
safeguards under INFCIRC 66 and the comprehensive safeguards under INFCIRC 153
and the modernized safeguards under INFRCIRC 540. However, I must point to some
main features and add a few comments.

A first comment is that skepticism on the industrial side has largely subsided . To our
knowledge there have been no revelations of industrial or commercial secrets and
cooperation between the IAEA and nuclear industry is mostly excellent. An industrial
association, like the Uranium Institute, has been most supportive of non-proliferation
and safeguards and has been aware that credible safeguards are a precondition for
international trade in the nuclear field.

Yet, the experience of transforming the 93+2 IAEA Secretariat program into a Board
approved additional protocol demonstrated that there was still reluctance among many
states to give but the most evidently needed conveniences or prerogatives to the
inspecting organization. To take just one example: While the CWC stipulates that visa
shall be given to inspectors for at least two years, the same provision to strengthen the
independence of inspectors of IAEA and to facilitate unannounced inspections, was
not accepted. One year was the best that could be had...

A second comment is that member states have contributed much to the development of
the system by support programs. Much research has been carried out in national
laboratories with vast capacities and many new measures have been tested on a
voluntary basis in various member states—not least in the context of trying out
elements of the 93+2 program.

Now to some of the main features in the IAEA safeguards verification system that
non-nuclear weapon states parties to the NPT are obliged to accept.



It is based primarily on accountancy of nuclear material under the jurisdiction or
control of the inspected party. The accounts are checked for consistency and for
reflecting the reality. Although it is a highly professional system, it has been criticized
for being somewhat mechanistic, too much concerned with quantitative assessments
and too little with qualitative judgments.

David Fischer, former assistant DG of the IAEA , said somewhat sarcastically last
year that proliferation was not likely to come through the scraping of teaspoonfuls of
plutonium in a safeguarded reprocessing plant but rather through wholly clandestine
plants. This is probably true. Yet, precisely at this juncture when the value of zero
tolerance for law and order is so widely acclaimed, perhaps one should not minimize
the importance of strict accountancy of nuclear material. Order, discipline and
precision are qualities we wish to see in the handling of enriched uranium and
plutonium. And if the teaspoon scraping is not a likely path for nuclear proliferation by
a state it might yet be troublesome in the context of trafficking.

The quantitative approach also has had some advantages in that it protects an
intergovernmental organization from accusations of treating inspected parties
unequally. While the police in a city may put more efforts in crime ridden areas, an
international organization based on the sovereign eauality of states cannot allow itself
to assume that some members are lesser proliferation risks than others. It cannot act
on trust anywhere.

It is true that the INFCIRC 153 safeguards system did not preclude special inspections
anywhere beyond declared facilities. Yet, no such inspection was demanded before
the revelations in Iraq. Inspectors neither could - nor were they entitled to—go
roaming in the territory of states in blind search of clandestine installations. Perhaps
even more importantly, however, was that there was no information suggesting a need
for any inspection beyond the declared installations, nor any system for collecting such
information.

Worse still were the limitations imposed upon the state authors of the safeguards
system that routine inspections should be limited to strategic points in declared
installations. Perhaps the logic of this could be defended by reference to the focus on
nuclear material rather than on installations, but it certainly sent a signal urging
constraint by the Agency.

While it would be unfair to suggest that no evolution took place in the safeguards
system of the IAEA prior to the revelations in Iraq, these became a watershed. All
understood that the system, to be meaningful, would have to be given more teeth.
Modifications which until then would have been unacceptable to the majority became
possible. It was realized that to have a verification system which had serious
deficiencies might be more dangerous than having none, because it might lull
neighbours and the world at large into a misplaced confidence.
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Perhaps the Secretariat's reports on safeguards implementation (SIR) deserve some
criticism for glossing over the important limitations in their reach while being detailed
on many minor shortcomings.

Here is what the IAEA SIR for 1990 (submitted in 1991) stated about Iraq:

"In carrying out the safeguards obligations of the Agency in 1990, the Secretariat, as in
previous years, did not detect any event which would indicate the diversion of a
significant amount of safeguarded nuclear material ... It is considered reasonable to
conclude that the nuclear material under Agency safeguards in 1990 remained in
peaceful nuclear activities or was otherwise adequately accounted for. ..."

By the expressions 'safeguarded nuclear material' and 'material under Agency
safeguards' the Agency meant "materialplaced under safeguards" or "material
declared for safeguards". However, literally, they could well have been taken to
mean "material which the State was obliged under its safeguards agreement to declare
and place under safeguards." If so taken, the language used went beyond what the
Agency really could testify to.

In the SIR for 1991 (released in 1992) - the year that the clandestine installations were
found by IAEA inspectors after the Gulf War - the language was modified, Reference
was now made to "nuclear material placed under Agency safeguards " and it was
noted that

"Iraq had not complied with the obligations of its safeguards agreement to declare
certain activities and place all relevant material under safeguards. "

The modifications made in the language of the IAEA reports between 1991 and 1992
reflect a care to be precise about the limitations of safeguards. Subsequently the IAEA
has sought to maintain this prudent attitude . Regardless how propitious the conditions
of verification have been, there will remain some elements of uncertainty when you are
asked to testify about the absence of readily concealable objects or activities on a
country-wide basis. Even in the case of South Africa, where the cooperation of the
authorities with Agency inspectors was most extensive, the conclusions of the
inspectors stated only:

"The team found no evidence that the inventory of nuclear material included in the
Initial Report was incomplete." (Report of 3 September 1992. GOV/ 2609, para. 31).

However, as I had occasion to say in an informal meeting of the Security Council on
16 October last year (1997) - after six years' of the most extensive investigations in
Iraq with unparalleled access to sites and documents -

".. .when the Agency reports that it has found no indication of activities, facilities. Or
items, this does not amount to an assertion that there is none. ... The probability that
'no indication' corresponds to 'non-existence' depends upon how intrusive,
extensive, systematic and skillful the investigation was that gave such result. Judging
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that probability is not a technical matter. Even less so deciding what level of
probability is required. '

There are other limitations on the IAEA safeguards verification system than the
inherent impossibility of reaching 100 % certainty and the almost inherent
impossibility of knowing something about the future intentions of a government. Some
of these are in all likelihood relevant also for other verification systems. I have in
mind, particularly

significant quantity, and
timely detection.

Theoretically it might perhaps be possible to design verification systems that are
extremely fine meshed - the operations in Iraq are -but both considerations of cost
and of the risk of irritating false alarms suggest some moderation in the devising of
general systems. The moderation is not totally free of risk. The spoonscraping of
plutonium is unlikely but cannot be entirely excluded and we saw in Iraq how the
leaders involved were calculating some action to take place immediately after an IAEA
inspection to give maximum time before it was detected at the next inspection.

To give you an idea of how intrusive and fine meshed the IAEA inspection regime
under Security Council mandate in Iraq is, let me cite from the exchange of letters of
14 May 1991 between the SG of the UN and the Iraqi Foreign Minister. The
inspectors working in Iraq should have, for instance:

-unrestricted freedom of entry and exit without delay or hindrance;

-unrestricted freedom of movement without advance notice within Iraq...;

-right to unimpeded access to any site or facility for the purpose of on-site
inspection...

-right to request, receive, examine and copy any record, data, or information...;

-right to install equipment or construct facilities for observation, inspection, testing or
monitoring...;

-right to take photographs whether from the ground or from the air...;

-right to unrestricted communication by radio, satellite ...

Under the plan for future ongoing monitoring and verification in Iraq, approved by
the Security Council in October 1991, these rights were confirmed and some additional
prerogatives for the Agency were spelled out, e.g.:
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-to stop and inspect vehicles, ships, aircraft or any other means of transportation within
Iraq...:

-to inspect imports or exports of material and other items upon arrival or departure;

-to conduct interviews with any personnel at any site...

An inspection regime of this kind is unprecedented and will hardly be accepted except
by a State under severe pressure. It has taught us a great deal about techniques of
verification and inspection during the past seven years and I should like to point to
some experiences which may have a wider bearing, and many of which have been
acted upon in the Secretariat's 92+2 program and found their way in the new
additional protocol on safeguards.

In my first report to the Board of Governors of the IAEA after the events in Iraq, I
summed up the need for a strengthening of safeguards regime through

access to more information

greater access to sites, and, when needed,

access to the Security Council for support.

I shall discuss our experience under those headings.

Information.

A very detailed mapping of Iraq's nuclear weapons program was made possible
through the seizing of Iraqi large numbers of documents and the voluntary submission
of many others. Interrogation of and 'seminars' with relevant scientists and engineers
gave supplementary information and further understanding. Data and information from
suppliers was yet another source of great importance. Requirements of data about
exports and imports are now part of the strengthened safeguards system. In addition
the Secretariat systematically scans the press for any relevant information and a
comprehensive analysis of all available information is performed.

For the first time in the Agency's verification activities intelligence from individual
states became of importance in the Iraqi case. The Agency does not, of course, ever
engage itself in any clandestine information gathering. In the case of Iraq S.C. Res.
687 of 1991 stipulated (Para 13) that the Agency should perform immediate on site
inspections "based on Iraq' declarations and the designation of any additional
locations by the Special Commission " i.e. UNSCOM. The idea was clearly that the
commission should be assisted by intelligence briefings of member states and on that
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basis put the Agency - responsible for the neutralization of the nuclear program - on
the right tracks.

While no intelligence organization appears to have known about the Iraqi nuclear
program before the Gulf War, information obtained by such organizations from
defectors and through other means after the end of the war as well as infonnation from
satellite surveillance has been of great significance throughout the Agency's
inspection effort.

Receiving intelligence from member states as a part of the information basis of regular
safeguards - rather than the Security Council mandated Iraq operation - must follow
some strict ground rules to avoid objections from member states. I would state them as
follows:

First, the Agency will receive information from any one offering it, but will never use
any but its own observations for safeguards conclusions. There is not only information
available but also desinformation and all must be critically analysed. Some may help
the Agency to look for relevant data or sites.

Second, the traffic is one way, i.e. the Agency can receive but not give anything back.
The Agency acquires a great deal of confidential information and data from parties to
safeguards agreements. This confidentiality must be fully respected.

Third, it is desirable that intelligence - like satellite information - be received from
several countries, so that the input is balanced.

Access

I have cited the provisions which govern access for inspection and monitoring in Iraq.
Nothing nearly as intrusive is acceptable for a general system of verification among
states. However, the limitation of access to strategic points in routine inspections
under NPT type safeguards has fallen away. Several other expansions have occurred
in the right of access and the possibility of unannounced inspections has increased.

A few words about special inspections which are foreseen already in the INFCIRC
153 system (Paras, 73 and 77). There are important differences between the IAEA'
rights to special inspections and the challenge inspections which can take place
under the CWC and the on site inspections which can be asked under the Complete
Test Ban Treaty.

In the IAEA safeguards system the Secretariat can request a special inspection when
it considers that information made available by the State, including explanations, is not
adequate. If the State rejects the request, this rejection can be overruled by a simple
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majority of the Agency's Board of Governors, deciding that it is essential and urgent
to establish that nuclear material subject to safeguards is not diverted to nuclear
weapons. Thus a request for a special inspection can only be made if the Secretariat
believes on some reasonable grounds that some nuclear material exists which has not
been declared or that a facility required to be declared has not been so declared. In
the case of the DPRK such a request was made by the Director General, was upheld
by the Board of Governors and rejected by the DPRK. As a result the conflict was
referred to the Security Council.

The IAEA model gives rather much power and responsibility to the Secretariat. It
may be a politically sensitive matter to handle. For states involved , it might have the
advantage that a Secretariat will avoid politicizing—if it can.

Under the Chemical Weapons Convention there is, as in the IAEA, a permanent
inspectorate that pays periodic visits to the relevant installations. However, here any
State Party may request the technical secretariat to undertake a challenge inspection to
clarify any questions concerning possible non-compliance with the Convention. Thus,
the CWC Secretariat cannot, itself, take the initiative to such inspection. On the other
hand, a party requesting a challenge inspection will only need one third of the Council
to support it. This system takes the Secretariat out of the hot seat. On the other hand it
holds some risk for harassing challenge inspections .

Unlike the IAEA Secretariat which verifies States' compliance with safeguards
agrements under the NPT, the CTBT Secretariat does not analyze the material
obtained through the various monitoring methods employed, with a view to
discovering any anomalies to be followed up. The emphasis is rather on compiling,
relaying the data to Member States and leaving it to them to analyze the data. If the
States find things that need to be clarified they can turn directly to the State on whose
territory the relevant event appears to have taken place or to the Director General or
the Executive Council of the CTBTO. If States are not satisfied with the clarifications
obtained, they - but not the Director General - can ask for on site inspection. Thirty
affirmative votes would be needed - out of 51 - to mount such an inspection. A
special interesting feature is that the request can be based on data obtained from -1
quote - " national technical means of verification in a manner consistent with generally
recognized principles of international law." This would seem to make satellite
observations acceptable, but espionage reports not.

A special problem relevant in several fields of verification is the need to ensure that
inspectors do not learn what should remain confidential to the inspected state. For
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instance, while verifying that no enriched uranium is diverted from an inspected plant,
nuclear inspectors should not learn the techniques of enrichment and while verifying
excess plutonium from dismantled weapons the inspectors should not learn about
bomb constructions. The CWC is the most advanced instrument in this respect
providing for "managed access" which permits the removal of sensitive papers and the
shrouding of sensitive equipment unrelated to the subject of the inspection. This
approach has been taken over in the Additional Protocol for Safeguards Verification.

Access to the Security Council

There is, generally speaking, no difficulty to bring serious disarmament verification
issues before the Security Council, but parties to bilateral agreements might prefer not
to do so. After the Council's meeting at the summit level in 1992, a Presidential
Statement was issued stating the commitment of the members to work against the
spread of technology related to weapons of mass destruction and stressing , in the
nuclear field "fully effective IAEA safeguards" and underlining their determination to
take "appropriate measures in the case of any violations notified to them by the
IAEA."

This message was reinforced by the 1995 NPT Review and Extension Conference
which stated inter alia that, I quote:

"States parties that have concerns regarding non-compliance ... should direct such
concerns, along with supporting evidence and information, to the IAEA to consider,
investigate, draw conclusions and decide on necessary actions in accordance with its
mandate."

The division of labour between the IAEA and the CWC on the one hand and the
Security Council on the other, is clear: the inspecting organizations are watchdogs,
wile the Council is the potential policeman. I say "potential", because the Council
has a wide latitude of action to uphold arms control and disarmament. In Iraq
aggression was checked and nuclear proliferation prevented by the intervention of half
a million men. In the case of the DPRK possible further diversion of fissile material
was impeded by the promised assistance to build two light water reactors...

The cost aspect of verification of arms control and disarmament might seem a trivial
matter to the public which would be inclined to think that reducing armaments would
save national resources even if, for security and confidence, some resources would
have to be devoted to verification. In reality one sometimes gets the impression that at
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least agreement on paying for multilateral verification action may be as difficult as
agreement on the disarmament measures. States are much less reluctant to spend
millions - or even billions - on national means of verification than on international
ones. Evidently there are powerful institutions in the domestic sphere that will seek
such results, while the multilateral mechanisms have no lobbies.

Let me conclude these reflections by submitting that the further arms control and
disarmament measures reduce weapons stocks, in particular weapons of mass
destruction, the more important verification will become. A reduction froom 10 to 0
will be watched more closely for faithful implementation than a reduction from 1000
to 990. Nuclear weapon states will hesitate to cut their stocks very low if they are not
confident that there is no clandestine proliferation - horizontal or vertical. And non
nuclear weapon states may be reluctant to reduce their armaments unless they feel
confident that the NWS are doing the same. The indispensable basis for success lies
in continued global detente and in progress in achieving detente at the regional level as
well. However, a hopeful feature is that the last decade has brought a number of new
advanced techniques that will be of great help, e.g. remote and automatic transmission
of data, which reduces intrusion and cost, environmental sampling, radiometric
surveillance. Etc. The satellites were but a good beginning of brave new verification
methods.
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Nearly five years have passed since the 1993 United Nations General Assembly

resolution calling for the negotiation of a multilateral, effectively verifiable convention

cutting-off the production of highly-enriched uranium and plutonium for nuclear weapons

or other nuclear explosive device - or a Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty (FMCT) .

Initially, hopes were high that negotiations would soon begin at the Geneva Conference

on Disarmament and make rapid progress toward a treaty. This was especially so after

agreement in March, 1995 to the so-called "Shannon mandate." With that mandate, the

members of the CD appeared to have broken through the barriers that had until then

blocked the creation of an ad hoc CD negotiating committee on FMCT. These barriers

included differences over cutoffs purposes as well as on the matter of whether or not to

include existing stockpiles of nuclear weapons materials in the scope of an agreement.

Instead, that agreement broke down, deadlock ensued, and negotiations have yet to

begin.2

Particularly after the decisions byTndia and Pakistan to test and deploy nuclear

weapons, it is timely to step back to take a new look at cutoff. These recent actions by

India and Pakistan are a major wild card. They could spell the end of pursuit of a

multilateral cutoff for the foreseeable future or they could open up new possiblities at

least for serious negotiations if not an eventual agreement on FMCT. With that in mind,

to help frame the discussion at the workshop, the following paper briefly addresses three

questions:

• First, is an international cutoff agreement still useful, and if so, why?

• Second, what are the origins of the current deadlock - both on the surface and
more deeply? And

• Third, how can lhat deadlock be overcome, or barring that, what other steps
still might usefully be pursued to enhance international transparency and

1 This paper uses the terms FMCT and cutoff agreement interchangeably, following current international
practice.
2 There have been continuing Track U discussions of cutoff, involving officials and NGOs. Plus in May.
1998. the Japanese CD delegation organized a day and one-half workshop on cutoff issues.
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controls over thcjse nuclear weapons materials now outside of international
safeguards?

One final prefatory remark is in order. This paper takes an American perspective,

or, as the agenda puts it, a "view from a nuclear-weapon state." No claim is made,

however, that this view reflects official policy in Washington. Some of the points made

would clearly fall outside the boundaries of current official American thinking. Indeed,

one purpose of the paper is to try to stretch our debate about what next on cutoff,

including the possibility that attention may now need to shift from the idea of a

multilateral treaty to other types of actions to enhance further global nuclear weapon

materials controls and transparency.

Why Cutoff?

Over the past several years, there has been considerable diplomatic debate about

the purpose of an international agreement to cut off the production of plutonium and

highly-enriched uranium for nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. At the

Geneva CD but also elsewhere, this debate has not infrequently been couched in terms of

whether a FMCT is a nuclear non-proliferation or a nuclear disarmament measure. This

was and is a false dichotomy. If realized, a cutoff would serve both goals, though perhaps

somewhat differently after foe recent scries of nuclear tests in South Asia. Consider

some of the potential payoffs of successful negotiation of a FMCT.

A Legal Obligation Not to Produce for the NPT Nuclear-Weapon States.3 At
least four of the five NPT nuclear-weapon states have officially declared that
they have ccascrj production of plutonium and highly-enriched uranium for
weapons. In unofficial comments, diplomats from the fifth NPT nuclear
weapon state, China, have strongly implied that China may have done so, as
well. Nonetheless, making this cessation a legal obligation would be a useful

3 India's nuclear tests and its declaration that it intends to deploy nuclear weapons - as well as the actions
by Pakistan - makers it no longer accurate to continue referring to the acknowledged nuclear weapon states
- the United States, Russia, the United Kingdom, France, and China- and the unacknowledged ones -
Israel. India, and Pakistan. But how to label India and Pakistan raises issues that need to be closely
considered. To the extent that India tested nuclear weapons to claim international status, for example, one
way to deny it that status would be not to treat it as a new member of the nuclear club. That approach,
however, might be criticized as turning a blind eye to realities and making it harder to contain the
consequences of more open nuclearization of the subcontinent.
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step because of i}s greater irreversibility, the accompanying verification
measures, and the overall heightened transparency that all but certainly would
accompany implementation of a FMCT agreement by the five NPT nuclear
powers.

A Step Forward on the Disarmament "SlrppcrrS4ope. A cutoff would be a
step forward on the path toward at the least rolling back the Cold War nuclear
arsenals to very low residual levels if not their eventual military or at least
political elimination4. This point is often either dismissed or undervalued by
many officials frpm non-nuclear weapon states since a cutoff by the five NPT
nuclear-weapon states would admittedly only codify what already is occurring.
Nonetheless, the; readiness of the nuclear powers to accept a legal obligation
not to produce pjutonium and highly-enriched uranium for weapons would be
important psychologically. In effect, it would represent an acknowledgment
that the Cold W$r nuclear world has truly ended and that nuclear postures
need to be viewed in that light. This step also would open the way for further
steps - many of Which almost certainly would be put forward by the non-
nuclear weapon fctates in the context of enhanced NPT review.

Buying Options for Nuclear Restructuring. One of the kev tasks ahead, as
already noted, isito roll back the Cold War nuclear legacies in the United
States and Russia. In addition to its psychological impact, a FMCT would
contribute inorcpracticaHyto this task in several ways. Its verification and
transparency provisions would help to provide information about the nuclear
baseline on both sides. These provisions' implementation also could help
informally to open up the nuclear infrastructures of participants. Further, if a
cutoff entailed -perhaps in a parallel set of declarations or even agreements -
extensive declarations about existing stocks of nuclear weapons materials, it
would again provide needed information for further steps later.

Capping Proliferation in South Asia. One of the main reasons for pursuing a
cutoff agreement has always been to cap proliferation in South Asia. After
India and Pakistan's tests, cutoff becomes all the more important as a means to
pursue this goal. In the current post-test environment, a legally binding freeze
on future production of plutonium and highly enriched uranium for weapons
would place significant practical constraints on the scope of nuclear
competition between India and Pakistan. (This is one reason, of course, why
either country might reject cutoff as not serving its perceived security interest.)
Politically, the start of FMCT talks and progress toward agreement also would

4 The idea of physical elimination is straightforward in theory, though likely to be difficult to apply in
practice. It would entail the actual destruction of nuclear weapons, their associated components and
materials, and production infrastructure. Political elimination could range from the transfer of any such
residua] capabilities to intcrnatioea] control (as originally envisaged by the 1946 Baruch Plan) at one end or
the loss of nuclear weapons' political relevance as instruments of power and diplomacy (as currently is the
case in dealings among the three Western nuclear powers).
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be a possible means by which both Delhi and Islamabad could signal their
reciprocal desire:- and intention - not to follow the U.S. and Soviet nuclear
model. Indeed, jthis latter reason could well be why both countries might yet
find cutoff politically useful.

• A Signal of Restraint in the Middle East. Until now, Israel has not had to
make clear its position on an FMCT. Instead, it has been able to let India,
Pakistan, and th^ir more ideologically-oriented supporters among the non-
aligned movement block the start of CD negotiations. Were Israeli prepared
to join a future cutoff, this would serve to cap proliferation in the Middle East.
Prior to that, if negotiations can be begun at ihe CD, an Israeli readiness to
take a constructive posture would be a useful political signal. Especially after
tests by India and Pakistan, Israeli participation in FMCT negotiations would
allay fears in some quarters that Israel, too, might rethink its posture of nuclear
ambiguity.

The Current Impasse

Despite these potential benefits of a FMCT, it has not proved possible lo begin

negotiations at the CD. Oathe surface, the lack of progress over the past half-decade is

the result of a dispute over whether to link cutoff negotiations formally and institutionally

to nuclear disarmament.

More specifically, India, Pakistan, and other non-aligned countries have been

unwilling to agree to cutoff negotiations unless their demand was met to establish a

parallel ad hoc committee on nuclear disarmament at the CD. They argued that unless

such a committee defined a time-bound framework for nuclear disarmament, FMCT

might turn out not to be a step forward but a dead end. For their part, the United States,

other nuclear weapon states, and most of the Western allies refused to agree to the

establishment of such a committee. Their arguments stressed that nuclear reductions

were a bilateral U.S.-Russian matter, that the non-aligned call for a time-bound

framework was unrealistic given the security interests at stake and the way negotiations

actually take place, and that cutoff should go forward on its merits.

However, beneath the surface of this debate - and the current deadlock over cutoff

- other factors appear to have been at work. Brief consideration of these underlying

obstacles is warranted to provide part of the background to thinking about next steps.
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On the part of the United States, there appears to have been a reluctance to

acknowledge that even though it would be impractical and undesirable to try to negotiate

U.S.-Russian nuclear reductions in the CD context, the countries represented there had a

legitimate interest in the scqpe and pace of efforts to do so. Questions from this quarter

frequently were viewed not simply as an extra burden but as without standing. More

broadly, inertia may have al^o been at work. That is, bureaucratic and institutional

traditions all have made U.S. officials reluctant to reassess Cold War nuclear first

principles - including especially the role and requirements of deterrence as well as the

foundations of nuclear stability. Instead, old approaches have been carried over into the

changed political environment. This appears to have spilled-over in turn into a reluctance

to debate these issues with dther countries, whether in the CD or elsewhere.

On the part of some, perhaps many, of the non-aligned countries that have

advocated creation of an ad'hoc CD working group tasked with defining a timc=bound

framework for nuclear disarmament, a different type of inertia may have been at work.

Many of them appeared reluctant to acknowledge the extent to which the underlying

developments in ihe two mtjor nuclear weapon states were inexorably leading toward

significant nuclear restructuring. Both in the United States and Russia, budgetary

considerations alone made It all but inevitable that nuclear forces would continue to

shrink. Particularly for the United States, moreover, key organizations were getting out

of the nuclear business, suggesting again a longer-term trend toward relative

denuclearization. Also at work in feeding this deadlock, however, all but certainly was

the unwillingness of some key countries, e.g.. India, to give up its nuclear weapon option.

For Indian officials, opposition to the start of FMCT negotiations also may well have

been perceived to be an appropriate tit-for-tat response - a "pay-back" - both to NPT

indefinite extension and tha successful CTBT end-game.

What Next - FMCT o r . . >.

The decisions by India and Pakistan to test and deploy nuclear weapons comprise

a fundamental turning-point for pursuit of a fissile material cutoff treaty. A FMCT could
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provide pan of an overall package of actions aimed a containing the dangers of an

escalating nuclear arms race in South Asia -- while equally proving useful as part of the

wider process of rolling back the Cold War nuclear legacies among the NPT nuclear

powers.5 But that presumet a readiness of both India and Pakistan to permit CD

negotiations to begin and to support a cutoff. Barring that, efforts to enhance nuclear

materials controls should probably turn in another direction, setting aside cutoff as a once

good idea whose time has passed.

Engage India and Pakistan. More specifically, the most important next step on

FMCT should be to engage, both Delhi and Islamabad diplomatically to determine their

possible interest in FMCT is a means to help manage the new nuclear risks that have

arisen after their series of nuclear tests. The United States, Russia, or the United

Kingdom might do so with India; China or the United States with Pakistan. In so doing,

the purpose would not be yet again to make the case for why cutoff would be a valuable

disarmament step. Instead, diplomacy should quite directly stress, as suggested already

above, that both countries revisit the idea of a global FMCT on the grounds that

adherence to it could directly serve their own security, political, and economic interests.

In sounding out both Delhi and Islamabad, it would be necessary, as well, to

accept the fact that a cutoff agreement would cap not roll back their programs. In

5 The nuclear tests by India and Pakistan comprise, as well, a fundamental turning-point for the overall NPT
non-proliferation regime as well as for proliferation in South Asia. As such, this series of tests raises many
questions that extend beyond thelscope of this paper. Suffice it to suggest that encouraging India and
Pakistan to join a cutoff would be only a small part of a broader set of initiatives aimed at heading-off an
escalating nuclear arms race, a regional nuclear clash, and the wider spillovers from their recent tests. Key
here could be a readiness of the great powers to concert their actions in the region to provide a mix of
"sticks and carrots" for nuclear restraint - including by providing a five-power nuclear and territorial
security guarantee to Pakistan ag&inst India and India against China.
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particular, prior to the recent series of tests, there was reason to believe that both Indian

and Pakistani officials believed that adherence to FMCT would be tantamount to joining

the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and accepting the equivalent of full-scope

safeguards under the NPT. This perception of FMCT may well have been one

contributing factor to both governments' reluctance to support the start of FMCT

negotiations at the CD. Now, a belief that adherence to FMCT would be tantamount to

adherence to NPT would mpst certainly result in their refusal to participate. (This would

leave open, however, the possibility that over the longer-term, in the right regional and

global security environment!, both countries might decide to follow the South African

route of giving up their nuclear capabilities.)

A number of considerations will likely shape whether both countries can be

persuaded to view a FMCT as useful for their own security. The amounts of

unsafeguarded fissile material that each possesses clearly will be important - and the

extent to which there is a significant asymmetry in stocks. Outside influence also could

be important, particularly if sanctions and diplomatic jaw-boning begin to have an effect.

Domestic politics will undoubtedly play a role, as it already has done in triggering testing.

Not least, the extent to which the current situation seems be getting out of hand in the

views of officials, observers, and the wider elites in both Delhi and Islamabad could be

critical. So viewed, their negotiation of cutoff - and perhaps adherence to CTBT - could

come to resemble U.S.-Soviet negotiation of the 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty, whose

successful and rapid conclusion was greatly facilitated by the lingering shock of the

Cuban Missile crisis a half-year previously.

In thinking about intensified pursuit of a FMCT as part of a package of measures

to deal with the new proliferation situation in South Asia, one further issue arises. There

may be a tension between seeking adherence to FMCT by India and Pakistan now that

both countries have tested ouclear weapons and trying not to legitimize their status as

nuclear-weapon status. To the extent that a FMCT required both countries to declare

their possession of plutonium and highly-enriched uranium produced for nuclear
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weapons, this tension would be intensified. Indeed, concern not to legitimize the recent

actions by India and Pakistan could lead some governments to oppose the very idea of

using a FMCT as part of a means to constrain India and Pakistan. As a response, it may

be possible to draft a FMCT's obligations in a manner to limit any such legitimizing

effect. How the Preamble is drafted also could make a difference. But some adverse

impact may be unavoidable.

The Role of Technical Discussions. Assuming a readiness on the part of India and

Pakistan both to let negotiations commence at the CD and to negotiate seriously, it could

prove useful then to foster 4 parallel process of technical discussions on FMCT

verification matters. Such technical discussions could take place on an informal ad hoc

basis, perhaps building on the one and one-half day FMCT workshop sponsored by Japan

in May, 1998. Or consideration might be given to the establishment of a more formal CD

international FMCT Technical Experts Group. This would be patterned on the Group of

Scientific Experts that had been chartered by the CD in the nuclear testing field.

Were negotiations underway, technical discussions along these lines could serve a

number of useful purposes for successful conclusion of a FMCT. They could help to

identify technical gaps in existing experience, approaches, inspection methodologies, and

available technology for monitoring compliance with an FMCT. In addition, while

virtually all CD members will lack direct, hands-on experience in producing fissile

material for nuclear weapons, they still will have influence on the outcome of

negotiations. The information provided via technical discussions would serve to educate

these other countries' delegations on the technical dimensions and complexities of an

FMCT. Over the longer-term, technical discussions on FMCT could also facilitate the

collection and exchange ofi data that would be required for the design of an FMCT

verification regime. Technical discussions also would provide a conducive venue to put

forward specific verification proposals and to obtain other countries' buy-in to those

proposals.
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FMCT Plus. Again assuming CD negotiations begin, many technical and policy

issues would need to be resolved to reach eventual agreement on an FMCT. How to

define the materials to be covered, provisions for production of naval reactor fuels,

whether to place limits on transfers, declarations requirements, the scope of a verification

regime, conditions for entry>into-force, and not least how to deal with the matter of

existing stocks of previously produced highly-enriched uranium and plutonium stand out.

In that regard, the issue of existing stocks may prove the most troublesome. Not only the

five NFT nuclear weapon spates but also India and Israel have indicated their opposition

to including the subject of existing stocks in FMCT negotiations. Conversely, many non-

nuclear weapon states havc;wanted an FMCT to constrain not simply future production

but also to deal with existing stocks. Successful negotiation of an FMCT, therefore, may

well depend on finding some means to manage this issue.

In that regard, several; different approaches could be considered to deal with the

issue of existing stocks not ;within but in parallel with CD cutoff negotiations. One

possibility would be to hold parallel talks among the P-5 aimed at reaching a separate

agreement covering existing stocks of plutonium and highly enriched uranium. This

might entail, e.g., declarations of available quantities and possible constraints on the

future uses of some parts of that material. Or all countries that had produced highly-

enriched uranium or plutortium, whether for military or peaceful purposes, could

undertake voluntarily to make declarations concerning their stocks. One place to do so

would be in any future Technical Experts Group that might be created. If such

declarations focused on all.such stocks without making any distinction between stocks of

materials produced for weapons and those produced for civilian purposes, the risk of

legitimizing their nuclear status could be contained. Still another possibility would be for

voluntary declarations solely by the P-5 nuclear weapon states.

A P-5 Nuclear Transparency and Controls Agenda. Despite the international

community's best efforts, jt may simply not be possible to begin negotiations on a

multilateral FMCT. This possibility, however, should not lead us to overlook a number
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of other possible nuclear weapons materials transparency and control initiatives. In

differing ways, each of these initiatives focuses on the Cold War nuclear legacies in the

hands of the five NPT nuclear powers. (Should it be possible to begin multilateral FMCT

negotiations, moreover, several of these related initiatives still could be pursued in

parallel.) Consider briefly a few ideas that warrant more detailed treatment - both to

define their elements and to) assess their feasibility:

P-5 Cutoff Agreement. A legally binding cutoff agreement might be pursued
among the five NPT nuclear powers. This would entail a reversal of policy on
their parts, since they all have emphasized the role of a cutoff primarily in
constraining proliferation and not been amenable to the idea of an agreement
among themselves. Nonetheless, a P-5 agreement could have several
advantages. It woiildbe one means to demonstrate additional progress by all
five NPT nuclear powers to meet their NPT obligations. It also would be a step
toward bringing Ghina, France, and the United Kingdom into the nuclear
disarmament procfcss, while providing a forum for discussing their respective
perceptions of thanuclear future. It also would add to the irreversibility of the
U.S.-Russian nuclear reductions process, while helping to cap China's nuclear
expansion.

Nuclear-Weapons! Materials Build-Down. Both Russia and the United States
could agree to plate some percentage of the nuclear weapons materials
removed from eliminated nuclear weapons under IAEA safeguards. This would
be a step beyond the current voluntary actions that the United States has taken
and Russia has pledged to take in this regard. It would enhance irreversibility,
be useful symbolically, and would demonstrate progress in meeting their NPT
obligations.

Voluntary Surplut to Safeguards Agreement. Joining the United States and
Russia, the three medium NPT nuclear powers could pledge to place voluntarily
surplus nuclear weapons materials no longer needed for military purposes under
IAEA safeguards, This would place a new obligation in principle on the three
medium nuclear powers even if in practice they would continue to retain most
such material in the military sector. As such, its value could be mostly symbolic
- as a means of bringing the three medium nuclear powers into the nuclear
disarmament process.

P-S Nuclear Postures Transparency Talks. Building on the discussions that took
place among the P-5 during negotiation of the CTBT, a process of P-5 nuclear
disarmament talks could be institutionalized. At least initially, a central feature
of such talks could be nuclear transparency in all its dimensions. That is, the
five NPT nuclear powers could exchange views on issues such as their nuclear
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plans and programs; the feasibility and limits of mutual declarations of existing
stocks of nuclear weapons materials; nuclear doctrine and concepts; and nuclear
futures, including the elimination of nuclear weapons. Here, too, the very
process of dialogue in building common concepts, creating a shared sense of
commitment to rolling back the Cold War nuclear legacies, and in inculcating a
recognition of all five countries' shared responsibility for steps to reduce the
nuclear danger could be as important as the initial results.

Conclusion

Proposals to negotiate an international treaty to cutoff the production of plutonium

and highly-enriched uranium for nuclear weapons have been on the international nuclear

agenda for many decades. Hopes in the early 1990s that it would be possible finally to

negotiate a FMCT, however, have not been borne out. Instead, a deadlock had ensued at

the Geneva CD. It remains (to be seen whether the recent nuclear tests by India and

Pakistan will contribute to breaking that deadlock - or only to foreclosing any prospects

for negotiating cutoff in the. foreseeable future. The key lies in the attitudes of Delhi and

Islamabad - influenced to tie extent possible by the efforts of the international

community to convince both countries' leaders to stop short of an escalating nuclear arms

race in the region. Regardless, there are a variety of other initiatives aimed at

heightening transparency and controls over the nuclear weapons materials in the five NPT

nuclear weapon states that could be pursued as part of broader ongoing efforts to roll back

the Cold War nuclear legacies.
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Remarks on the possibility of regional cutoff agreements

Amnon Pazy

The present seminar is mainly concerned with the technical aspects of the verification

of a possible cutoff treaty prohibiting further production of highly enriched uranium

(HEU) and plutonium. The idea to deal with the technical aspects of verification in

parallel, or even before, the official negotiations on a FMCT (Fissile Material Cutoff

Treaty) seems to be a good idea in view of the stalemate in the CD negotiations on the

subject.

We should not forget however, that our goal is the reduction of the danger caused by

the existence of a large, and maybe growing number, of nuclear weapons and the

danger of their horizontal proliferation. The FMCT is a tool towards the achievement

of this goal and is therefore desirable. The question is whether or not it is feasible at

this time?

It seems to me that there are still major obstacles in the way of starting the

negotiations at the CD let alone achieving a FMCT. It is therefore worthwhile to

consider alternatives or partial solutions.

Often, it is difficult to find a universal solution to a complex problem. In such cases

one tries to circumvent the difficulties by looking for partial solutions hoping that they

will eventually lead to a complete and comprehensive solution of the problem. It may

well be that the political difficulties of the cutoff problem, at this stage, are too

complex to be solved by a universal FMCT. The 5 NPT nuclear-weapon states have

already, voluntarily, stoped the production of HEU and plutonium. At this point in

time they are however reluctant to take upon themselves a legal obligation not to

produce these materials. Their problems are of a completely different nature than those

of the threshold states for example. Most of the threshold states are involved in

regional conflicts which they percive as endangering their existence. It is clear that

states that are involved in such existential conflicts cannot and will not be reassured by

a universal cutoff treaty and the methods of its verification.
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A possible way to advance in this complicated situation is to try to solve the problem

by pieces. In a region where there are such conflicts one will have to start by first

bringing the parties together and then building confidence measures to reduce the

tensions and mutual suspitions. Only then it will be possible to start negotiating a

cutoff of the production of HEU and plutonium and the means of its verification. In

each case the approach to the problem should suit the needs of this particular case and

should stress the mutual benefit of the parties involved rather than the global interest in

a FMCT. Such a regional cutoff agreement may, after its implementation, serve as a

first step towards a Nuclear Weapon Free Zone (NWFZ) in the region. To the

concerned parties, such a regional special agreement has many advantages over a

global FMCT. Among them the possibility of a substential strengthening of the mutual

verification procedures by backing it with state information and by having more

motivated inspectors. From a global point of view the advantge is that one can proceed

in some of the regions without being stopped by regions in which no advance is

possible at the time. The disadventage is, of course, not getting the full global solution

at once. One should remember however that the solution by regions is suggested as an

alternative just because there was no progress in the matter of a global cutoff treaty in

the last half decade.

Amnon\Cutoff.068
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SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION DURING THE KEYNOTE
PRESENTA TION SESSION

As a general remark, it was suggested that the conditions for starting FMCT negotiations have
improved in that the negotiation climate seems to have changed, and the testing performed by
both India and Pakistan has created a completely new situation. The expression "there is right
now a window of opportunity" was used by one participant.

It was recognised that a FMCT in essence involves only a limited number of countries since
all the members of the NPT have already accepted a cut-off in joining that treaty. Hence, only
the NWS and those non-NPT states that have advanced programs in nuclear engineering will
be affected.
It was concurred that a prohibition of the production of further fissile material for weapons
purposes would be useful because it represents a legal obligation rather than merely a
unilateral declaration.

A general opinion was that, under prevailing circumstances it is regrettable that none of the
invited experts from India, Pakistan, and China were able to participate in the seminar. There
was also a general agreement that the participation of India, Pakistan, and Israel in the
negotiations of a FMCT would be desirable, as well as their joining both the CTBT and the
NPT.

The discussion then centred on whether IAEA was the proper body to perform the verification
needed under a FMCT and if in that case the Additional Protocol was the appropriate formula.
Opinions differed regarding under which safeguards regime the verification should be
performed. There was, however, agreement that IAEA, having considerable experience in the
field, should be involved. The Additional Protocol was considered the state of the art.

It was suggested by some that a new safeguards regime should be created especially adapted
for the FMCT rather than trying to use something designed for a different purpose.

Others expressed the opinion that using treaty dependent safeguards (depending on the treaty
involved, NPT, CTBT, or FMCT), might create practical problems. For that reason one
should aim at a single safeguards system.

The importance of not undermining the present safeguards system, in other words, not
destroying what has been achieved so far, was stated.

Regarding the verification process, a number of different types of problems were identified,
such as:

mixed facilities (with both civil and military activities),

the protection of commercial interests limiting the inspectors' access. The argument was
put forth that this might be looked upon differently in different countries depending on
ownership, technical and national secrets etc. It was mentioned that these types of
problems require special considerations.
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Despite the vast experience of various technical aspects of verification that e.g.
the IAEA has gained, it was generally believed that verification in itself will be insufficient if
a country is persistent in its efforts to obtain nuclear weapons. Although verification does not
prevent a country from acquiring nuclear weapons it nevertheless impedes their possible
development and therefore should have a pacifying (reassuring) effect on neighbouring
countries.

Although not an item on the agenda the question of material presently in stock was touched
upon. There were differing views on whether this material should be included under a FMCT.
The predominant view seemed to be that one should start from zero, i.e. only taking into
account the production of new material. It was, however, agreed that there should be an
irreversibility between civil and military stocks.

It was commonly understood that a cut-off treaty would be universal, although the possibility
for treaties designed on a more regional basis was discussed. It was stressed that under certain
circumstances it might be more productive to find a solution to regional conflicts before an
general agreement on a cut-off could be reached. One step might be regional cut-off
agreements to improve mutual confidence necessary for a universal agreement.
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IAEA Perspectives on Verification Measures

Relevant to a Fissile Material Production Cut-Off Treaty (FMCT)

Thomas E. Shea

International Atomic Energy Agency

FMCT verification requirements and methods will depend upon the scope of the Treaty,

the maximum time intervals tolerable between a violation and its detection, the importance of

detecting violations in relation to the magnitude of the violations and the degree of certainty

desired for detecting treaty violations. Whereas the verification goals adopted for IAEA

safeguards address plausible threats of the proliferation of nuclear weapons, FMCT verification

should reflect arms control considerations in the nuclear weapon States and threshold States, and

should bolster non-proliferation measures in non-nuclear weapon States.

All States party to comprehensive IAEA safeguards agreements are forbidden from

producing or otherwise acquiring fissile materials - except for legitimate and declared peaceful

purposes and for non-explosive military applications. In June of 1995 and in May of last year, the

IAEA Board of Governors approved measures intended to strengthen the IAEA safeguards

system following the discovery of an extensive clandestine weapons program in Iraq aimed at

producing high enriched uranium and allegations of undeclared plutonium production in the

Democratic People's Republic of Korea. The expanded scope and additional verification

technologies approved by the Board are intended primarily to strengthen the Agency's ability to

detect undeclared production of "direct-use nuclear materials", or fissile materials, and those

measures are relevant to the verification of a fissile material production cut-off treaty.

Verification under the "strengthened IAEA safeguards system", as it is now called, will combine

prescriptive measures with complementary measures that will not be applied in a mechanistic or

systematic manner. The "strengthened safeguards system" will be information-driven, and

inspection activities will entail expanded access and increased emphasis on the element of

surprise. It will increasingly rely on technologies that provide assurance in a cost-effective

manner, reducing the number of inspectors required and the frequency or duration of inspections
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- particularly in States adopting the Protocol Additional to Safeguards Agreements. With this

expanded scope and additional verification measures, the Agency's ability to detect tne

undeclared production of fissile materials will be significantly enhanced.

Verification under the FMCT will depend upon the scope of the Treaty, the maximum

time intervals tolerable between a violation and its detection, the importance of detecting

violations in relation to the magnitude of the violations and the degree of certainty desired in

detecting treaty violations - or conversely, in assuring the absence of violations. While the

verification goals adopted as the basis for planning and evaluating IAEA safeguards address

plausible threats of the proliferation of nuclear weapons, corresponding FMCT requirements may

reflect arms control considerations in some States and proliferation concerns in others. Selecting

the verification goals will raise a variety of issues, including the arrangements under which non-

nuclear weapon States party to comprehensive IAEA safeguards agreements are subject to the

verification provisions of the FMCT, and if so, the need to assure that the two regimes are

mutually supportive.

Lessons Learned from IAEA Safeguards

If we have learned anything from the application of safeguards that may bear upon the

FMCT verification system, it is this:

• Verification must rely on and relate to information that can trigger inspections

and provide the basis for distinguishing between compliance and violations. The

FMCT should require official declarations that will serve as the basis for

determining what should be from what shouldn't. The Treaty should spell out

the information required when the Treaty enters into force and the requirements

for revising that information - including advance information, where essential

for the purposes of assuring that the objectives of the Treaty are satisfied. The

Treaty should also make provisions allowing the verification authority to

acquire any relevant information bearing upon the compliance of a State with its

obligations under the Treaty -- from any source - open source information,

information from organizations engaged in activities related to nuclear arms

control and non-proliferation, and information provided by the State or by other
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States, including access to information from States acquired through national

technical means.

• The credibility of the FMCT verification system will be determined by the

access provided for inspections and the nature and quality of the inspection

activities permitted to confirm that States honor their obligations. Environ-

mental sampling, satellite image analysis, unattended assays and remote

monitoring, and wide area monitoring are likely to be as important under the

FMCT as under IAEA safeguards.

• The verification system should not place disproportionate emphasis on any

specific concept or measure, but should allow flexibility to implement the

inspection activities in an intelligent manner, avoiding conclusions that end with

sterile statistical hypotheses.

While many features of the FMQT can only be speculated upon, it seems reasonable to

begin with the obvious. As a starting point, we may assume that the FMCT verification system

must:

1. Confirm that reprocessing plants and enrichment plants formerly used for

nuclear weapons purposes either remain shut-down, or operate only for

purposes allowed within the Treaty,

2. Verify that fissile materials subject to verification under the FMCT are not

diverted for use in nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosives or for purposes

unknown; and

3. Detect clandestine reprocessing and enrichment operations, anywhere within

the territory of the State

The verification required under the FMCT should go beyond these basic considerations,

but before going further, let us consider how these goals might be met. In each case, first

consider the information that should be made available to facilitate verification.
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Former Military Reprocessing and Enrichment Plants

Each State should be required to provide detailed declarations at the time the FMCT

enters into force, identifying all military and civil reprocessing and enrichment plants on its

territory or under its control, their capacity, operating history, current operational status and

future plans for further operations in conformance with the provisions of the Treaty and

schedules and provisions foreseen for their decommissioning. The declarations should include all

current and future plans for the peaceful use of fissile materials, and any plans to modify existing

plants, continue the operation of existing plants, and to construct and operate new reprocessing

and enrichment plants.

The Treaty may require that all former military reprocessing and enrichment plants be

shut-down and decommissioned when the Treaty enters into force. That would simplify the

verification task of assuring that those plants no longer constitute a threat. Verifying that former

military reprocessing plants and enrichment plants remain shut-down is simpler and more

straightforward than any other anticipated FMCT verification requirement: the methods most

suitable depend upon the status of each facility in terms of the possibilities for bringing the plant

back into operation. A plant that is maintained on operational standby, ready to resume

operations on short notice, would require significantly more intensive verification measures than a

plant which is being systematically decommissioned or one that has been neglected for an

extended period. When there is little chance that a plant could resume operations without major

renovations, infrequent visits perhaps coupled with reviews of satellite images may provide

adequate assurance that the plant does not resume operations. Plants that could restart with less

effort require increasingly more frequent and more extensive verification to assure that they

remain inactive. In some cases, it may be necessary to seal essential plant equipment or to install

sensors that can detect its operation. (In the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, for

example, an elaborate system of sealing key valves and using vibration sensors on pumps assures

that the reprocessing plant there remains inactive.)
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Alternatively, the Treaty may permit enrichment and reprocessing facilities used formerly

for nuclear weapons programs to continue to operate for purposes that do not contravene the

intention of the Treaty.

Continued Operation of Former Military HEU Enrichment Plants

HEU enrichment plants might continue to operate to produce HEU fuel for research

reactors or for like naval propulsion reactors. In such cases, verification activities should be

undertaken to ensure that all enrichment activities are verified and that all HEU produced is

properly accounted for. The methods employed must not divulge proliferation-sensitive

information, on the one hand, but must provide assurance that the declared activities do not mask

additional production activities. Monitoring all UF6 handling operations for feed and product

and tails removals could be required, together with inspections within the cascade area and the

use of plant monitoring systems to ensure that the actual separative work produced confirms

declarations and that there are no undeclared additions to or removals from the process.

The verification measures appropriate to ensure that such facilities are not misused to

produce HEU should entail verification of all declared feed, product and. tails,, and additional

measures to ensure that there are no undeclared additions and removals of feed, product or tails.

Using electronic seals (e.g., VACOSS) in combination with surveillance at the declared

sublimer/desublimer stations, full verification of all declared cylinders can be accomplished with

limited inspection effort and minimal impact on routine plant operations.

' Under this arrangement, at the first inspection, inspectors would verify all feed cylinders

to be introduced before the next inspection, and apply electronic seals. They would also verify

and seal empty cylinders that will be used to remove product and tails before the next inspection.

The operator would then select sealed feed cylinders and remove the electronic seal when the

cylinder is within view of the surveillance system, empty the UF$ feed into the process, decouple

the cylinder and re-apply the electronic seal. Corresponding arrangements would be followed for

product and tails cylinders. At the next inspection, the inspectors would verify all the empty feed

cylinders and all product and tails cylinders filled in the interval between inspections. Preparing

for the next period, the inspectors would then verify the filled feed cylinders and empty product

and tails cylinders to be used during the next period. (These arrangements are included in the
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safeguards approach for LEU enrichment plants incorporating Russian gas centrifuges.)

Assuring that there are no other additions to or removals from the cascade could be achieved

through design verification activities carried out over the life of the plant to detect plant

modifications, and additional measures to detect the use temporary fittings and portable

sublimer/desublimers. Unannounced access inspections might provide this additional assurance, if

it is practical to travel to the plants without the Government or plant operator being aware before

the inspectors arrive. In cases where unannounced access inspections may not be practical, it

may be necessary to monitor the separative work produced by the plant through the installation

of in-line mass flow instruments in combination with on-line enrichment monitors. The need for

measures such as these will depend on the nature of the enrichment operations and the

verification requirements adopted in the Treaty.

Plants formerly used for HEU production for military purposes might also be

reconfigured to produce low enrichment uranium for peaceful use. In such cases, the verification

system could be required to detect any subsequent HEU production and might include the

detection of LEU production in excess of amounts declared for peaceful purposes that could be

used as feed to clandestine enrichment plants. The verification methods applicable in such a case

will be similar to those used for low enrichment plants with the exception that swipe sampling in

such cases should reveal the past production of HEU and the continuing LEU operations.

Examining swipe samples over time should allow the swipe sampling to distinguish between past

activities and violations after the Treaty has entered into force. Verifying the UF6 flows and

monitoring separative work as described above may also be appropriate in these cases.

Note that in applying IAEA safeguards at LEU enrichment plants (no HEU enrichment

plants are subject to IAEA safeguards), the safeguards apply to natural uranium, depleted

uranium and low enriched uranium. Under the FMCT, similar arrangements could be applied if

the scope of verification encompasses these materials as well. If the Treaty is to focus only on

the production of fissile materials, the verification arrangements could allow the schemes above

to be applied without extending verification to the preparation of UF6 feed or to the depleted

uranium tails after they have been verified, or to the LEU.
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Continued Operation of Former Military Reprocessing Plants

Reprocessing plants formerly used to produce plutonium for nuclear weapon programs

might be permitted to continue reprocessing spent fuel from production reactors that might

otherwise corrode and create hazards, or for chemical clean-up operations in reclamation projects

to reduce the hazards associated with past military programs, or they might be converted for use

in peaceful nuclear programs. If so, the verification required to provide assurance that former

military reprocessing plants remaining in operation under the provisions of the FMCT do not

separate plutonium for use in nuclear weapons will require more intensive measures than if the

plants are shut-down, depending on whether actual reprocessing operations (rather than chemical

clean-up operations) are actually carried out. Those verification measures are essentially the

same as would be required for peaceful reprocessing facilities described below.

Situations where the plants are used for chemical clean-up, but not for reprocessing spent

fiiel may be simpler to verify. In such cases, it may be adequate to provide assurance that the

head-end operations necessary to introduce fissile material mixed with fission products cannot be

carried out, either by sealing key components or by monitoring operations that would detect the

release of gaseous fission products or the generation of high active waste.

The other two cases require more intensive verification to be applied. The techniques

employed for safeguarding reprocessing plants depend-upon the scale of operations, and

depending on how the verification requirements of the FMCT are formulated, similar conditions

apply. Under IAEA safeguards, the verification arrangements are intended to detect the diversion

of significant amounts of nuclear material from the declared plant flows and inventories, and

undeclared reprocessing operations. For small scale operations, meeting these requirements is

straightforward, relying on design verification, verification of annual material balances and

implementation of interim inspection arrangements that facilitate conclusions to be made on a

monthly basis. For large plants, additional measures are required, including the implementation

of solution measurement and monitoring systems and near-real-time accountancy measures.

Swipe sampling may provide useful information, for example, in relation to plutonium nitrate

removals through undeclared plant fittings, or in relation to isotopic mixtures that differ from

those that are declared.
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There are severe restrictions on carrying out design verification activities in operating

reprocessing plants, and military reprocessing plants may be poorly equipped in terms of

calibrated vessels and installed instrumentation. Backfltting and the use of tracer methods, for

example, can help provide the assurance sought when the radiation environment precludes access

into the process areas of the plant.

The verification capabilities under an FMCT may be improved if a distinction is made

between fissile material isotopics typical of those that were actually employed in nuclear weapons

- especially those for which extensive nuclear tests were carried out to validate warhead designs,

vs. isotopics that might be used in nuclear explosives with somewhat more demanding

requirements to cope with a-particle heating and intense neutron backgrounds. (Note that

continued operation of the plutonium production reactors at Krasnoyarsk and Tomsk has been

agreed between the United States and the Russian Federation on the basis that with core

conversions, the plutonium produced will be such that the sum of a9Pu and 241Pu will not exceed

80%, and that 1000 MWe LWRs were substituted for graphite production reactors in the DPRK

in part on the understanding that the plujonium they produce is less amenable to use in nuclear

weapons.)

The verification technologies employed in safeguarding reprocessing plants begin with

spent fuel and proceed through the plants following all product and waste streams. The measures

are expensive and intrusive, and the certainty with which conclusions can be derived decreases as

the scale of operations increase and the transparency of the plants decrease. Verification within

the plants relies completely on plant vessels and installed pneumatic instruments employed for

volume and density determinations. Selected vessels are painstakingly calibrated, and pneumatic

signals are being shared increasingly such that inspectors are able to follow the flows of

plutonium-bearing solutions within the facilities while the plants are in operation. Measurements

of the concentration of these solutions may be made by sending samples to an IAEA laboratory,

or through on-site measurements which measure the transmission and relative abundances of x-

rays from uranium and plutonium. Where K-edge densitometry measurements are made on pure

Pu(NO3)4 solutions, or hybrid K-edge densitometry measurements are made to determine the

plutonium and uranium content of dissolver solutions, a specified fraction of the samples are

taken after the measurements are made at the plant and sent to an IAEA laboratory to

authenticate the in-plant measurements and to provide continuing calibration checks.
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Fissile Materials and Facilities Subject to Verification

Fissile materials subject to verification under an FMCT may include existing stocks from

peaceful nuclear activities that may be required to be submitted to verification when the FMCT

enters into force, fissile materials voluntarily submitted (in conjunction with the disposal of

surplus military stocks, for example), plus any imports and any fissile materials produced after the

Treaty enters into force. Including fissile materials arising from peaceful nuclear activities before

the Treaty enters into force would usefully extend the coverage of the Treaty and avoid

complications that might arise in trying to distinguish between identical fissile materials created

before and after the Treaty enters into force.

Each State should be required to provide detailed declarations identifying all fissile

material that will be subject to verification and all past, present and future reprocessing and

enrichment activities planned or carried out for peaceful purposes ~ both domestic programs and

enrichment and reprocessing operations to be carried out in other States. The declarations should

include the provision of design information on all facilities where, such fissile material will be

produced, processed, stored, used, or disposed of, and should include any planrto modify

existing plants, continue the operation of existing plants, and to construct and operate new

reprocessing and enrichment plants. Each State should be required to declare all programs,

facilities and arrangements for the peaceful use of such fissile materials, including storage,

processing, use and disposal, for both domestic programs and for programs to be carried out in

support of, or relying upon, activities to be carried out in other States. The Treaty should require

an initial declaration within a specified period after entry into force, advance information on

important changes and periodic revisions to the baseline declarations. The Treaty should

stipulate that both the fissile materials and facilities are subject to verification under the Treaty.

The corresponding verification objective should be to provide assurance that fissile

materials subject to verification are not subsequently diverted from their specified peaceful use to

nuclear weapons use, or for purposes unknown, and that peaceful nuclear facilities subject to

verification under the FMCT are not misused to further military ambitions.
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All enrichment plants should be subject to inspection under the FMCT. For plants that

have been designed to produce only low enriched uranium, the verification activities may be

directed specifically to detect HEU production. As mentioned in relation to former military HEU

plants, the ability to provide such assurance will be enhanced if the verification activities in such

plants include monitoring the LEU related operations, while also looking for the presence of

HEU within or around the LEU enrichment plants.

All reprocessing plants should also be subject to verification under the FMCT, to confirm

declared operations and to detect undeclared reprocessing operations. Verification should follow

the plutonium product through storage, fuel manufacturing and into the reactors - at least until

the plutonium is irradiated to the point where reprocessing would be required - for example, to a

minimum of 30,000 megawatt days per ton of fuel, which would assure that a substantial

reprocessing effort would be required. If the spent fuel containing that plutonium is to be

reprocessed, then the plutonium should again come to be subject to verification under the FMCT.

The Treaty might provide for blending HEU down to levels where the ^ U content is

below 20%. The verification might be terminated at that point, or there might be a transition to a

safeguards agreement where inspections might continue, depending on the availability of funding.

IAEA inspections are currently carried out at a number of facilities that store, process and

use fissile materials, including reprocessing plants, MOX fabrication plants and research and

power reactors that use plutonium and HEU fuels. Depending on the specific verification

requirements, these methods are available for use in facilities that become subject to inspection

under the FMCT.

Clandestine Production of Fissile Materials

In addition to the activities described above through which the FMCT would provide

assurance that declared facilities are not used for undeclared production of fissile materials, the

Treaty must include provisions to detect undeclared reprocessing and enrichment plants. The

mere existence of an undeclared reprocessing or enrichment plant should constitute a violation of

the Treaty, and its operation would signal a significant threat to peace. The Treaty must allow

inspectors to acquire information that might reveal such facilities, to pursue inquiries
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expeditiously, and to visit any site for the purpose of confirming that it is neither an enrichment

plant nor a reprocessing plant. The access provisions included in the Chemical Warfare

Convention and in the Protocol Additional to Safeguards Agreements are likely to serve as

practical limits as to the access that can be provided and the means to be followed when seeking

such access.

Clandestine Enrichment

Once an enrichment plant commences operation, the presence of uranium of different

enrichments provides unequivocal evidence of enrichment. Thus, detecting a clandestine

enrichment plant could be accomplished by finding enriched or depleted uranium in environmental

samples which might be prompted by suspicions or collected as part of a continuing monitoring

program, either targeting specific sites or wide-areas. There is probably no more difficult

challenge for verification under the FMCT.

Clandestine enrichment facilities might be detected through various means.

• If located in remote areas, observing the construction, e.g., by satellite images,

might raise concerns and trigger environmental sampling at a point where

operations are expected to commence. It will be more difficult to detect a

plant constructed in an industrial area used for other purposes, or if an existing

structure is modified to become an enrichment plant, requiring no external

modifications.

• If operations are not carried out carefully,.traces of uranium may be released

and travel by wind or waterways to points where wide area environmental

monitoring stations may detect their presence. Knowing the capabilities of

environmental sampling, it is reasonable to expect that any new enrichment

plant constructed in violation of the FMCT would include measures intended

to diminish greatly any chance for releases. Moreover, if uranium traces are

discovered, pinpointing the source may prove to be very challenging.
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• Under IAEA safeguards, verification requirements and possibilities exist

(especially under the Additional Protocols) to inhibit and detect clandestine

enrichment through controls on feed materials, which might include natural

uranium or LEU. Including these materials under the FMCT would increase

the chances of detecting a clandestine enrichment program and extend the

scope to correspond more closely to non-proliferation requirements, but with

substantial increases in cost and intrusiveness.

• Controls on enrichment equipment under the FMCT would inhibit a State

intent on establishing a clandestine enrichment capability. Provisions not less

encompassing than those in the Additional Protocol should be adopted.

• Systematic examination of information may provide clues to a clandestine

enrichment program, perhaps involving transactions of materials.

Clandestine Reprocessing

A clandestine plutonium production program could entail an indigenous program to

acquire fertile materials, manufacture fuels, irradiate the fuels in a suitable reactor, transport the

spent fuel to a clandestine reprocessing plant, separate the plutonium from the fission products,

and handle the wastes generated in the reprocessing operations. To cope with radiation hazards

arising from the fission products in irradiated fuels, reprocessing plants require biologically

shielded handling and remote processing, plus extensive waste handling. In operation, gaseous

and liquid effluents provide signatures that make it possible to detect evidence of reprocessing

operations at distant locations. There appears to be a consensus that concentrating the

verification activities on the reprocessing will provide sufficient assurance of detection that it is

not necessary to include the other steps above in the scope of the FMCT verification system.

A clandestine reprocessing plant may be detected through the following means:

• The construction of a reprocessing plant is quite possible if it is built on the

surface. The analysis of satellite images should reveal the special features

required for the process and waste handling facilities. An underground facility,
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or a reprocessing plant built inside an existing structure would be more

difficult to detect.

• Paniculate and especially gaseous effluents would be difficult to block entirely.

It may be possible to pass all ventilation air through high efficiency filters, and

in theory it could be possible to liquefy the gaseous effluent to prevent gases

from escaping. But it would be very expensive and very difficult.

• If a clandestine reprocessing plant is located nearby a declared plant, and the

operations are synchronized, then it will be difficult to isolate the radiations

coming from the clandestine plant. Fixed monitoring stations around declared

facilities may make it possible to detect anomalous plumes, unless the

clandestine plant is beneath the declared one, or vents its exhaust through the

stack at the declared facility.

• Controls on reprocessing equipment under the FMCT would inhibit a State

intent on establishing a clandestine reprocessing capability. Provisions not less

encompassing than those in the Additional Protocol should be adopted.

• Systematic examination of information may provide clues to a clandestine

reprocessing program, perhaps involving transactions of materials.

The methods above are ones that the verification authority should undertake itself. In

addition, national technical means may also detect clandestine enrichment programs, and the

FMCT should include requirements on States to share such information with the verification

authority, and on the verification authority to use such information, together with such other

information as may be available, to target specific areas for the collection of environmental

samples, and for access - managed access, if need be, to resolve reprocessing suspicions.

Extending Verification to Other Activities

The basic requirements and methods described above will likely constitute the bulk of the

FMCT verification system. There are several additional areas for consideration.
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• Military production reactors: The FMCT may include reactors used in the past

to produce plutonium for nuclear weapons. Most of those are already shut-

down and incapable of resuming operations. A few are being modified to

permit their continued operation, with the stipulation that the plutonium

produced no longer meets the requirements for nuclear weapons developed by

the State. (As mentioned, a limit of 80% has been agreed for the content of

^ ^ u + 24!Pu in a bilateral agreement between the United States and Russia for

three former Pu production reactors in Krasnoyarsk and Tomsk.) For the

reactors that are shut-down, verification would entail infrequent visits and/or

analysis of infrared satellite images to provide assurance that they are not in

operation. For reactors in operation, it would be necessary to provide

assurance that the plutonium produced does not meet "weapon-grade"

requirements, or continue verification regardless of the isotopic composition.

• Hot cells: The FMCT may include facilities which could be used to cover

reprocessing activities, including existing hot cell facilities.

• HEU for naval reactors: Exemptions for non-explosive military applications

would constitute a loop-hole in the FMCT. A choice would have to be made

whether or not to accept the loop-hole, as is the case in comprehensive IAEA

safeguards agreements (a possibility but never exercised), or to limit the size of

the loop-hole by limiting the amounts of HEU that could be produced (or

imported) for use in naval reactors, or to limit further the magnitude of the

loop-hole by requiring verification at different points in the manufacturing and

use of the HEU, including managed access verification of fuel materials in

fabrication plants, verification of feed material stocks and scrap materials in

fabrication plants, and end-use verification at the vessels, by monitoring reactor

start-ups and power variations, using managed access arrangements.

Other Possible FMCT Verification Directions
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The FMCT might include restrictions on exports and imports of fissile materials, or of

facilities, equipment, materials and technical know-how that could be used to produce fissile

materials. It might also address protective measures that States should apply to prevent

unauthorized access to fissile materials or to relevant equipment, materials and know-how. It

might also include confidence-building measures related to the legitimacy of peaceful nuclear

programs involving fissile materials.

Conclusions

In my presentation, I have drawn on IAEA safeguards experience and in the attached

Annexes, I have included the methods currently approved for safeguarding enrichment and

reprocessing facilities. These provisions are continuing to evolve and new methods are being

developed that could also have an impact on the verification measures adopted for the FMCT.

With the Additional Protocol as specified in INFCIRC/540, IAEA safeguards will provide

comprehensive coverage in relation to fissile material production in those non-nuclear weapon

States that adopt the Protocol. The elements of the strengthened safeguards system have now

been set, and over the next few years, useful experience will be gained in the verification methods

and the procedural arrangements for bringing them into effect. That experience will no doubt be

important in defining the verification provisions of the FMCT.

I noted earlier that verification under the FMCT will depend upon the scope of the Treaty,

the maximum time intervals tolerable between a violation and its detection, the importance of

detecting violations in relation to the magnitude of the violations and the degree of certainty

desired in detecting treaty violations - or conversely, in assuring the absence of violations. The

cost of verification will depend on acceptance by States of the Treaty, especially nuclear weapon

States and threshold States. Within those States, the costs will be driven by the number of

separate sites to be inspected, the nature of the nuclear operations located at those sites, the

present status of the facilities involved and future plans for those facilities and for peaceful

facilities which produce - or could produce - fissile materials. The cost will also depend on the

use of efficient verification concepts by the verification authority, including integrated sensor

networks and remote monitoring, and on the deployment arrangements adopted.
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When the negotiations commence, these issues and many more will need to be examined

and resolved. If progress towards nuclear disarmament is to continue, then the capability for

manufacturing additional weapons must be stopped. The FMCT is thus an essential step towards

disarmament.

This Seminar, and others pertaining to the FMCT, provide a means to begin the serious

thinking required before the negotiations commence. The IAEA was requested in the UN

General Assembly Resolution to provide assistance during those negotiations and I believe the

IAEA will gladly support any steps that facilitate progress towards the early completion of an

effectively verifiable ban on the production of fissile materials for use in nuclear weapons.
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Annex 1

VERIFICATION MEASUREMENTS AT REPROCESSING PLANTS*

MATERIAL
CATEGORY

UNIRRA-
DIATED
DIRECT-
USE

IRRADI-
ATED
DIRECT-
USE

IHDI-
RECT-
USE

MAIN
STRATUM

PLUTONIUM
NITRATE
SOLUTION
(SO)

PUOj
POWDER
(PD)

DISSOLVER
SOLUTION
(DS)

MEASURED
DISCARDS,
WASTE
(KL,WS)

SPENT
FUEL (SF)

URANIUM
SOLUTION
(SO)

URANIUM
POWDER
(PD)

MATERIAL
TYPE COM-
PONENTS

Pu

Pu

Pu

DNLEU

Pu,
DNLEU

Pu,
DNLEU

DNLEU

DNLEU

LEU

DEFECT
TYPE

GROSS/
PARTIAL/
BIAS

GROSS

PARTIAL

BIAS

GROSS/
PARTIAL/
BIAS

GROSS/
PARTIAL/
BIAS

GROSS

GROSS

GROSS/
PARTIAL/
BIAS

GROSS

PARTIAL

BIAS

DEFECT
DESCRIPTION

NO Pu,
PART OF Pu
MISSING,
Pu CONTENT BIAS

NO Pu

PART OF Pu
MISSING

Pu CONTENT BIAS

NO Pu,
PART OF Pu
MISSING,
Pu CONTENT BIAS

NO U,
PART OF U
MISSING,
U CONTENT BIAS

Pu or U MISSING

ASSEMBLY
REPLACED BY
DUMMY, OR
MISSING

NO U,
PART OF U
MISSING,
U CONTENT BIAS

NO URANIUM

PART OF
URANIUM
MISSING

U CONTENT BIAS

MEASUREMENTS
REQUIRED

Pu CONTENT

Pu RADIATION

Pu CONTENT

Pu CONTENT

Pu CONTENT

U and U-235
CONTENT

Pu and U
RADIATION

RADIATION

U and U-235
CONTENT

U RADIATION

U and U-235
CONTENT

U and U-235
CONTENT

APPLICABLE
METHOD S

(B or C) +
(D or E)

H

F
B + F

B + D

C + D or E

C + D or E

K

H

(B or C)+ D

H

B + F...

B + D

RECOMMENDED
INSTRUMENTS

EBAL or ELTM (1) + DA
or KED3

HLNC, PMCG, PMCN, PMCC

HLNC + HRGS
EBAL + INVS + HRGS

EBAL + DA

ELTM + DA or HKED

ELTM + DA or HKED

PMCG, PMCN, PMCC, DA,
(2)

ICVD, FDET (3),
CPMU (3), HSGM (3),
SFAT, (4)

EBAL or ELTM + DA

PMCN, PMCG, PMCC

EBAL + PMCN or (PMCG +
ULTG)

EBAL + DA

Accountancy verification methods
B-Weighing
C - Volume determination
D - Sampling and analysis
E - Variables by NDA (bias defects)
F - Variables by NDA in attribute mode (partial defects)
H - Attribute test by NDA (gross defects)

List of Instruments

CPMU High-range Underwater Monitor (Cutie Pie)
EBAL Facility Electronic Balance
ELTM Electromanometer
FDET Fork Detector Irrad. Fuel Measurement System
HKED Hybrid XRF/K-Edge Instrument
HLNC High Level Neutron Coincidence Counter
HRGS High Resolution Gamma Spectrometer
HSGM High Sensitivity Gamma Monitor
ICVD Improved Cerenkov Viewing Device

INVS Inventory Sample Coincidence Counter
KEDG K-Edge Densitometer
PMCC Portable Multi-channel Analyser
PMCG PMCA++ Ge Detector
PMCN PMCA++ Nal Detector
SFAT Spent Fuel Attribute Tester
ULTG Ultrasonic Thickness Gauge
UWTV Underwater TV
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Annex 2

VERIFICATION MEASUREMENTS AT ENRICHMENT PLANTS

MATERIAL
CATEGORY

INDIRECT
-USE

MAIN
STRATUM

UF6
CYLINDE
R (UF)
(1)

WASTE
(WA)

UF« IN
CASCADE

MATERIAL
TYPE
COMPONENTS

LEU

NU

DU

LEU/NU/DU

LEU/HEU

DEFECT
TYPE

GROSS

PART IA
L

BIAS

GROSS

PARTIA
L

BIAS
{4>

GROSS

PARTIA
L

BIAS

GROSS

DEFECT
DESCRIPTION

NO URANIUM

PART EMPTY,
OR
LOWER U-235
CONTENT

U CONTENT
BIAS

NO URANIUM

PART EMPTY

U CONTENT
BIAS

NO URANIUM

PART EMPTY

U CONTENT
BIAS

NO URANIUM

U-235
ENRICHMENT
> 20%

MEASUREMENTS
REQUIRED

URANIUM
PRESENCE

U and U-235
CONTENT

U and U-235
CONTENT

URANIUM
PRESENCE

U and U-235
CONTENT

U and U-235
CONTENT

URANIUM
PRESENCE

U CONTENT

U and U-235
CONTENT

URANIUM
PRESENCE

ABSENCE OF
HEU

APPLIC-
ABLE
METHOD §

H

B + F

B + D

H

B + H
(3)

B + D

H

B + H

B + D

H

H, D

RECOMMENDED
INSTRUMENTS

ACOUSTIC + PMCN or
PMCG (2)

LCBS + PMCG + ULTG,
LCBS + PMCN

LCBS + DA

ACOUSTIC + PMCN or
PMCG (2)

LCBS + PMCG + ULTG,
LCBS + PMCN

LCBS + DA

ACOUSTIC + PMCN or
PMCG (2)

LCBS + PMCG + ULTG,
LCBS + PMCN

LCBS + DA

PMCN, PMCC, HM-4
(5)

CHEM, CEMO, DA

Accountancy verification methods
B-Weighing
D - Sampling and analysis
F - Variables by NDA in attribute mode (partial defects)
H - Attribute test by ND A (gross defects)

List of Instruments
CEMO- Continuous Enrichment Monitor
CHEM- Cascade Header Enrichment Meter
DA- Destructive Analysis
HM-4 Hand-held Assay Probe
LCBS- Load-cell Based Weighing Systems for US Cylinders
PMCG- PMCA++ Ge Detector
PMCN- PMCA++NaI Detector
ULTG- Ultrasonic Thickness Gauge
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INVENTORY OF PRESENT VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES

Viewpoint of Euratom1

W. Kloeckner, D. Van der Eecken, W. Gmelin
Euratom Safeguards Directorate - Luxembourg

INTRODUCTION / ABSTRACT

Starting from the role of Euratom as an established regional safeguards system, an overview
is given of verification techniques currently practised by Euratom. In the stage-light of a
rapidly changing and complex international safeguards scene, Euratom considers it has an
important role to play. Having in mind the possibilities created by accelerating modern
technology, recommendations are given for an enhanced use of technological means in
safeguards. The viewpoint of Euratom is that the majority of methodologies and techniques
in place may very well be copied to or used for a Cut-off Verification system currently
under discussion.

EURATOM SAFEGUARDS

Euratom has forty years of experience in safeguarding the plants of the civil nuclear fuel
cycle in the European Union. Established by the Treaty of Rome, the Euratom regional
safeguards system has meanwhile become a reference system known for its competence and
performance results. As such, it forms a confidence building factor on the international
safeguards scene.

The mission of Euratom is clearly stated in the Treaty. Central objective is to assure that
fissile and fertile nuclear materials within the civil nuclear fuel cycle of the European Union
are not diverted from their intended uses as declared by the users. However, the provisions
relating to supply as well as to a number of particular safeguarding obligations are to be

complied with^. The means, which are at the disposal of Euratom to achieve these goals, are
European law. The headlines can be freely summarised as follows:

• All facilities (operators) handling nuclear material have to declare the details of their
activity to Euratom.

• They have to convince Euratom that they have a sound nuclear material accountancy and
nuclear material follow up system is in place.

1 The Euratom Safeguards Directorate is the Commission Service entrusted by the Treaty of Rome (1957) to
implement the safeguards system as defined in Chapter VII of this Treaty.

2 Euratom Regulation 3227/76 dating 1976 details specific provisions.
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They have to report nuclear material stock movements to Euratom according to a
predefined scheme.
The Euratom inspectors dispose of far reaching rights to make a quantitative and
qualitative evaluation of the situation through appropriate verification techniques.

The cohabitation of the International Atomic Energy Agency and Euratom and the

implementation of IAEA safeguards under the NPT^ Treaty, in countries of the European

Union are governed by dedicated Agreements^.

EVOLUTION

The way safeguards are conducted in practice has evolved considerably over time.

In the early days inspection work consisted essentially of checking the nuclear material
bookkeeping data and the inspectors tools were limited to pencil, paper and seals.

An intensified reliance on and need for science and technology in safeguards was postulated
in 1968 when, at the advent of the NPT, principles of modern safeguards were developed.
From the outset these developments aimed at minimising subjectivity in safeguards
operation and conclusions by the introduction of a scale of measurement techniques, the
routine use of surveillance equipment, systematic re-verifications of nuclear material.

A third phase was reached in the second part of the eighties when safeguards was adapting
to increasing plant automation and complexity, in particular in relation to plants handling
plutonium and/or mixed oxides (MOX). In the same period modern personal computer
systems and accompanying powerful software packages gradually came in use. In line with
this evolution, we are still in the process of enhancing the use of integrated safeguards
systems, which involves the combination of different techniques to arrive at safeguards
conclusions.

The present decade has seen very decisive initiatives catalysed by a variety of world events.

• A more efficient collaboration between the Agency and Euratom was implemented from
1992 onwards and has led to a thorough revision of practical working arrangements
between both organisations: the present co-operation arrangement, known as the New
Partnership Approach is meanwhile well established and evaluated.

• The dissolution of the former Soviet Union has opened the way towards the possible
conversion of certain military grade nuclear materials but has also induced unfortunate
new concerns such as the problem of illicit trafficking of nuclear material.

• After the Gulf war, the Agency set up the Program 93+2 that leads to far reaching
modifications in applying NPT safeguards. The implementation of this comprehensive
process to build up a Strengthened Safeguards System - in today's terminology - is
underway and has its impact on Euratom as a regional safeguards system.

1 Non Proliferation Treaty - ratified 1969

2 The Verification Agreement and the Voluntary Offers
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• Communication and information technology, together with personal computer
performances is advancing with giant leaps and regularly new technical applications for
safeguards become available.

SURVEY OF VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES

It is likely that a future Cut-off Convention verification system will make use of many of
the elements currently in place or under development for safeguards purposes. Therefore, it
is useful to give an overview of the techniques and methodologies in place with an outlook
for the possibilities of tomorrow.

The backbone of the Euratom safeguards system is formed by the accountancy verification
of the book inventory of individual control volumes of the civil fuel cycle, traditionally
known as MB As or Material Balance Areas. In engineering terms, this means to write down
the law of conservation of mass for the relevant control volume and to analyse the
components of the equation. In layman's words it reads 'what is in the materials area at a
given point in time (quantity and shape) must be the net result of what nuclear material has
left and what has entered the area in the time period under consideration, taking into
account the internal transformations that may have taken place in that period'.

Today scientific methods and technological means have become crucial to the quality of
physical verification exercises.

Below is a (surely incomplete and simplified) summary of techniques and technical
equipment at present used by Euratom to achieve its goals. Largely these techniques are
common or at least compatible to what the Agency uses. In relation to each issue
development activities underway or envisaged are indicated.

ACCOUNTANCY AND EVALUATION

Nuclear material accountancy verification remains the central most important issue in
safeguards but it involves today much more than pencil and paper.

A distinction has to be drawn between data provided by the operator, inspector generated
data and data from the evaluation of accountancy and MBAs. The operator provides
accounting data that are used to calculate the stocks of nuclear material as well to check
transit differences. Inspectors receive operator generated data (accountancy figures,
rebatching data, stock movements, planning data) increasingly in electronic form. These
data constitute a package that the inspector has to merge with 'his' own set of data obtained
from independent analysis of samples, NDA measurements, surveillance review, etc.

Euratom is in the process of equipping individual inspectors with laptop PCs that enable
them to readily download data for the HQ computers, integrate data, analyse the data and
draw essential safeguards conclusions already on the spot.
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CONTAINMENT

Containment measures are an old but effective safeguards technique. They have the
advantage that a part of a nuclear inventory can be considered 'frozen' once measured,
counted or assayed. There are numerous applications for seals. Different types of seals are
used to make sure that a container, rooms, items, cupboards... are protected from tampering
with. The essential characteristics of a seal are its integrity and its identity, both of which
are (re-), verified either on the spot or after return to headquarters.

Euratom has essentially the following types of seals in use:

• paper seals for short term protection of e.g. boxes, containers, cupboards, doors...
• metal cap seals consisting of a copper and a brass half which fit together and a metal wire

to attach the bottom cap to the item to be sealed; the wire string is closed by a knot which
is subsequently enclosed in the metallic volume formed by clicking bottom and top parts
together; the interior of the seal is such that any attempt to open the seal will damage the
characteristic pattern inside which can be verified optically at headquarters; over 20'000
of such seals are placed per year

• in-situ verifiable seals like VACOSS and COBRA; the VACOSS seal comprises
essentially a fiberoptic loop and a small battery powered electronics module which can
be connected to a palmtop computer to check, program or interrogate the seal; the
COBRA seal is a passive one consisting equally of a fiberoptic cable, the ends of which
are brought together in a small plastic housing in such a way that the fiber strings are cut
which leaves a unique cross section allowing verification by camera either on the spot or
at headquarters

Present developments are aiming at:

• an improved seal equivalent to the simple, widely used metal cap seal
• a disposable, cheap, in-situ interrogation type seal
• a cheap, reusable, in-situ verifiable seal based on electronics and fiberoptic, with

authentication features and possibly enabling remote interrogation.
NON DESTRUCTIVE ASSAY

To measure the content of fissile components in nuclear material a large variety of
instruments are in use. Traditionally neutron and gamma techniques are distinguished.

A whole family of neutron coincidence counters exists adapted to the shape and physics of
the samples or items that need to be measured. The inherent technique can be a passive one,
using the neutrons spontaneously emitted by the nuclear material assayed. It can also be an
active one where an external neutron source located in the detector is irradiating
('interrogating') the item of concern thereby liberating neutrons consequently to be
detected. Inspectors jargon is filled with acronyms like HLNCC (High Level Neutron
Coincidence Counter), NCC (Neutron Coincidence Counter), AWCC ( Active Well
Coincidence Counter), Small Sample Counter, PuPa (PlUtonium Pin Assay), ... They all
relate to the instruments used every day by inspectors in field. Obviously, apart from the
portable instrumentation carried along by the inspectors, a large number of equipment is
remaining permanently at different sites, primarily at the large reprocessing facilities and
complex automated fuel fabrication plants.
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The U235 enrichment measurement is one of the measurements most frequently carried out
by inspectors. Nuclear material can be in the form of powder, pellets, pins or assemblies or
even as UF6 in special cylinders. Mostly one uses Nal detectors that - coupled to a multi-
channel analyser via appropriate detector electronics - produce a gamma spectrum from
which quantitative conclusions can be drawn. A recent development in that area is the
transition to a miniature multi-channel analyser that in combination with a palmtop
computer adds a lot to the flexibility and user-friendliness of the instrument.

Of increasing importance are the measurements on nuclear material at the back-end of the
fuel cycle, i.e. material in the form of irradiated or spent fuel elements, waste in different
forms and various conditioned nuclear material. Here a number of techniques are being
explored and some are already in place: CdTe or CdZnTe detectors in various
configurations, underwater gamma detection devices, time correlation analysis techniques,
waste drum monitors...

A lot of effort is spent on the improvement of existing detectors by design optimisation
based on innovative calculation techniques and on increased standardisation by integrating
the software packages accompanying individual detector systems.

ANALYTICAL METHODS

Since many years, series of destructive analysis (DA) and analytical measurements have
become routine operations on samples taken from process streams in nuclear facilities. The
bulk of these samples stem from reprocessing activities and the independent verification of
input solutions constitutes an essential part of the overall safeguards strategy in these plants.

Traditionally the plant operator under the observation of an inspector treats the samples

taken. Then they are sent off-site for chemical analysis in one of the ECS AM 1 laboratories
of the European Commission. Preparation of the samples involves usually spiking and/or
dilution, depending on the activity level. The analysis techniques applied are sophisticated
and demand highly qualified staff to operate expensive equipment such as for isotope
dilution mass spectrometry, K-edge absorption spectrometry, K-edge absorption
spectrometry combined with X ray fluorescence stimulation (hybrid K-edge), simultaneous
neutron/gamma counting... - depending on the type of sample.

Owing to the size and nature of modern reprocessing plants, with large quantities of
plutonium per batch, verification measurements are carried out for each individual input
batch, each plutonium-nitrate and/or oxide product batch and for a subset of uranyl nitrate
batches as well as during the periodic washout and inventory taking. The result is that many
hundreds of samples are to be handled, transported and measured per year that causes
significant logistical problems. Euratom took anticipating initiatives in that respect and has
developed the so-called on-site labs (OSLs) based on the concept that it is - under the given
circumstances - better to install a fully equipped lab with hot cells and glove boxes at the
premises of the reprocessing plant. Instead of shipping the samples, staff is delegated to the
OSL. The first OSL will enter the hot commissioning phase in the course of 1998.

ECSAM lab = European Commission Safeguards Analytical Measurement lab
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The technique "High Performance Trace Analysis" (HPTA) or "Environmental Sampling"
in Agency terminology has proven to be a powerful tool in current safeguards techniques. It
can be used to confirm declared installations' activities and to unveil undeclared activities
by the analysis of particles with sizes smaller than one tenth of a micrometer taken from
swipe samples. Practical use is anticipated in enrichment installations and hot cells. At
present investigations are still running on the reliability of the technique, detection
probability analysis of covert activities, cross contamination considerations and particle
release mechanisms and kinetics, but it is expected that the systematic use of this technique
will enhance significantly the effectiveness and the efficiency of Euratom safeguards.

SURVEILLANCE

Surveillance systems are used throughout the nuclear fuel cycle but especially in areas
where more sensitive nuclear material is handled or stored (plutonium and mixed oxides).
Euratom has realised in a relatively short time a substantial program to replace the
traditional very well performing film camera systems by modern digital video equipment.
The majority of systems in place now are single or multi camera (up to eight cameras)
systems while still substantial use is made of portable surveillance units (PSUs).

Essential is the switchover to digital technology that allows the transition to what could be
called 'smart' camera systems. Indeed, a maximum of functions is located within the
camera housing itself: battery power, memory module, scene reduction software, encryption
and compression of images. The advantages are obvious: enhanced equipment reliability,
reduction of data to be transferred, flexibility of system maintenance behind the camera
since from there on data are protected, remote interrogation possibilities, reduction of the
review burden.

Surveillance measures also comprise other equipment:
- Night vision devices (NVD) allow verifying spent fuel from above the water of a storage
pond. The latest available versions of the NVD have turned it into a highly accurate tool and
a valuable complement or alternative to the underwater NDA techniques.
- Infrared cameras used for storage areas where no or little lighting is available (or as a
backup system).
- Special underwater camera systems installed in ponds or transfer channels.

Completely new systems are under development or test. They may soon start to play an
important safeguards role in certain areas. Some examples are:
- Laser technology in the form of a so-called laser range finder which allows a digital
mapping of a physical reality which can be systematically compared to a reference map
stored earlier.
- Surveillance based on the signals produced by heat flow sensors that actually react on
changes in the heat balance of an area or spot under focus.

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS, UNATTENDED SYSTEMS AND REMOTE MONITORING

Both the IAEA and Euratom are using since several years integrated and unattended
safeguards systems, sometimes on a pilot scale basis but also in the form of equipment
integrated in large industrial production processes.
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Unattended measurement systems as well as monitoring or logging systems have similar
basic design features. Signals (analogue or digital or both) are supplied by a set of detection,
measurement and surveillance devices. Those can be radiation detectors (for gamma rays or
neutrons), sensors (for temperature, pressure, weight, level...), video cameras or electronic
seals. An integrated system makes combined use of a number of different detection,
measurement or surveillance techniques. The design of an unattended system requires
considerable effort from the inspection authorities and equally from the plant operator, since
most of the time it turns out to be a plant tailored system. The very nature of an unattended
system implies that special consideration is given to particular design aspects like reliability
(intrinsic reliability, redundancy, diversity) and authentication. The integrated use of
techniques and devices brings in a firm need for standardisation and modularity.

Euratom has a tradition of working intensively together with individual plant operators from
the very beginning of new initiatives. From the design phase of a plant, safeguards measures
studied to be incorporated - read: integrated - a technique that has proven to be fruitful for
both sides several times now.
Some of the installed systems comprise:
- a combined neutron/gamma ray detection system at a large reprocessing plant to measure
PuO2 powder in containers enveloping a number of individual cans;
- a burnup determination system installed to count the spent fuel assemblies moved into a
process zone and to check their burnup; the system produces automatically an analysis of
the fuel movements in the area of concern, for a definite period specified by the inspector;
- a comprehensive integrated and unattended system is used in a MOX fuel fabrication
plant, comprising camera surveillance in the whole plant for continuity of knowledge,
monitoring of liquid levels in tanks, monitoring of weight in powder stores, NDA
measurement stations, automatic identification of cans and canisters containing Pu.

An interesting development is the realisation of an automated station for the identification
and measurement of fresh fuel assemblies at the end of a LEU fuel fabrication plant. A
prototype exists, it was tested to a certain extent in real working conditions and it will soon
be installed at a fuel fabrication plant in Europe.

Euratom is involved in several initiatives to try out the possibilities of remote monitoring,
either by setting up its own trials within the framework of collaboration with other
Commission services, or by participation in field trials organised by the IAEA or by the
Member State Support Programs to the IAEA. So far Euratom has gained substantial
experience with transmission of SOH (State Of Health) messages of installed equipment
and a policy has been defined around this issue. But the transmission of integrated packages
of information (IPIs) is under study and in the stage of trial. By P i s is meant, for example,
a combination of video images with accompanying information about the area under
surveillance (local temperature, dose rate, count rate, gamma count rate...). An P I provides
to the investigator (inspector) a much more complete image of the local situation than the
one he would obtain by using just one source of information like for example video.

The present tests show that - from a practical and economical point of view - within Europe
data transmission through ISDN lines is recommended.
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GENERAL CONCERNS

Effort is made for maximum standardisation in safeguards equipment subparts and
subsystems, in order to ease normal use, maintenance and training, and to reduce costs
involved. This is a wide field and the potential for savings and rationalisation is
considerable.

The requirement for rugged, user-friendly and reliable instruments of low weight and
dimensions while providing excellent precision and accuracy is an old one but this request
must be reiterated forcefully. Examples for failures of technology are unfortunately still
numerous. The consequences of such failures are often translated into higher cost and effort
for operators and inspectors, let alone friction and loss of reputation.

Concerning performance testing of equipment of all sorts it is necessary to maintain and
extend the infrastructure and framework necessary to conduct on short notice qualification
tests on safeguards equipment. It is also necessary to define test requirements and general
procedures and to establish the elements of a modular quality assurance program.

Multimedia software is developing fast and Euratom recognises the new possibilities and
advantages interactive packages may have for training of inspectors (interactive multimedia
courseware), for enhancing the documentation accompanying safeguards instruments
(interactive help systems) and for instrument simulators. These possibilities of fast evolving
multimedia tools for safeguards applications should be explored and exploited.

The rapid evolution in the real world makes that requirements as to the most appropriate
verification methods and techniques may change swiftly as well. Therefore Euratom
adopted the principle of compiling and maintaining a 'needs list' summarising the areas
where technological development is underway or desired. On this list figure also other than
pure technical subjects: they are related to systems analysis, design of safeguards concepts,
study of alternative safeguards approaches...

The technical component of the New Partnership Approach arrangements between the
IAEA and Euratom includes support activities such as common use of equipment and
techniques, training of inspectors, common analytical capabilities and common research and
development. In these areas, the NPA focuses on an increased common use of technologies
to replace, to the extent possible, the physical presence of inspectors by appropriate
equipment and hence save on valuable resources.

CONCLUSIONS AND REFLECTIONS

Forty years of outstanding performance have made the Euratom regional safeguards system
a reference model for the implementation of modern safeguards measures. This thesis is
supported by the way Euratom is involved in important international initiatives and
relations: NPA with the Agency, the process towards a S3 (formerly the 93+2 program),
ABACC, assistance to the Russian Federation in setting up a computerised nuclear
materials accountancy system.

Varieties of verification techniques have proven their value. New and advanced techniques
are under development or evaluation. There is continuously attention to enhance
standardisation, enhance reliability as well as to enhance user friendliness of equipment.
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The crucial factors in this process are training, (preventative) maintenance, modular
concepts, and off-the-shelf components.

The challenge to Euratom safeguards results from the rapid expansion of the plutonium
economy and from the challenge due to the potential transfer of weapons plutonium to
peaceful use ~ a very positive aspect. The challenge is aggravated by the continuing
shortage of inspection labour that needs either to be corrected or overcome by other means.
Such means include the replacement of labour by machinepower, rationalisation, and this
implies the consistent, rapid and concentrated development and introduction of modern
technology of the kind outlined. The objective is to maintain the quality of safeguards under
the present adverse conditions.

Although geographically the territory of the Euratom system is limited and the scope covers
only civil nuclear materials, the expertise gained through a long history of inspections in
large plutonium handling facilities may be of direct value for inspections in the framework
of a cut-off regime.

Between the Agency and Euratom, a strengthened relationship is growing out of the efforts
of recent years. This may be a solid basis for the efficient en effective use of verification
techniques especially when these will have to be applied in a larger context like the one we
are approaching to.

FURTHER READING

• Keynote on the Expectations from Science and Modern Technology in Support of
Nuclear Safeguards
W. Gmelin, W. Kloeckner, H. Nackaerts, D. Van der Eecken
Workshop on Science and Modern Technology for Safeguards - Arona, October 1996

• The Coordination of R&D Effort for Euratom Safeguards
D. Van der Eecken
ESARDA 19* annual symposium - Montpellier, May 1997

• Euratom Safeguards in the European Union taking into account the Impact of the
IAEA's Strengthened Safeguards System
W. Kloeckner, H. Nackaerts, J. Patten, W. Gmelin
ESARDA Restricted Meeting - Helsinki May, 1998
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BO ALER: VERIFICATION OF A CUT-OFF TREATY

1 . GENERAL BACKGROUND

Already in 1965 the Swedish Foreign Minister Torsten Nilsson
proposed a cut-off on the production of fissionable materials for
nuclear weapons. Together with a test ban it was then seen both as a
NWS contribution to a NPT and an attempt to stop the nuclear arms
race. No-one then imagined that this race would result in the enormous
world inventory that reached its peak in the 1980 's.

The NPT was recently given an indefinitive extension and it has
now 18 6 Parties, which constitutes an overwhelming majority of the
members of the United Nations. The NPT requests of each of the Parties
"to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating
to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear
disarmament, and on a treaty on general and complete disarmament under
strict and effective international control." (Article IV.).

In its report of 1995 the Commission on Global Governance, co-
chaired, by Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson of Sweden, and the former
Secretary-General of the Commonwealth Shridath Rampal of Guyana,
proposed "that the international community should reaffirm its
commitment to eliminate nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction
from all nations, and initiate a programme to achieve that goal over a
period of ten to fifteen years". This seems too optimistic to-day,
even if since 1995 the NPT has been prolonged for an indefinite
period, negotiations on a CTBT have been concluded and new NWFZs have
been created. On the other hand, the ratification of START II by
Russia has not yet been achieved and negotiations of agreements on
further reductions of nuclear arsenals have not started. The recent
nuclear tests by India and Pakistan must be seen as a serious obstacle
to the cause of nuclear disarmament.

The total process of elimination of nuclear weapons includes:
stopping of production, dismantling and destruction, non-
proliferation, and prohibition of the use and threat of use of such
weapons. Implementation of every step of the process can be expected
to be very time-consuming and efforts must thus be made simultaneously
in several of the areas. Adequate verification is a prerequisite in
all phases of the work.

The NPT has now reached near-universality although a number of
states with significant unsafeguarded nuclear activities do not yet
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adhere to it, notably India, Israel and Pakistan. The NPT foresees
review conferences every five years, and the next conference in the
year 2000 will be preceded by annual Preparatory Committee meetings
from 1997. The purpose is to consider the implementation of the
principles and objectives for nuclear non-proliferation and
disarmament agreed at the last NPT conference. Thereby a permanent
intergovernmental mechanism for observance over the whole field of
nuclear disarmament has been created. In particular, the NWS
reaffirmed their commitment to pursue a programme of action including
a CTBT no later than 1996, early conclusion of a cut-off convention,
and systematic and progressive efforts to reduce their nuclear
arsenals with the ultimate goal of eliminating such weapons.

A supplementary role for the achievement of non-proliferation
has the establishment of nuclear weapons-free zones in various parts
of the world (Antarctic, Latin America, South Pacific, South-East
Asia, and Africa). In particular, in areas where local conflicts could
incite calls for strong deterrence, even nuclear weapons, additional
such agreements may play an important role. Verification of
undertakings of the peaceful nature of any nuclear activities should
be supplementary to those of the NPT.

A comprehesive nuclear test ban treaty was originally seen as a
means to curb the development of new types of nuclear weapons and by
the NWS and as an effective way of stopping new countries from
acquiring them. Today technical developments have made it possible to
circumvent these obstacles to proliferation, but the conclusion of a
CTBT is seen as a significant achievement in the field of nuclear
disarmament. A rapid entry into force should be possible and the
establishment of an organization for the verification of a CTBT based
on extensive technical development activities is underway.

It has been suggested that a general agreement should be made
by the nuclear weapon states on a full disclosure of their inventories
of nuclear weapons. Such information could provide a useful basis for
future multilateral disarmament negotiations between the nuclear
weapon states, preferably in conjunction with commitments of placing
fissionable materials from dismantled weapons under IAEA safeguards.

In addition, all states should disclose their inventories of
fissionable materials. The non-nuclear weapon states parties to the
NPT already disclose such holdings to IAEA for verification. The
inventories of the nuclear weapon states parties to the. NPT should
also be subject to the same procedure of comprehensive declaration and
verification.
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2 . A CUT-OFF TREATY

2.1. The Role of the Treaty

A ban on the continued production of fissile materials for
nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices is a necessary
component in a comprehensive system of control of such materials. It
is intended to stop the growth of nuclear weapon arsenals and help to
make the process of reduction of such arsenals irreversible.

A cut-off of the production of new fissionable materials does
not, however, give the full picture of the amounts available for
development and production of new nuclear warheads. Vast amounts of
weapons materials are removed from weapons use and stored as a result
of the agreements between nuclear weapon states to reduce the number
of nuclear weapons deployed. These stocks have to be taken into
account.

All information submitted to the IAEA is now confidential
between the state and the IAEA. Increased transparency is an important
element in all confidence-building efforts. An agreement on
comprehensive disclosure and publication on stockpiles of nuclear
weapon-usable materials has been proposed as a next step.

2.2. The CD Mandate

In its resolution A/RES/48/75 L of December 16 1993 the United
Nations General Assembly recommended "the negotiation of a
non-discriminatory, multilateral and internationally and effectively
verifiable treaty banning the production of fissile material for
nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices", and requested
"the International Atomic Energy Agency to provide assistance for
examination of verification arrangements for such a treaty as
required"

The Conference on Disarmament on 23rd of March 1995 agreed as
follows:

"1. The Conference on Disarmanment decides to establish an Ad Hoc
Committee on a "Ban on the production of fissile material for nuclear
weapons or other nuclear explosive devices".

2. The Conference directs the Ad Hoc Committee to negotiate a
non-discriminatory, multilateral and internationally verifiable treaty
banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or
other nuclear explosive devices.
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3. The Ad Hoc Committee will report to the Conference on Disarmament
before the conclusion of the 1995 session."

In spite of repeated requests from the NPT parties at the
Review and Prolongation Conference in 1995 and its Preparatory
Committee in 1997 no progress has been achieved in the CD. At the
second session of the NPT PrepCora, that was concluded last month, the
European Union "urged all parties to the NPT to press consistently and
without reservation for the re-establishment by the CD of an Ad Hoc
Committee on the Fissile Material Cut-Off Treaty". The Chairman's
Working Paper No. 2 reaffirmed the the need for immediate commencement
and early conclusion of negotiations on such a convention and added:
"Such a Treaty would be an essential measure of nuclear disarmament as
well as of non-proliferation."

2.3. Adherence and Control

Adherence to the cut-off treaty by all states is a central
objective. The treaty constitutes an essential step towards the
attainment of the ultimate goal of complete elimination of nuclear
weapons.

From a technical point of view it is obvious that full
reassurance as to the strict observation of a ban on production of
fissile materials that can be used for nuclear weapons or other
nuclear explosive devices, can only be accomplished through a
comprehensive system of control. Primarily it has to include all
dedicated production of plutonium and highly enriched uranium for
weapons purposes, and all other production of such materials. A
special problem concerns material that are transferred to
non-proscribed military use, primarily naval propulsion. In order to
provide full and effective verification the final goal must remain
that the control in all states should includes all civil nuclear
activities.

The following types of installations must be covered by the
control in order to make it possible to verify that no fissile
material is diverted for purposes that are banned under the Treaty:
production and power reactors, research reactors and critical
assemblies, conversion plants, fuel fabrication plants, enrichment
facilities, reprocessing facilities, storage facilities for fuel
materials, fuel elements and spent fuel, and laboratories (hot cells)
handling significant amounts of fissionable materials.

The verification efforts must obviously be focussed on the
nuclear fuel cycle, especially installations containing plutonium and
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highly-enriched uranium, often as materials in bulk quantities. In
particular, it is important to monitor all stocks of such materials
for fulfilment of one of the main purposes of a cut-off treaty, namely
to verify that existing stocks of weapons-grade fissile materials
intended for peaceful purposes are not being diverted to proscribed
utilization or for purposes unknown.

As for the implementation of NPT Article 111:2 agreements must
be reached between supplier countries on export controls on relevant
types of equipments, materials and technologies ( i.e.those listed in
INFCIRC / 209, Rev. 1, INFCIRC 254, Mod 4, and INFCIRC 254, Part 2).

The next steps in the process of nuclear disarmament, i.e. the
destruction of nuclear weapons and the transfer of fissile materials
from dismantled nuclear weapons to safeguarded civil storage and
eventually to peaceful utilization, would also require verification in
order to give the world community real security. The Statute of the
IAEA already authorizes the organisation to assume the function of
custodian of such excess materials (Article XII.A.5). Eventually all
military stocks of nuclear materials for weapons purposes will have to
be included in the control in order to give conclusive evidence that
there is no clandestine production or transfer of fissile material to
use in nuclear weapons or nuclear explosive devices.

3. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR VERIFICATION

3.1. The Role of the IAEA

The request by the General Assembly that the IAEA provide
assistance for examination of verification arrangements for a Cut-off
Treaty clearly falls within the mandate and competence of the Agency.
Already the IAEA Statute authorizes the Agency to perform such
verification, in particular "to apply safeguards, at the request of
the parties, to any bilateral or multilateral arrangement, or at the
request of a State, to any of that State's activities in the field of
atomic energy" (Article III.A.5) and to establish such safeguards
(Article XII) . In carrying out its functions, "the Agency shall
conduct its activities in accordance with the purposes and principles
of the United Nations to promote peace and international co-operation,
and in conformity with the policies of the United Nations furthering
the establishment of safeguarded worldwide disarmament and in
conformity with any international agreements entered into pursuant to
such policies" (Article III.B.I).
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It seems to be generally agreed that the verification of a cut-
off treaty should be entrusted to the IAEA, which has a substantial
experience from the establishment of the NPT safeguards system.
However, the enormous amounts of fissionable materials and the large
number of installations to be controlled under a cut-off convention
call for a substantial increase of the safeguards resources of the
IAEA. In addition, new systems of accounting and control, compatible
with those of the IAEA, have to be created on the national level, in
particular in the FSU. Such a build-up would require considerable
time.

The Agency thus already has considerable experience of such
activities since the NNWSs party to the NPT have undertaken not to
acquire nuclear weapons and agreed to give the international
verification of this to the IAEA. These states have thus accepted
control of all their national nuclear activities through full-scope
safeguards in accordance with their respective safeguards agreements
with the IAEA.

The NNWSs party to the NPT have repeatedly urged the
nuclear-weapon States to separate their military and civil nuclear
facilities and to subject all their civil nuclear activities to IAEA
safeguards "in the pursuit of the principle of universal application
of IAEA safeguards to all peaceful nuclear activities in all States"
(NPT RC III, Final Document) .

For Sweden and many like-minded parties to the NPT a special
reason for insisting on a universal application of IAEA safeguards to
peaceful nuclear activities has been that the verification of an
expected future agreement on a ban on the production of fissile
materials for nuclear weapons would be facilitated. In particular it
would encourage the establishment of new national systems of
accounting and control in the NWSs party to the NPT.

In principle it is just as important under a cut-off treaty as
under the NPT to ensure that no fissile material is diverted from
peaceful nuclear activities to weapons use. The use of the term "non-
discriminatory" in the text of the above-mentioned resolution can only
be understood to mean that all parties to a cut-off treaty will be
subject to the same procedure of verification.

In summary, all nuclear activities of the vast majority of
States are already subject to IAEA full-scope safeguards
(type INFCIRC 153) under the NPT or other equivalent agreements, while
other states have accepted control on certain nuclear installations
(type INFCIRC 66/Rev 2) .
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Some NWSs have subjected a limited number of installations to
IAEA safeguards under volontary agreements, others have offered to
subject all their civil facilities for IAEA inspection, however, the
IAEA has not yet had the financial resources to accept these offers.

Only three other states now have significant nuclear activities
involving the relevant types of fissile materials, that are not under
IAEA safeguards, namely India, Israel and Pakistan.

3.2. Development of Inspection Techniques

The present IAEA system of safeguards is the result of a long
development effort; the INFCIRC/66, Rev 2 was established during the
1960's and the INFCIRC 153 during the last 25 years. A major revision
has been made by the IAEA during the last few years in order to make
its safeguards system more effective, particularly the capability to
detect clandestine activities. In 1997 the IAEA political organs
agreed on a strengthened and more efficient safeguards system in
addition to what follows from existing safeguards agreements. It is
known as "Programme 92+3" and is expected to enhance the possibilities
for detection of clandestine activities trough increased information
and wider and more intrusive physical access, including environmental
monitoring. Acceptance of the new measures is made by means of an
additional protocol (INFCIRC/540).

There appears to be general agreement that the revised methods
of control established by the IAEA for the verification of
multi-lateral agreements such as the NPT, would be adequate also for
the verification of a Cut-off Treaty.

Financing of IAEA safeguards is a perennial political problem.
New cost-effective and rapid methods, such as remote control, are
being introduced. Furthermore, more efficient use of available
resources is being sought through increased cooperation with regional
and national systems of accounting and control. The Partnership
Agreement between the IAEA and the European Union has already
significantly brought down IAEA costs for safeguards in the states
concerned. It is expected that new national systems of accounting and
control, compatible with the requirements of the IAEA, will be
developed in all the states of the former Soviet Union and in other
regions.
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3.3. Other Methods of Verification

The control system of the CTBT could make a valuable
contribution through its global surveillance activities, in particular
sampling of the atmosphere and the sea.

Observations from the very advanced national satellite
surveillance systems now in operation can certainly strengthen the
verification process. Such systems also play an important role
supporting agreements on arms control or on confidence- and
security-building measures. Commercial satellite systems could assist
the IAEA in spotting undeclared facilities and transport activities,
especially as increased competition should mean reduced costs.

3.4. New Technologies for Production of Nuclear Energy

Already over 30 years ago studies on the possible use of high-
energy accelerators for nuclear energy applications was initiated,
mainly in Canada. But it was not until the 1980's that the high-
powered machines were built, that could be of use on an industrial
scale. A first international "Specialist Meeting on Accelerator-Driven
Transmutation Technology for Radwaste and Other Applications" was held
in Saltsjobaden, Sweden in 1991. This was followed by a first
international conference on ADT in Las Vegas, USA, and a second in
Kalmar, Sweden in 1996 which were both attended by a large number of
scientists. Since the technology can be used to produce fissionable
materials as well as tritium, large-scale application may give rise to
safeguards concern. At the Kalmar conference it was agreed that these
problems should be studied and discussed at the third conference,
which is planned to be held in Prague next year.

4 . TIME SCALE AND COSTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

4.1. An approach for Gradual Implementation

Establishment of the system of verification for a Cut-off
Treaty could be accomplished rapidly in all States that already have
their nuclear activities under full-scope IAEA safeguards. On the
other hand, the development of new national or regional systems of
accounting and control will take a considerable time, especially in
those NWSs that do not yet have systems readily applicable in their
own facilities and suitable for integration into international
mechanisms of verification. Furthermore, the recruitment and training
of new safeguards staff in the IAEA and on the national or regional
level will be time-consuming. The full implementation of a cut-off
treaty might therefore take 5 - 1 0 years.
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At a symposium for delegates to the Conference on Disarmament
held on January 17-18 1995 in Toronto, the IAEA presented four
alternatives of implementation and the estimated requirements of
resources for verification in the eight states listed above.

The four alternatives presented that might be considered for
use in a process of gradual introduction of a comprehensive
verification system, were as follows:

A. Limited verification of separated fissile material,
comprising:
* all stores of separated fissile material,
* spent fuel reprocessing plants,
* plutonium and high-enriched uranium conversion and fuel
fabrication plants,

* power reactors fuelled by plutonium-enriched fuel, and
* fast power and test reactors.

B. Full verification of separated fissile material and
facilities capable of producing svch material, comprising:
* all installations as in alternative A and
* all other uranium enrichment plants (incl. R&D facilities).

C. Full verification of separated and irradiated fissile
material, comprising:
* all installations as in alternative B and
* all stores of spent fuel containing significant quantities

of plutonium and
* all reactors with thermal power capabilities exceeding
25 MW.

D. Comprehensive verification of all nuclear material
contained in all installations in the States, with the
exception of dedicated military stocks of fissile material
existing at the date of entry of the cut-off treaty.

It was pointed out by the IAEA that the "alternatives to the
comprehensive approach are more limited in scope and therefore less
costly, but it is worth mentioning at the outset that the level of
assurance provided by these less resource demanding alternatives would
no doubt be significantly lower than the one given by the
implementation of safeguards in NNWSs pursuant to comprehensive
safeguards agreements" (APPENDIX 1) .
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It is therefore to be expected that only verification
alternatives giving the same degree of assurance as other non-
proliferation agreements will be politically acceptable. Anything less
than an comprehensive approach under a cut-off treaty can be expected
to result in calls for corresponding relaxations in the application in
other safeguards regimes. This might also be the case if commitments
are made for verification of all non-safeguarded stocks of weapon-
grade nuclear materials as part of multinational treaties on
limitation of the number of nuclear warheads (or corresponding amounts
of nuclear materials).

Even after elimination of all nuclear weapons and other nuclear
explosive devices and transfer of all fissile nuclear materials to
peaceful utilization there will be continuing requirements for
comprehensive safeguards in order to ensure that no diversion to
proscribed use takes place. The fuel cycle for naval reactors may give
rise to special problems, especially if they include highly enriched
materials.

4.2. Inspection Requirements and Costs

The inspection effort for various types of installations
varies considerably depending on size, operative status and
relevance with regard to the production of weapon-grade fissile
materials. The average inspection effort for various installations
is well known with the present methodology and organisation.

A simple extrapolation from the present scale of operations
would certainly be misleading in view of the rapid development of
inspection techniques and the co-operation with national and regional
systems. The introduction by the IAEA of new methods of inspection and
its Partnership Agreement with the European Union was expected to cut
the average inspection effort per installation by about half.

However, it does not seem realistic that the same effect on the
resource requirements could be achieved in all States producing
weapon-grade fissile materials. In APPENDIX 2 are listed the numbers
of the types of nuclear installations that would need to be inspected
in a comprehensive verification system under a cut-off treaty.
Installations in the eight states mentioned above are given separately
as well as all those under IAEA safeguards in other states. It is
assumed that the treaty would enter into force within the next few
years. Installations still in the planning stage are thus not
included, nor have any assumptions been made on the decommissioning of
nuclear installations now in operation or in stand-by condition.
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The inspection effort (PDI = Person-Days of Inspection) has
been estimated by using the average safeguards effort 1) under current
practice, 2) under new practice (partnership agreements, new
methodology incl. remote control) and 3) adjusted with regard to local
conditions (size of national or regional systems and geographical
factors). Similar effects are assumed to result from the introduction
of the new practice in the present safeguards activities of the IAEA.
Since the underlying assumptions are the same, the figures for
alternatives 1 and 2 are largely comparable to the IAEA estimates
referred to.

As could be expected the major effort is required for
installations that produce or handle weapon-grade nuclear materials.
This also means that changes in the national nuclear programmes,
particularly with regard to the nuclear fuel cycles, could have a
drastic influence on the estimates of inspection needs.

In the above-mentioned paper the IAEA specialists presented the
three first alternatives as a logical approach to the gradual
implimentation of a comprehensive system of verification. If other
factors, such as the status of national or regional control
organizations, the availability of inspection manpower and the
on-going restructering of the nuclear industry are taken into account,
modifications of the approach may be warranted.

The specific cost for IAEA safeguards is at present about
8 000 US$ per PDI. A greater volume of work would certainly bring
this figure down, especially as it would then be rational to establish
new regional offices near the areas under verification,
and this could be expected to reduce the costs for traveland other
forms of communication.

However, it is not realistic to assume that a comprehensive
verification system could be established without a two- or threefold
increase of the present safeguards costs for the IAEA.

4.3. Financing of the Verification System

The costs for IAEA safeguards in relation to Agency projects
or in relation to any bilateral or multilateral arrangement are
included in the expenditures of the regular budget - "after deduction
of such amounts as are recoverable under agreements regarding the
application of safeguards between the Agency and parties to bilateral
or multilateral arrangements." (IAEA Statute, Article XIV, C ) .
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All expenditures for safeguards in accordance with multilateral
arrangements, in particular the NPT, have so far been charged to the
regular budget (only costs for safeguards in non-member states have
been excepted). As a result of the rapidly rising safeguards costs a
special scale for the safeguards budget has been agreed, providing
relief for the majority of IAEA members. In addition, very large
extra-budgetary contributions have been made, in particular for the
development of new safeguards techniques.

Further major increases, such as those for a cut-off treaty,
will inevitably raise calls for further adjustments of the present
safeguards scale, possibly a reform of the present budgetary system of
the IAEA. The creation of a special fund for verification of
international agreements on nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament
has been proposed.

1998-06-05
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APPENDIX 2

Type of Facility

Power reactors

Production reactors

Research reactors, CAs

Conversion facilities

Enrichment facilities

Fuel fabrication plants

Reprocessing plants

Other stores and plants

Number of Facilities

PDI(Current practice)

PDI(New practice)

PDI(Adjusted)

Number of Facilities

NWSs, India,
Israel, Pakistan

312

36

221

39

41

69

56

139

913

38000

19500

25500

All others

225

168

13

1 1

39

6

140

602

10000

5000

8500

Total

537

36

389

52

52

108

62

279

1515

Safeguards Requirements

PDI(C.p.)

7500

1000

2000

3500

4000

10000

16000

4000

48000

PDI(n.p.)

3500

500

700

1800

3000

4000

9500

1500

24500

PDI(adj.)

4500

5 0 0

1000

2500

3500

6000

13000

3000

34000
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1 Introduction

Only two years ago, the international aims control community was still confident that a con-
vention to end the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons, the so-called "cutoff1,
would be next on the negotiation agenda, as soon as the test ban was completed. Meanwhile,
the Conference on Disarmament (CD) is deadlocked, and confidence is replaced by stupefac-
tion. Nevertheless, the cutoff is one of the most important steps on the disarmament agenda,
and all efforts are necessary to overcome the current difficulties. The Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty (CTBT) can be regarded as a tool to cap the qualitative nuclear arms race, e.g. to
hinder the future development of qualitatively new nuclear explosives, and a Fissile Material
Cutoff Treaty (FMCT) can be seen as its quantitative counterpart, capping the amount of ma-
terial available for new nuclear weapons. Although the proposal of a cutoff was supported by
many UN General Assembly resolutions as a prerequisite for nuclear disarmament, it has
never obtained the same fame and significance as nuclear disarmament symbol as a CTBT,
and it has never played the same prominent role in discussions in international arms control
fora such as the NPT review conferences.1 The reason is not that it is less significant for nu-
clear disarmament than a test ban, rather there are two quite simple explanations: firstly, it is
more closely affected by civilian commercial interests, and secondly, fissile material produc-
tion is not a spectacular and unambiguous event that can cause headlines and outrage like a
nuclear explosion- A cutoff is therefore less famous and more complicated than a test ban, but
it is at least as important to nuclear disarmament

The hope that early negotiations would take place was fueled by the UN General Assembly
resolution in December 1993 and by the negotiating mandate adopted by the CD in 1995. In
May 1995, the NPT extension conference also agreed upon the Principles and Objectives for
Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament which explicitly identify the cutoff as a disar-
mament measure that has to be achieved soon. The interests of great powers in a cutoff
seemed to converge. Because of nuclear arms reductions, both the U.S. and Russia hold ex-
cess nuclear material whose disposition is already a problem. An FMCT would consolidate
the status.quo which has almost been achieved: UK, Russia2, and France have all announced
that they have ceased production of Pu and highly enriched uranium (HEU) for weapons pur-
poses. China alone has not made a formal commitment, although it too is believed to have
ended production. They are likely to see advantages in maintaining the status quo and in pre-
venting an accumulation in other countries.

1 This applies particularly on discussions of die realisation of article VI of the NPT which were always related
to a CTBT but hardly ever to an FMCT. On analyses of the third and fourth NPT review conferences see H.
MUlier, D. Fischer, W. Kotter, Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Global Order, SIPRI, Oxford University Press,
1994.

2 At the time being, production of military plulonium in Russia still takes place because the production reac-
tors simultaneously produce energy and the spent fuels must be reprocessed for technical reasons.

China has never officially declared a slop, but several officials have made indications, e.g. Jin Huimin of the
China Institute of Atomic Energy in a conference paper: "By early 1994, production of fissile materials for
weapons may have ended in all the NPT nuclear weapon states." See Jin Huimin, On Verification of the Cut-
Off Treaty, Paper for the 5th ISODARCO-Beijing Seminar on Arms Control, 11-16 November, 1996,
Cheng-Du, China; China has officially declared its interest to participate in FMCT negotiations.
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Summary

A treaty to end the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons, the so-called cutoff, is
one of the most important steps on the disarmament agenda, and all efforts are necessary to
overcome the current difficulties in its designated negotiation forum, the Conference on Dis-
armament (CD). The CD at the time being is deadlocked; the interests, the scope, and the
verification of any potential cutoff seem unclear. The complex questions involve political,
technical, legal, and economic aspects and constitute a challenge for diplomats and decision
makers.

Since 1946, a cutoff has been proposed. In 1993, the topic was placed on the agenda of the
CD. The Principles and Objectives for future NPT reviews explicitly list a non-discriminatory
and universally applicable Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty (FMCT) as nuclear disarmament
measure that must be successfully pursued. The establishment of an Ad Hoc Committee in the
CD with a mandate to negotiate a fissile material cutoff treaty struggled with difficulties for
more than a year. The central dispute was whether the mandate should refer to existing un-
safeguarded stockpiles. The underlying conflict of the CTBT negotiations can be summarized
as nuclear disarmament versus nuclear nonproliferation. The same conflict is now blocking
progress with FMCT negotiations in the CD.

In contrast to the CTBT negotiations, negotiations on an FMCT must take into account sev-
eral other international activities closely related to its subject These are security and transpar-
ency of fissile materials from nuclear disarmament and of nuclear weapon complexes, inter-
national negotiations on enhancing transparency, security, and control on plutonium, under
the name of Guidelines for the Management of Plutonium (GMP); and the 93+2 safeguards
reforms. Whereas the traditional IAEA safeguards had the major goal of verifying compliance
with commitments, the 93+2-refcrms seek to allow tbenlAEA to detect noncompliancere.g.
undeclared activities at an earlier stage. All activities show a trend towards safeguards also in
nuclear weapon states (NWS). The FMCT would act as policy driver to ensure that verifica-
tion measures are developed and applied in NWS.

At the center of technical proliferation concerns is direct use material that can be used for
nuclear warheads without any further enrichment or reprocessing. Those materials are pluto-
nium (Pu) and highly enriched uranium (HEU). A broader category of materials is defined as
all those containing any fissile isotopes, it is called special fissionable materials. In order to
verify that no direct use materials are abused for military purposes," also special fissionable
materials must be controlled. An even broader category is simply called nuclear materials.
The total amount of military materials is the cumulated production of the last decades, and the
number of warheads that could be fabricated from it is higher than the nuclear arms race
peaked during the Cold War. Pu and HEU can be distinguished into the following categories
of utilisation: 1. military direct use material in operational nuclear weapons and their logistics
pipeline, 2. military direct use material held in reserve for military purposes, in assembled
weapons or in other forms, 3. military direct use material withdrawn from dismantled weap-
ons;' 4; military direct use material considered excess and designated for transfer into civilian
use, 5. military direct use material considered excess and declared for. transfer into civilian
use, 6. direct use material currently in reactors'or their logistics pipelines and storages, and 7.
irradiated Pu and HEU in spent fuel from reactors, or in vitrified form for final disposal. Large
quantities, of materials are neither inside weapons nor declared excess. So far, there are no
legal obligations for NWS for limitations, declarations, or international controls of any of the
military categories beyond national legislations.
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Some variations of a potential FMCT scope with different degrees of obligationsare: h The
original approach which bans just future production without measures on existing materials.
This was the original U.S. proposal. It would cement what is already almost reality. 2. The
good-will-approach which strives for reductions of the amount of military material. It would
also ban the transfer of material back to military uses, once it has become civilian, and it
would register upper limits that are allowed for undeclared material. 3. The one-way-
approach which would make sure that the amount of military material is not increased. It
would also ban withdrawal of material from international safeguarding and it would imple-
ment the obligation to put declared excess material under international safeguards within a
defined timetable. 4. The disarmament approach which would create mechanisms for reduc-
tion. It would oblige the members to adjust the upper limits of undeclared material to future
nuclear disarmament treaties, e.g. a START-III treaty and others that might come. 5. The In-
dian approach which would be a time-bound framework for comprehensive nuclear disarma-
ment. This demand is the reason for the current deadlock in the CD.

As there are many variations of scope, also many verification scenarios are possible. Even in
case of an FMCT with the most limited scope, the verification must cover not only nonpro-
duction but also nondiversion at least of civilian materials produced later. This is identical to
what is already being verified in NNWS under full scope safeguards, with the only exception
that NNWS are not allowed the possession of unsafeguarded materials from earlier produc-
tion. For ttie NPT,.the trust into the NNWS is not high enough to renounce full scope safe-
guards! Why should NWS be more trusted not to divert fissile materials for nuclear explosive
purposes than NNWS? But so far, full scope safeguards are still difficult to accept for NWS.

Safeguards must be designed in a way that they are capable of. detecting any of the procure-
ment strategies with- a' sufficient probability. The specific technological requirements of veri-
fication depend on the characteristics of the technical production process. For HEU produc-
tion, feed material, e.g. natural, depleted or low-enriched uranium, and an enrichment facility
are necessary. Spent fuel contains plutonium, highly radioactive fission products and their
decay products, and unaffected uranium. Plutonium can be separated from spent fuel by
chemical means which is called reprocessing. The total verification costs of a comprehensive
verification system are estimated in the range of 140 million U.S. dollars which is about three
times as much as the current annual safeguards expenditure.

Specific verification problems are: 1. naval fuel which often consists of HEU. It must be
clarified whether unverified production of HEU for military naval reactors will be banned or
not In case it would be allowed, the FMCT would contain a large loophole which would
hardly be acceptable to most negotiating parties. 2. The production of military tritium which is
contained in all modem nuclear warheads gives rise to a further difficulty because it might be
confused with'plutonium production. It would not be convincing to exempt tritium production
reactors, although such a demand is likely to be raised in negotiations. 3. Dual-use and mili-
tary facilities can reveal too much sensitive information. Such facilities could be former mili-
tary production sites, maintenance facilities still in use, or dismantlement facilities for nuclear
warheads. As a start of the verification, materials accounting procedures could be replaced by
transparency measures that rely on a combination of item accounting and qualitative meas-
urements. 4: Most plants in the U.S., Russia, China, and in the States outside the NPT have
not been planned to'take up safeguards: State systems of accountancy and'control compatible
with IAEA standards are still lacking in some countries. Because of these problems, it must be
expected that certain time scales after entry into force will be necessary for the implementa-
tion of the verification. However, itis_strongly recommendable.to-specify these times.
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3 The scope: What should be covered by a fissile material cutoff-
treaty?

Already during the negotiations on the mandate text, it became clear that there are many dif-
ferent ideas what the scope of an FMCT could be. The interest in disarmament and more uni-
versal controls will imply a preference for the inclusion of aJready existing materials, those
interested in nonproliferation and the incorporation of all states will prefer a narrow scope
which is restricted to only future production, because this seems more acceptable to the NWS
and India. In the first section of this chapter, some more details of the several technical cate-
gories, whose production could be banned or whose civilian use be verified will be presented.
A categorization of materials is an interdisciplinary endeavour: it involves technical, legal,
and political definitions and terms. The second part will give some scope variations, based on
this categorization.

3.1 Classification of materials

693.1.1 Technical material categories and IAEA definitions

At the center of technical proliferation concerns is direct use material that can be used for
nuclear warheads without any further enrichment or reprocessing. That material is plutonium
(Pu) and HEU.70 The isotopic composition of Pu can vary depending on its technical origin. In
NWS, weapon grade Pu is preferred for warheads, however, a crude nuclear explosive can
also be fabricated from reactor grade Pu, as it occurs in all civilian programs that produce or
use Pu.71 Therefore, the IAEA does not make a legal Hictinrtinn Mw^n * hrm Also MOX, as
long as it has not been irradiated in a reactor falls into this category. HEU is defined as ura-
nium whose U-235 component is enriched over 20 %. Typically, the enrichment of HEU used
in nuclear warheads is much higher, above 90 %. Uranium used as fuel for civilian energy
generation is only low enriched to about 3-5 % (LEU). It is not possible to make a warhead
from LEU without further enrichment, in contrast to MOX, it is therefore not classified as
direct use material. There are only three applications of HEU:. nuclear explosives, naval fuel,
and research reactors. Technically, it is possible to replace the HEU in naval and research re-
actors by lower enriched fuel, with only minor technical disadvantages.72 Since direct use

A set of measures aimed at strengthening fissile material controls has been analysed by: L. Gronlund, D.
Wright, Beyond Safeguards-A Program for More Comprehensive Control of Weapon-Usable Fissile Mate-
rial, Report by the Union of Concerned Scientists, May 1994. Several of these measures could also be ele-
ments of a cutoff scope.

For a more detailed and comprehensive list of definitions see also Appendix II.

70 The fissile isotopes are Pu-239, Pu-241, and U-235. There is also U-233, but so far no military application
has become known.

E. Kankeleit, C. Kflppers, U. Imkeller, Bericht zur Waffentauglichkeit von Reaktorplutonium, Report IA-
NUS-1/1989, this report has been translated by the Livermore Laboratory under the title "Report on the
weapon usability of reactor-grade plutonium"; and C. Mark: Explosive Properties of Reactor-Grade Pluto-
nium, Science & Global Security, Vol. 4, p.] 11, 1993.

There have been considerable international efforts to convert research reactors to LEU fuel, with the long
term goal to abolish this application completely and universally. Unfortunately, a new project of a research
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material has civilian and military applications, it has been proposed to ban the production of
direct use material altogether.73 This is certainly not acceptable for stales with civilian Pu use
and was also not the intention of Clinton when he made his proposal in 1993.74 But a univer-
sal ban of HEU production in contrast could become a more realistic prospect. Only very
small amounts are still used for civilian research reactors. The quantities used for naval pro-
pulsion are much larger, but for the foreseeable future this could be served with fuel from nu-
clear disarmament whose quantities are even larger. Some HEU fueled naval reactors could
also be converted to LEU use.75

A broader category of materials is defined as all those that contain any fissile isotopes, it is
called special fissionable materials. It includes direct use materials, and in addition also natu-
ral uranium (contains 0.7 % U-235), LEU, irradiated HEU, and spent fuel. HEU can be made
from LEU by further enrichment, Pu can be obtained from spent fuel by reprocessing. In order
to verify that no direct use materials are abused for military purposes, also special fissionable
materials must be controlled. An even broader category is simply called nvclear materials. In
addition to the special fissionable materials, it also contains so-called source materials.
Source materials are those containing U-238 from which Pu is bred when irradiated in a nu-
clear reactor.

Another material whose production ban or control is also discussed in the framework of an
FMCT is tritium.1 Tritium in its nuclear applications undergoes not fission but fusion. In the
IAEA classification, it does not count as nuclear material. It is used in modem warheads and
in civilian fusion research. Since tritium decays with a half life of about 12 years, it must be
replaced from time to time. As long as they still maintain arsenals, the NWS are therefore
unlikely to accept a production ban. In nuclear warheads, it is used for a mechanism called
"boosting'1: during the nuclear chain reaction, also fusion reactions between deuterium and
tritium take place which release fast neutrons. These neutrons contribute to the chain reaction
which therefore grows faster. As a result, a larger fraction of the fuel is fissioned, so that with
boosting the energy release is larger while the quantity of fission fuel in the warhead stays the
same.

reactor to b e fueled with H E U in Garching seems to undermine these attempts. See A. Schaper, D e r geplante
Forschungsreaktor in Garching - ROckfall in alte Stodcrzeiten deutscher Nichtvcrbreitungspolitik? HSFK-
Standpunkte N r . 3 , March 1996; H.-J. Didier, R. BStz, Die Garchinger Hochfluflneutroncnquelle ist im Bau,
Atomwirtschaft , Vo l . 4 2 , N o . 3 , p . 166, March 1997.

71 Statement b y Indonesia at the General Debate in the First Committee on Disarmament "and International
Security, N e w York, October 1 9 , 1 9 9 4 ; analysts who advocate such a total production ban are: B . G. Chow,
R. H. Speier, G. S. Jones, The Proposed Fissile-Material Production C u t o f f - Next Steps, R A N D , National
Defense Research Institute, 1995; W. Liebert, Proposal for a Comprehensive Cutoff Convention, Paper pre-
sented at the Workshop on "Fissile Material and Tritium - How to verify a comprehensive production cutoff
and safeguard all stocks", Geneva, 29-30 June 1995; P. Leventhal, in: Nuclear Control Institute Press Re-
lease: U . S . Support for Total Test Ban Marks Historic Milestone - Total Ban on Bomb Materials is Crucial
N e x t S t e p p t o g u s t 1 1 , 1 9 9 5 .

74 Clinton in letter to Congressman Stark on Oct. 20, 1993: "1 have not, however, called for a treaty banning all
fissile material production. Such a proposal would breach existing U.S. commitments and lead to confronta-
tion with Russia and our allies. This action would divert attention from cooperative efforts to stop prolifera-
tion, and undercut the impact o f our fissile material initiative on countries currently outside the N P regime."

75 Cf. section 4 .5 .1 Naval fuel.
7* M. Kal inowski , L. Colschen, International Control of Tritium to Prevent its Horizontal Proliferation and to

Foster Nuc lear Disarmament, Science and Global Security, Vol. 5, N o . 2 , p . 130, 1994/95. S e e also section
4.52 Tritium.
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There are also civilian applications of tritium, namely radiolumihous colours for various ap-
plications, in nuclear physics, and in fusion research. The latter use will probably grow in fu-
ture because some large fusion experiments with tritium are planned in the next years. Most
previous experiments so far have still worked without tritium. 7

The following figure (Figure 1) is a "set-diagram" for an overview on all these technical cate-
gories.

Figure 1: Overview on relations between different categones of materials

This applies especially to magnetic fusion. An international experiment facility will be ITER (International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, participation by Euratom, Japan, U.S., and Russia).
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3.1.2 Utilization of plufoniura and HEU

The following table (Table 1) gives an overview on quantities and production of military ma-
terials in several countries:78

Stale or
region

FSU

USA

France
China
UK_
Israel

India

Pakistan

Pu inventory ft \ HEU inventory /1
(31 Dec. 1994) | (31 Dec. 1994)

131+20% | 1025 ±30%

85 ±2% | 645±10%

5.0± 30%
""" 4"0 ± 50%""~

24+ 20%
20 ± 25%

3.1 ±20% | 8 ±25%
0.44

0.30

—

_

—-

0.21

•
Pu production i HEU production

:
:

still producing, but
interest to stop
stopped in 1988

legally permanent
stopped 1992

stopped 1988

stopped in 1964
since 1992

| stopped 1996
no official announcement, but believed

stopped 1995 " j stopped 1963
probably still occur-

ring
probably still occur-

ring

just started (Khushab
reactor)

—

—

stop declared in
1991, but not

trusted by India

Table 1: inventories and production of military materials in several countries (tons) '
Source: Albright, Berkhout, Walker"

It presents the mo^detailedr numbers publicly known or estimated. The amount of material
needed for one warhead is just a few kilograms.80 The total amount of military materials is the
cumulated production of the last decades, and the number of warheads that could be fabricated
from it is higher than the nuclear arms race peaked during the Cold War. It is not surprising
that especially the U.S. and Russia have stopped further production or intend to" do so. In case
only future production is banned but the amount of military materials is not ifreversably re-
duced, a reversal of the nuclear arms race could still easily arrive at similar or higher warhead
numbers.

Pu and HEU can be distinguished into the following categories of utilisation:

1. military direct use material in operational nuclear weapons and their logistics pipeline,
2. military direct use material held in reserve for military purposes, in assembled weapons

or in other forms,
3. military direct use material withdrawn from dismantled weapons,
4. military direct use material considered excess and designated for transfer into the civil-

ian use,

7* Inventories from: Albright, Berkhout, Walker, fh. 11, tables 14.3,14.4, and 14.5.

P. Marshall, BNFL halts military Pu production from Calder Hall Magnox Station, Nucl. Week, April 27,
1995, p. 13.

Cf. table in Appendix II: Euratom and oiher regional safeguards systems and their potential roles in a cutoff,
p. 66.
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5. military direcf, use material considered excess and declared for transfer into the civilian
use,

6. direct use material currently in reactors or their logistics pipelines and storages, (naval
and research reactors, power reactors, breeders),

7. irradiated Pu and HEU in spent fuel from reactors, or in vitrified form for final disposal

The military categories 1-5 are not regarded as illegal only in NWS and SON, as only the ci-
vilian categories 6 and 7 are allowed in NNWS parties to the NPT. Discussions of scope must
focus on the questions concerning which of these categories will be banned, allowed, capped,
reduced, declared and/or controlled, and to which extent. Table 2 gives an overview on Pu and
HEU inside and outside operational nuclear weapons.81

Inside weapons

Pu

HEU
Unknown destination

Pu
HEU

Declared excess
Pu
HEU

Under safeguards
Pu
HEU

Total
Pu
HEU

USA FSU France China UK

28-37 3 8 ± 1.5-2 ? L 5 ±

uncertainty uncertainty

140-280 165-330 .7.4-14.8- 9.0-13.5 3.-6

10-20 0-76 1.5-5 0-6 0-2.?
126-395 0-667 2-23.8 1.5-16 0-7

38.2 50-100a 0 0 0
174.3 500b 0 0 0

2C 0 0 0 0
10e 0 0 0 0

85+2% 131 ±25% 5.0 ±30% 4.0 ±50% 3.1 ±20%
645 ±10% 1025 ±30% 24 ±30% 20 ±25% 8 ±25%

average
total

75

485

77
553

74
674

2
10

228
1722

Numbers for total, inside weapons, and U.S. declared excess from Albright/Bcrkhout/Walker (&. 11).

Not officially declared, but working figures used in disposition studies of Russian Pu, e.g. the Joint
U.STRussian study (fh. 47).

Russia has agreed to sell 5001 weapon grade HEU to the USA over 20 years.
e from F. v. Hippel (fe. 50).

Table 2: Inventories ofPu and HEU inside and outside
operational nuclear weapons (illustrative estimates).11 The units are tons.

It can be seen from the table that there are large quantities of materials neither inside weapons
nor declared excess, e.g. this "missing material" belongs into the above listed categories 2, 3,
and 4. It is of the order of hundreds of tons, sufficient for tens of thousands of warheads. One
reason why NWS are hesitating to put it under safeguards is that a large fraction is in the form
of weapons components and must first be converted into a less proliferation relevant form.E2

However, opinions of what is considered too sensitive vary in a wide range. The scope of the
cutoff will define a legal framework for its future, which as a minimum requirement must

11 From Albright, Bcrkhout, Walker, fii. 11.

12 Cf. section 4.5.3 Dual-use and military facilities.
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ensure that the total amount of military direct use materials can only be reduced, preferably,
that at least categories 3 and 4 are abolished and category 2 is substantially reduced. In addr*
tion, the quantity of material in category 1 could be declared, which is a variant of the German
proposal to implement a nuclear weapons register with the U.N. The Indian demand for
comprehensive disarmament is equivalent to a time bound framework for the ban of catego-
ries 1-5.

3.1.3 The current status of bans and safeguards on'materials84

So far, there are no legal obligations for limitations, declarations, or international controls of
any of the military categories beyond national legislations. Some civilian material in the NWS
is subject to voluntary safeguards, some of which will be U.S. excess military material. But so
far, much material is left out from any decision, whose future is not yet decided. All civilian
nuclear material in France and the UK is subject to Euratom safeguards. But they have the
right to withdraw it to defense needs, with the consequence that Euratom controls cease. If
controls are not tightened, NWS could become a source of direct use nuclear materials, tech-
nologies and knowledge directly usable for nuclear weapons, and dual-use materials, tech-
nologies and knowledge for potential proliferators.

NNWS parties to the NPT are committed to accept safeguards on all nuclear material in all
their peaceful nuclear activities (full scope safeguards). Full scope safeguards are also called
INFCIRC/153-type safeguards according to the model agreement with the IAEA. The mate-
rial of the EU members is additionally subject to Euratom safeguards, that of Brazil and Ar-
gentina subject to ABACC safeguards whose intrusiveness is comparable to that of Euratom.
The group of NNWS may be subdivided into states with a good nonproliferation record that
are unlikely to develop nuclear ambitions and those which might be tempted to start a nuclear
program, e.g. Norm Korea, Iraq, or Iran. Additional countries that in future might fall in the
latter category will in all likelihood be states that will have isolated themselves in the interna-
tional community. The industrialized NNWS can be a source of dual-use materials, technolo-
gies and knowledge for potential proliferators.

India, Pakistan, and Israel are in possession of unsafeguarded military and civilian materials.
They have some civilian facilities that are subject to JNFCIRC/66-type safeguards which are
restricted only to these facilities and do not cover all materials (also called facility attached
safeguards). Similarly to the NWS, also this country group can be a source of direct use nu-
clear materials, technologies and knowledge directly usable for nuclear weapons, and dual-use
materials, technologies and knowledge. In sum, there are voluntary, facility attached, and full
scope IAEA safeguards, and full scope safeguards on civil materials by Euratom and ABACC,
and in addition 93+2 measures. The following figure (Figure 2) depicts the several categories
of materials that are possible, including the military categories listed above and the various
legal safeguard categories for civilian materials.

" K. Kinke), "German ]0-point initiative for nuclear nonproliferation", Bonn, 15 December 1993. For the sig-
nificance of this proposal and the reaction of the NWS see: H. MOHer, Transparency in Nuclear Arms: To-
ward a Nuclear Weapon Register, Arms Control Today, October 1994, p.3.

u The legal properties of current safeguards are explained in detail in section 4: Verification.
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Figure 2: Overview on different categories of civilian and military nuclear materials

The next figure (Figure 3) adds to this depiction several countries and country categories.

Figure 3: Overview on material and country categories
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Not all theoretical combinations of countries, country categories and legal statuses of material
categories exist. In addition, the 93+2 reforms will be implemented earlier in some states, and
later in others. As a summary, the following depiction (Figure 4) illustrates the situation of
today: combinations that do not exist, e.g. Russian material from disarmament under safe-
guards, or combinations that are banned, e.g. unsafeguarded materials in NNWS, are shaded:
0 , existing combinations are left in white color, in case this is not known, they are hatched.
This situation is in transition because of the implementation of 93+2 (part II). The figure pres-
ents a snapshot since declared excess materials can also already be categorized as civilian
materials, e.g. the line between civilian and military materials is moving. This move becomes
politically stabilized when excess materials are declared, and it becomes more irreversible
when confirmed by international law.85 So far, all NWS (and SON) can move all lines be-
tween the several categories as they please, with the exception that France and Britain are not
allowed unsafeguarded civilian materials, however they can transfer it to unsafeguarded mili-
tary categories.

Figure 4: Overview on today's existing and not existing combinations
of country categones and categones of legal statuses of materials

85 A 100 % technical irreversability is not possible, however can be approached by various disposition meth-
ods. See section 2.4.1.
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3.2 Some var ia t ions of scope with different degrees of obligat ions

3.2.1 The original approach: ban only on future production

A ban just on future production without measures on existing materials was the original U.S.
proposal. It would cement what is already almost reality. It fits with the first priority of inter-
ests of the NWS which is r.cr.prcliferation, e.g. getting all others including all NWS and SON
into a treaty, while at the same time keeping own additional obligations as low as possible. As
long as no other measures on existing materials are taken, the major benefit would be insert-
ing some controls into the three SON, in case they can be persuaded to participate. A second
advantage would be the good prospect for broad acceptance in NWS. The third advantage
would be the formal fulfilment of an important requirement of the Principles and Objectives,
which would be helpful for the success of future NPT review conferences. A fourth advantage
in the view of the NWS would be that they can point to the achievement of an FMCT as an-
other nuclear disarmament success.

But there are also disadvantages: the NWS would retain a reservoir of military direct use ma-
terials for rearmament, which would be huge for the U.S. and Russia. The cap would only
take effect when an eventual rearmament would go far beyond of what were the highest war-
head numbers during the Cold War. Secondly, most of this material would not even be de-
clared, let alone be safeguarded. Thirdly, this would not only weaken the disarmament com-
ponent, but also weaken the nonproliferation goal because without controls on materials,
transfers cannot be controlled internationally either. Fourthly, the claim that the FMCT consti-
tutes a major disarmament measure could be denounced as hypocritical, because these flaws
are widely seen, and the assumption that the presentation of an FMCT will smooth future re-
view conferences could turn out in its contrary. Finally, an important disarmament symbol
would have been wasted by missing the opportunity to giving it more substance.

In case just future production is banned and only enrichment and reprocessing plants are
monitored, the picture of Figure 4 is the same, it might only be changed by accession of SON.
All lines between NWS's categories could still be moved freely, only the mechanism of en-
larging the total amount of military materials would be banned, but even this only if it is for-
bidden to transfer civilian material into military categories. This scenario serves the interests
of getting the SON in and of giving them some legitimation, but it runs counter the interests
of disarmament and globalization of controls.

3.2.2 The good-will-approach: strive for reductions of the amount of military material

A more far reaching proposal for the scope would in addition to the original approach include
the following:

a) the ban of future production,

b) the ban to transfer material back to military uses, once it has become civilian,

c) the register of upper limits that are allowed for undeclared material, e.g. material above
this limit must be declared excess, e.g. it must be put into category 5 of the above list
(p.21). A variant or complement could be an International Nuclear Weapons Register.83

Also this approach has advantages and disadvantages: one advantage would be that the
amount of military material can legally only be reduced but not enlarged. For those SON in-
terested in legitimation, it serves their interest since it specifies some material categories and
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allows keeping unsafeguarded stocks. In other words, everybody is allowed to possess a black
box of unsafeguaxded material, with the black box of NNWS being already empty. Other adc
vantages are the same as in the "original approach" of section 3.2.1. The categorization picture
of Figure 4 would look more simple because of less categories, and the lines between catego-
ries could not be moved freely any more.

But there are also disadvantages: The major disadvantage is that the NWS and SON can still
keep stocks as. large as they please though being under some political pressure to justify the
need for military purposes. Legally, they can classifiy as much as they like as "necessary for
maintaining the stockpile" without even revealing numbers. A major disadvantage is that the
declarations of upper limits are only declared but not controlled, and a break-out would be
still relatively easy. The interests of those who want more security and control discipline of
nuclear materials are not served.

3.2.3 The one-way-approach: make sure the amount of military material is not in-
creased

The scope would be more convincing if there were more obstacles against a reversal. This
could be accomplished by the following additional obligations:

d) the ban to withdraw material from international safeguarding. This goes beyond what is
currently legal under the voluntary safeguards agreements with the IAEA which allow
the withdrawal of materials from safeguarding "in exceptional circumstances'1.86

e) the obligation to put declared excess material (category 5) under international safe-
guards within a defined timetable.87 The definition of the timetable should be more ex-
plicit than the wording of the Moscow P8 nuclear summit declaration "as soon as it is
practicable to do so" (cf. section 2.4.1). A timetable will probably be necessary because
there might be specific problems at former military sites that must first be solved (cf.
section 4.5.3.).

The advantage would be that the control over fissile materials would be steadily increased and
would thereby better serve disarmament and nonproliferation. Also related activities would be
confirmed and strengthened, especially the already ongoing efforts to submit Russian and
U.S. declared excess materials under IAEA safeguards.

3.2.4 The disarmament approach: built-in mechanisms for reduction

Instead of building in only some political pressure not to keep military stocks too large, some
more binding disarmament obligations would be created when the scope would also cover the
following item:

f) the obligation to adjust the upper limits of undeclared material to future nuclear disar-
mament treaties, e.g. a START-III treaty and others that might come. This implies that
these limits must be justified in negotiations on their quantities and made plausible with
rough estimates of how much is averagely needed for one warhead, as soon as the next

8S T. Shea, On the Application of IAEA Safeguards to Plutonium and Highly Enriched Uranium from Military
Inventories, Science & Global Security, Vol. 3, p. 223,1993; B. Pellaud, fh. 53.

" This corresponds to the proposal of an International Register of Plutonium and HEU: D. Albright, F. Berk-
hout, W. Wafter, World inventoy of plulonium and highly enriched uranium 3992, SIPRI, Oxford University
Press, 1993.
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nuclear reduction treaty is concluded. This will create pressure to keep them low. As a
consequence, the limits will not be much larger than the actual need, e.g. in weapons
and in reserve for military purposes (categories I and 2). Large ambiguous stocks con-
sidered excess but not declared so (categories 3 and 4) will be delegitimized as a conse-
quence. Those who do not yet have any such treaty start with arbitrary numbers or num-
bers to be negotiated. The U.S. and Russia start with numbers and a time frame that fit
to START-II (or III), the NNWS start with zero.

Again, there are advantages and disadvantages: the major advantage is that most of the mili-
tary material will after some time be irreversibly transferred into civilian categories, thereby
constituting true nuclear disarmament. The military quantities would be far less than in the
original or one-way approaches. Secondly, official numbers would underline the commitment
for international and universal bookkeeping and the international responsibility for disarma-
ment. Thirdly, a balance sheet, especially with an implicit time table towards reductions, cre-
ated by the NWS and SON themselves is a necessary step towards nuclear disarmament and
would enhance the credibility of the commitments of Article VI of the NPT and of the Prin-
ciples and Objectives. Finally, official policies of the participants would not be violated: the
U.S. and Russia pursue as they have planned and undertaken anyway, e.g. with storage and
disposition plans and START 3 negotiations; the UK, France, and China can maintain their
current policies of joining nuclear disarmament only when that of the U.S. and Russia has
become more substantial, India would get a face-saving compromise because some equiva-
lents of time tables will be built in, e.g. for putting excess materials under safeguards or for
links with other disarmament treaties, Pakistan will join when India joins, and Israel can keep
up its.policy of neither confirming nor denying the existence of nuclear weapons, since the
registered numbers are fictitious for a start and not understood to be reflecting the real amount
of military materials still in use.

The major disadvantage, however, is that the declaration and registration of different upper
limits ranging from more than hundred tons down to zero may constitute an incentive for
disagreements and conflicts. Participants in negotiations may raise the argument of discrimi-
nation; an official number, for example, different from zero for Israel, though" fictitious, still
has the potential to create anger in the Arab world. Pakistan might object in case numbers for
India are higher, and some NNWS might object to numbers different from zero for some
SON. Certainly, this would pose a challenge for the negotiation skills of diplomats. Secondly,
such strong commitments simply are disliked by most NWS who still try to keep their na-
tional actions as independent and opaque as possible. The most open NWS is the U.S. They
certainly are also disinterested in the implicit strong international pressure that will be created
by such an FMCT scope..

This approach has the potential of getting the SON in as well as putting disarmament obliga-
tions on the NWS and could therefore serve all interests. It also means that everybody has to
pay a higher price.

As an example, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences has a "working figure" of 4 kg plutonium per war-
head for its disposition studies (fh. 38). This does not mean that this is the real number. The tables in
Appendix III give an impression on the variations of these numbers.
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3.2.5 The Indian approach: a time-bound/ramework for comprehensive nuclear dis-
armament

As a condition for its cooperation, India now asks for nothing less but a timetable for compre-
hensive nuclear disarmament. In the logic of the above list of scope elements, another element
would be added:

g) The obligation to reduce all military material in a defined time down to zero.

This has been unacceptable for the NWS and presumablyalso for Israel during the CTBT ne-
gotiations and is equally now. This demand is the reason for the current deadlock in the CD.
In fact, an FMCT has always been understood as a step towards nuclear disarmament and as a
disarmament symbol, but not as the final nuclear disarmament treaty. Time-bound proposals
are always problematic where substantial problems have to be solved. They neglect the ob-
stacles and problems that have hitherto resisted nuclear disarmament. Proponents of timeta-
bles for nuclear disarmament refuse to first approach solutions for these problems.89

19 W. Walker, Evolutionary versus Planned Approaches to Nuclear Disarmament, Disarmament Diplomacy, p.
2, May 1997; H. MOllcr, Far Reaching Nuclear Disarmament, in UNIDIR Newsletter, Nr. 31/1995, S. 31-38
(French version: "Disarmement nvcUahe: la signification du "ziro zrme nucliaire", ibid. p. 17-26), 1SN
1012-4943.
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FOCUSSED APPROACH TO VERIFICATION UNDER FMCT

V.Bragin, J.Carlson, J.Bardsley and J.Hill

Australian Safeguards Office, PO Box E131, KINGSTON ACT 2604, Australia

1. INTRODUCTION

In March 1995, the Conference on Disarmament (CD) agreed to establish an Ad Hoc
Committee with a mandate to negotiate a Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty (FMCT) based on
the 1993 UNGA Resolution A/RES/48/75/L which recommends "the negotiation in the most
appropriate international forum of a non-discriminatory, multilateral and internationally and
effectively verifiable treaty banning the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons
and other nuclear explosive devices." Efforts to commence negotiations in the CD have not
been successful so far as the insistence of some States to link FMCT negotiations to a time-
bound or phased program for nuclear disarmament has brought progress on an FMCT to a
standstill. Another principal blocking issue is whether to include existing stockpiles of fissile
material in the scope of the negotiation. In this paper we canvass a practical "focussed
approach" to verification under an FMCT. This paper reflects the views of the Australian
Safeguards Office and should not be taken to represent Australian Government policy.

2. THE GOAL OF FMCT

2.1 Basic Undertaking

FMCT would prohibit the production or any other form of acquisition of fissile material1 for
nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices. Accordingly after entry-into-force of an
FMCT each State Party would undertake:

- not to produce or acquire through any other means fissile material for nuclear weapons
or other nuclear explosive devices,

- not to use any fissile material subject to verification under FMCT for nuclear weapons or
other nuclear explosive devices,

- not to assist any other State acquire fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear
explosive devices,

- to produce or acquire fissile material for non-proscribed purposes exclusively under
international safeguards.

2.2 Proscription of Weapons-Grade Material Production

We favour proscription of weapons-grade material production as an important confidence-
building measure in support of FMCT. While inclusion of this proscription in the FMCT
itself might unduly complicate negotiations, such a proscription could be established under a

' We discuss definitions of 'fissile material' and 'production' for the purpose of the FMCT below.
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complementary treaty. Certainly as regards weapons-grade plutonium we are not aware* of
any legitimate civil requirement that could not be met by plutonium outside weapons-grade.
If there are limited research uses these could be readily met from existing stocks without the
need for further production. By "production" in this context we mean production of weapons-
grade plutonium as a separate product. Where otherwise unavoidable (eg where LMFBR
blankets are reprocessed) blending should occur to avoid a weapons-grade product. We would
also like to see proscribed plutonium isotopic separation to obtain weapons grade. As regards
HEU at very high enrichment levels, we believe existing stocks are ample to meet possible
research needs, and we support the US efforts to phase out HEU use in research reactors.
While we understand the need of some States to use HEU for propulsion, we wonder whether
existing stocks are not also ample to meet any foreseeable requirements.

2.3 Non-Proscribed Activities

We envisage that the Treaty would not prohibit the following activities:

— production of fissile material under international safeguards for electricity generation
and other civil purposes, perhaps as discussed above excluding weapons-grade material,

— in addition to the above, chemical reprocessing of irradiated material under safeguards
(especially of that discharged from plutonium or tritium production reactors) as required
for spent fuel management or safety reasons,

— tritium production for any purpose, including the use of tritium in nuclear weapons,

- non-explosive military uses, especially HEU for naval propulsion, and

- activities relating to the use, reuse, and recycling of fissile material already in the
military cycle at entry-into-force.

We think that FMCT should provide for the non-application of safeguards to fissile material
subject to the Treaty during the time that is being used in non-explosive military activities,
and that such a provision should to the extent possible be identical to paragraph 14 of
INFCIRC/153. Thus the State shall notify the IAEA of its intention to use specified fissile
materials for non-explosive military applications well in advance, and the IAEA shall carry
out appropriate verification measures to provide credible assurance that those materials are
not diverted from their declared use to the manufacture of nuclear weapons or other nuclear
explosives, or for purposes unknown. The verification measures will have to be designed and
implemented in such a manner as to respect the military sensitivity of such applications while
at the same time providing credible assurance of non-diversion.

2.4 The Purpose of Safeguards under FMCT

FMCT is expected to specify that the general purpose of safeguards associated with it would
be:

- verification:

• that fissile material is not produced or acquired after entry-into-force outside

2 As it is envisaged that the IAEA would be responsible for verifying the FMCT, the Treaty will not require a new international or
implementing organisation given the IAEA's role in verifying the Treaty. Thus when we use the term "safeguards" in this paper we actually
mean "IAEA safeguards".
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international safeguards, and

• that safeguarded fissile material is not diverted for use in nuclear weapons or other
nuclear explosive devices,

- timely detection

• of possible undeclared production of fissile material, and

• of any diversion of significant quantities of safeguarded fissile material to the
manufacture of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or for purposes
unknown,

- deterrence of undeclared activities and diversion by the risk of early detection.

3. THE SCOPE OF VERIFICATION

3.1 Variety of Approaches to FMCT

There are differences among experts over what should be the ultimate aim of an FMCT and
how it fits into the broader arms control, disarmament and non-proliferation process. Debate
goes on about what specific materials and activities an FMCT should address. Opinions span
a wide spectrum from a treaty of narrow scope, which would be limited to future production
of weapons-grade material and associated facilities to a comprehensive treaty.
The scope of verification under FMCT and associated IAEA resource requirements will
depend on the following parameters:

- definition of subject material, ie categories of fissile material subject to safeguards,

- definition of production, ie types of nuclear facilities covered by verification activities,

- starting point of safeguards,

- point of termination of safeguards,

- detection goals and associated safeguards approaches.

We discuss these parameters of the FMCT in the following subsections of this paper.

3.2 Definition of Subject Material

We envisage that the following fissile materials shall be subject to verification under FMCT:

- separated plutonium with isotopic concentration of Pu-238 less than 80%,

- highly enriched uranium (HEU) containing 20% or more of the isotope U-235,

- separated uranium-233,

- any other separated materials that may be designated as "special fissionable materials"
by the IAEA Board of Governors, and

- any material containing one or more of the foregoing.

It should be noted that our definition of subject material excludes plutonium, HEU and
uranium-233 in irradiated material (eg spent fuel or irradiated targets) or active waste. Neither
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does it include low enriched uranium (LEU).

As mentioned above, one approach in drafting the FMCT is to limit its scope to weapons-
grade or near weapons-grade material. However we think that:

- such a limited ban would undermine the critical purpose of the FMCT and undercut
long-standing international standards,

- it is not clear that fewer inspections would be needed at enrichment and reprocessing
plants to determine no weapons-grade production versus no weapons-useable
production,

- it would also reduce the barriers to possible breakout through undeclared production of
"weapons-grade" from "weapons-useable" material that would be outside of safeguards,
or the direct use of such material in nuclear weapons.

3.3 Definition of Production

The following activities are envisaged to be defined as "production of fissile material" under
an FMCT:

- separation of plutonium, HEU or uranium-233 from irradiated nuclear material,

- recovery of plutonium, HEU or uranium-233 from active waste,

- increasing the abundance of the isotopes U-235 or U-233 in uranium through any
uranium isotope separation process,

- increasing the abundance of the isotope Pu-239 in plutonium through any plutonium
isotope separation process.

Note that this definition excludes nuclear production, ie production of plutonium and
uranium-233 in nuclear reactors, critical assemblies or with the use of any other intense
neutron sources.

Regarding plutonium isotopic separation, it should be noted that we propose to include this
process in the definition of "production" under FMCT in order to cover the possibility of
unsafeguarded production of weapons-grade plutonium from reactor-grade plutonium. FMCT
should have this covered, especially if the existing stocks of separated reactor-grade
plutonium are not to be covered by an FMCT.

3.4 Starting Point of Safeguards

The starting point of safeguards under FMCT would be different from that of the
comprehensive safeguards of the INFCIRC/153 type and can be defined along the following
lines. The fissile materials defined above become subject to verification under FMCT when:

- they are acquired by importation from another State,

- plutonium, HEU or uranium-233 contained in irradiated material (fuel asemblies or
special targets) is introduced into the initial process stage of a reprocessing plant or any
other facility capable of separating subject material from fission products,

- plutonium, HEU or uranium-233 contained in active waste is introduced into the initial
process stage of any facility capable of recovering and partitioning of these materials
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from fission products,

- any uranium (from depleted up to HEU) is introduced into the initial process stage of an
uranium enrichment plant or any other facility capable of uranium isotope separation,

- any plutonium is introduced into the initial process stage of a plutonium enrichment
plant or any other facility capable of plutonium isotope separation.

An accurate definition of the initial process stage would have to be determined for every type
of plants and other facilities mentioned above as the design information for them becomes
available.

The Treaty should include a provision on "irreversibility", ie that once subject material has
been brought under safeguards it cannot be subsequently withdrawn for proscribed purposes.

3.5 Termination of Safeguards

We propose that fissile materials subject to verification under FMCT should cease to be
subject to such verification:

- upon export to another State; the FMCT arrangements should include procedures for
advance notification of the IAEA about intended exports of material safeguarded under
the FMCT; the purpose of this notification shall be to enable the Agency to verify the
quantity and composition of the material before it is transferred out of the State (the
material concerned will become subject to verification in the recipient State under the
NPT or FMCT),

- upon irradiation of the fissile material in a nuclear reactor or other intense neutron source
to a level yet to be determined and specified on the basis of the requirement for
processing irradiated material by remote means behind a substantial biological shield to
avoid lethal levels of radiation,

- upon blending of HEU or U-233 with depleted, natural or LEU so that the resulting
uranium no longer meets the definition of fissile material (eg contains less than 20% of
the isotope U-235),

- upon a determination that fissile material has become practicably irrecoverable.

Appropriate definitions would have to be developed for different types of material.

The FMCT arrangements might also provide that the Agency may, at the request of the State,
exempt nuclear material from safeguards along the lines of the INFCIRC/153.

3.6 Verification Goals

There are different approaches to whether it makes sense to use existing significant quantities
(SQ) and timeliness criteria in States that already have many SQs outside safeguards.

Some experts suggest that due to a higher technological development of NWS more strict
values of SQ and timeliness goal should be applied to them.

Others argue that at the current stage of the disarmament process the verification approaches,
goals, parameters and evaluation criteria for NWS could be based on the amount of fissile
material remaining in their defence stockpiles. For now the SQ value could be very high,
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because 'a few more kilograms do not matter'. It will descend to the INFCIRC/153 SQ value
as the stockpiles reduce. Such a flexible scheme would allow the verification parameters to
adjust to the progress of the disarmament process. Eventually verification arrangements and
associated parameters under the NPT, FMCT and other possible arrangements for non-NWS,
five NWS and three TS would converge.

We believe that maybe a practical solution would be to have the values of the verification
goals under FMCT linked to those for NPT safeguards taking into account the possibility of
changing the goals with time.

4. FOCUSSED SAFEGUARDS APPROACH

4.1 Definition

Due to resource constraints affecting the IAEA, it is apparent in the light of the discussion
below that the only feasible approach to safeguards implementation under FMCT is a
"focussed" approach, under which safeguards would apply to:

- all unirradiated fissile material produced or otherwise acquired after entry-into-force of
the FMCT in both peaceful and non-proscribed military activities,

- all facilities which are (have been or could be) capable of producing these materials
(primarily enrichment and reprocessing facilities), including decommissioned, shut-
down and future facilities, and

- other downstream facilities handling (storage, processing, utilisation, disposal of) fissile
material produced after entry-into-force up to the point of termination of safeguards.3

4.2 Rationale

The rationale normally used for applying less than comprehensive safeguards under FMCT
can be summarised as follows:

- the existence of unsafeguarded stocks, which rules out fully comprehensive safeguards,

- practicalities:

• the cost in absolute terms - IAEA resources would have to be increased three-fold to
apply comprehensive safeguards,

the cost effectiveness, ie the cost in terms of strategic benefit gained - does a
comprehensive approach yield significant additional benefits in proportion to the
extra cost over a focussed approach?

there is a need to keep the IAEA inspectorate to a manageable size.

Also it can be argued that NWS and TS, having joined FMCT following a conscious decision
that existing stockpiles are sufficient to meet their security needs, have a limited incentive to
divert safeguarded material or establish undeclared production. There is a qualitative
difference between measures aimed at horizontal and at vertical proliferation.

3 Definition of the point of termination of safeguards for the purpose of the FMCT is discussed below.
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4.3 Our Approach

The essence of our approach can be outlined as follows:

- on one hand, there is no doubt that in the future, if measures developed under the
Strengthened Safeguards System prove effective in providing sufficient assurance of the
absence of undeclared enrichment and reprocessing facilities, there will be a significant
reduction in comprehensive safeguards measures in NNWS on non-weapons-useable
material. "Classical" safeguards measures would be necessary mainly on weapons-
useable materials, i.e. HEU and unirradiated plutonium. In other words, focussed
safeguards would be the appropriate model for general application. Under this line of
reasoning, over time we can expect to see a convergence between the current safeguards
regime and the measures which are likely to be introduced for FMCT,

- on the other hand, however, we do not have this in place as yet, as the basic pre-
condition - that Strengthened Safeguards System will provide the necessary assurance
of the absence of undeclared activities - is yet to be established. Thus for the nearest
future, it will be necessary to maintain comprehensive safeguards in NNWS, and we
believe the FMCT regime will have to be complemented by measures along the lines of
those provided for in the recently-concluded Model Safeguards Protocol.

5. COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC FACILITIES

5.1 Stores of Fissile Material

All stores of separated fissile material produced after entry-into-force should be subject to
safeguards. An issue might be that States are not expected to create special dedicated stores
for such newly separated material, thus safeguards procedures might be complicated by the
necessity to distinguish between this material and unsafeguarded material sharing the same
stores. It might be also technically difficult to distinguish between the new product at
reprocessing and uranium enrichment facilities and the material produced and put for storage
there prior to the entry-irito-force.

5.2 Production Facilities

Production of highly enriched uranium (HEU) for non-explosive purposes will not be
proscribed by FMCT, but safeguards would be applied to all uranium enrichment activities -
regardless of the presence of subject material - to ensure there is no undeclared production of
HEU after entry-into-force. All of the following facilities would be subject to safeguards:
large-scale military, dual-use (military/civil), and commercial plants, pilot plants, research
and development facilities.

Separation of plutonium, HEU or U-233 from irradiated material for non-explosive purposes
will not be proscribed by the FMCT, but safeguards would be applied to all chemical
reprocessing activities - regardless of the presence of subject material - to ensure there is no
undeclared separation of fissile material after entry-into-force. All of the following facilities
would be subject to safeguards: large-scale military, dual-use, commercial plants, pilot and
test plants, all hot cells above a certain size which is yet to be defined.

For military facilities that may use grandfathered HEU or plutonium but do not enrich or
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reprocess, we will need to develop measures to provide assurance that there is no enrichrrient
or reprocessing taking place and/or that no such capability exists in those facilities. We
understand that there will be a need, in all cases, to protect national security information,
managed access provisions will have to be developed to meet that need.

5.3 Downstream Facilities

As mentioned above FMCT safeguards would have to be applied to all downstream facilities
handling fissile material produced after entry-into-force up to the point of termination of
safeguards.

The following types of fuel fabrication facilities are expected to appear under safeguards if
they use fissile material produced after entry-into-force:

- plutonium, HEU and uranium-233 fuel fabrication for test and research reactors and
critical assemblies,

- MOX and HEU fuel fabrication for liquid metal fast breeder reactors (LMFBRs),

- MOX fuel fabrication for light water power reactors.

Fresh fuel stores at reactors using subject material: plutonium-, HEU- and uranium-233-
fuelled RRCAs, LMFBRs, MOX-fuelled light water power reactors, are also expected to be
subject to verification.

A need may arise for some States to convert newly separated fissile material into other
chemical or physical forms, eg for safety or security reasons. As the material would remain
separated and unirradiated, all plutonium and HEU conversion facilities which are planned to
handle fissile material produced after the entry-into-force should be subject to safeguards
with material balance verification on the said fissile material (subject to managed access
requirements).

In addition to safeguards covering production and use of HEU, separated plutonium and
uranium-233 after entry-into-force, it is equally important to implement verification activities
at all processes and facilities that are used for the purpose of disposition of excess military
and civil fissile material, as the negotiating States and the IAEA are very likely to wish to
preserve as accurate knowledge of historical inventories as possible.

We think it is important to keep track of the material retiring from the military stocks so as
not to increase further the already existing uncertainties about historical production and
existing stocks. Hence the following activities should become subject to immediate
verification as they commence:

- use of released weapons plutonium for fuel fabrication,

- all other activities related to the disposal of plutonium (disposal in deep boreholes,
plutonium immobilisation with HLW), and

- conversion of metal HEU to oxide, followed by its fluorination and blending.

Bilateral arrangements between US and Russia or multilateral arrangements with other States
which might become involved (e.g. France, Germany, Japan), would be quite sufficient at this
stage. In due course all records related to these activities could be transferred to the IAEA to
commence international verification.
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Tritium production reactors normally would not be subject to routine inspections because
they are not intended for production of fissile material. However, in tritium production
reactors using newly produced HEU (ie enriched to HEU after entry-into-force) the fresh fuel
would be subject to verification to ensure that it (but not targets) was not diverted for use in
nuclear weapons.

5.4 Pre-FMCT Measures

We think that IAEA assistance should be invited in the near future to perform verification
activities based on possible bilateral or trilateral (US/Russia/IAEA) agreements in the area of
"pre-Cut-off measures" (e.g. a verified shut down of Pu-production reactors, old military
HEU production facilities, reprocessing and plutonium conversion plants). Other NWS might
also put some of their shut-down facilities under safeguards (eg facilities at Marcoule,
Pierrelatte, Dounreay). Verification activity to confirm the status of those facilities will not be
resource-consuming while it might serve as an important confidence-building measure.

5.5 Naval Fuel Cycle

If HEU produced after entry-into-force is used in naval propulsion, its production will be
safeguarded at the enrichment plant and followed until it enters naval fuel fabrication
facilities. Because of the sensitivity of naval fuel design, neither naval fuel fabrication nor the
fuel itself can be safeguarded using conventional nuclear materials accountancy. A
considerable amount of work is needed to devise and implement appropriate safeguards
approaches using alternative principles, perhaps drawing on ideas which have been put
forward for the verification of nuclear disarmament. We think that safeguards on nuclear fuel
should not cease until the fuel is in a closed pressure vessel on board vessel. Any eventual
reprocessing of naval fuel would also necessarily be subject to safeguards at the reprocessing
plant.

6. VERIFICATION MEASURES

It is envisaged that an FMCT verification system would comprise three basic elements:
routine inspections, complimentary access and transparency measures. There would also be
special inspections along the lines of existing safeguards agreements.

6.1 Routine Inspections

There are different opinions among experts on how closely routine inspections under FMCT
should follow the INFCIRC/153 model (including the Model Protocol). Many argue that,
given the different technical conditions and objectives, a safeguards system under an FMCT
will probably not replicate NPT safeguards. Others believe that if an FMCT has less
demanding verification requirements than the current NPT, it might undermine the existing
safeguards system by establishing two parallel standards for safeguards applications and
ultimately lead to convergence on the less demanding standard.

We think that the IAEA would use its standard procedures, measures and criteria for
safeguards on nuclear material and facilities. However this would need to be consistent with
additional security constraints (eg due to the lack of clear separation between military and
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civil activities in some of the NWS or in the case of naval fuel cycle) and possible facility-
specific constraints (eg older military reprocessing and enrichment plants might reguire new
safeguards approaches).

We believe that for those NNWS which have comprehensive safeguards agreements based on
the current INFCIRC/153 model, implementation of those agreements would satisfy the
FMCT verification requirements with respect to routine safeguards and nothing additional
would be required of them. NWS and TS would require new or amended agreements with the
IAEA, and key elements for such agreements would presumably be discussed in parallel with
Treaty negotiations.

Agreements between States and the IAEA should provide that under the FMCT the Agency
may also undertake special inspections as under INFCIRC/153-type and INFCIRC/66-type
agreements.

6.2 Complementary Access

The international verification regime under the FMCT is expected to include technical
measures for detection of undeclared production of fissile material after entry-into-force at
declared or undeclared facilities. Accordingly, the FMCT should provide for managed access
for inspections and for the IAEA's right to initiate complementary access. It seems likely that
comprehensive INFCIRC/153 safeguards agreements incorporating Model Protocol measures
should satisfy the FMCT verification requirements with respect to complementary access.
Ways could be developed and implemented to date the production of HEU or plutonium, so
that it could be determined whether the discovery of unsafeguarded fissile material does
indicate a violation of the Treaty.

The objective of FMCT complementary access would only be:

- detection of undeclared enrichment or reprocessing (not undeclared nuclear facilities per
se), and

- to follow up on discrepancies uncovered during the course of routine inspections.

There will be no requirement under the FMCT to detect any other undeclared nuclear
facilities (eg reactors, conversion plants, fuel fabrication plants), since those facilities would
not give evidence of undeclared production of fissile material. But we think it would be
important to have a capability for detection of clandestine plutonium production reactors,
since these may indicate the existence of undeclared reprocessing facilities. We also think
that there should be clearer parallels with strengthened safeguards here. Specifically,
complementary access would have to follow up on "questions and inconsistencies" on
possible undeclared enrichment and reprocessing activities.

6.3 Transparency Measures

The verification regime under FMCT will need to include declarations for:

- all reprocessing and enrichment facilities, regardless of their operational status (including
all operational, closed-down and decommissioned facilities), and

- all facilities that store, process, or use fissile material subject to the Treaty (such as
conversion, fabrication and storage facilities) during the time that subject material is
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present.

There will be a need to declare all facilities and locations with pre-existing stocks to avoid the
possible conclusion that these are new production. Also, there may be a need to cover by
declarations facilities handling pre-existing subject material.

In our view, although no detailed information should be required on military facilities
involved in activities which are not proscribed by the FMCT, these facilities and locations
should be at least listed in States' expanded declarations, with a short description of their
mission and indication if they contain subject material (though not detailing inventories under
this Treaty).

As regards the Agency's right of inspection at any location where there is evidence warranting
investigation, we think that what constitutes "evidence" requires careful review, since the
objective is to detect undeclared production, not undeclared material. An effective managed
access regime will be critical to the success of the Treaty.

7. EXISTING STOCKS

7.1 The Issue

The issue of how to treat past production of fissile material is in the focus of current debate.
There are two basic possible directions that might help to resolve the deadlock: separate
negotiations on fissile material stocks, with the FMCT to remain a stand alone agreement,
and referencing stocks to be dealt with at a later date.

We think the FMCT would not need to be linked with existing stockpiles. Although stocks
would not become subject to verification from the outset, this should not be considered a
permanent state of affairs. We believe it will be necessary for the participating States to give
an in-principle undertaking in relation to stocks, to eventually bring them within the Treaty or
a parallel convention. This is a logical consequence of the disarmament commitment in
Article VI of the NPT. There should not be any specific commitment as to timing.

As regards material which is of national security significance, the FMCT should clearly
provide for, and encourage, parties to progressively bring those stocks under safeguards.

Stocks of purely civil unirradiated direct-use material should be brought under safeguards as
soon as practicable. With a view to increasing the transparency and public understanding of
the management of plutonium, several States have agreed recently to publish annual
statements of their civil holdings of unirradiated separated plutonium. We believe that this is
an important first step to a better transparency at least in the area of civil stocks of fissile
material and should be extended to HEU as soon as possible.

Under the FMCT it should also be open to a State to declare voluntarily any part of its fissile
material produced prior to entry-into-force, to be subject to verification. We believe that most
of unirradiated weapons-grade material in non-sensitive form can involve international
verification arrangements in the near future.

Um'rradiated weapons-grade material in sensitive form (pit components) is readily available
for re-assembling and re-deployment. The global inventory of this category of material will
decrease until it disappears as the disarmament process unfolds. This material will remain
under national control and physical protection. Elements of bilateral and later multilateral
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verification arrangements would be applied as verification and confidence building measures
in the future. Because of the lack of transparency that this implies, and because holding
material in component form suggests that it is readily available for weapons, excess
components should be destroyed as early as possible.

7.2 Borrowing Material from Existing Stocks

It should be noted that a State party to FMCT might have an incentive to try to clandestinely
borrow subject material from existing stocks to safeguarded facilities. There might be at least
two reasons to do so:

- to try to cheat the simplified material balance verification at fissile material production
plants (both uranium enrichment and plutonium or U-233 separation), this will be
especially attractive as the focussed approach to safeguards implementation under
FMCT might not include accurate material balance verification typical of the classical
comprehensive safeguards, or

- to substitute newly produced and better quality material (weapons-grade plutonium or
uranium enriched to the level of more than 90% in U-235) with material less suitable for
weapons production due to its isotopic composition (eg reactor grade plutonium) or
contamination (eg plutonium contaminated with americium, reprocessed HEU
contaminated with U-236).

Hence safeguards measures should be developed for fissile material production plants bearing
in mind the possibility of importing from existing stocks, as described above.

73 Transfers to Other States from Existing Stocks

One issue to be considered is whether material from existing stocks in one NWS or TS, hence
not subject to FMCT, should be transferable to another NWS or TS outside FMCT. We
understand there may be an interest in such transfers of HEU for naval propulsion. While we
appreciate the concern of some NWS to maintain supply channels for naval fuel, in principle
we are concerned that transfers outside FMCT could have a destabilising effect. After all,
NWS and TS will join the Treaty after assessing their security position relative to others,
including the estimated size of their nuclear arsenals. We suggest therefore that all transfers
should be subject to verification, to provide assurance that they are not being made for
proscribed purposes.

8. CONCLUSIONS

FMCT will have different impacts on individual States due to the enormous variance in their
nuclear fuel cycles and the associated fissile material inventories. The problem is how to
negotiate a treaty that would achieve results favourable for all participants, given that
interests and priorities vary so much. We believe that focussed verification, confined to
safeguarding of enrichment and reprocessing facilities in NWS and TS, coupled with
verification of unirradiated direct-use material produced after entry-into-force of a FMCT and
supported with measures to detect possible undeclared enrichment and reprocessing activities,
is technically adequate for the FMCT. Eventually this would become the appropriate model
for all States party to the NPT.
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Lars-Erik De Geer
28 juli, 1998

Three interesting acronyms: FMCT, CTBTO and FOA

Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

First I should say that I feel a little schizophrenic here today as I don't really know exactly who I am.

For many years I worked at FOA, the Defence Research Establishment, here in Stockholm with air-

borne radionuclides and its potential use for verifying compliance with nuclear test bans. Now, how-

ever, I am employed by the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization in Vienna, where I head a

section dealing with Scientific Methods and Data Fusion. But this week I am on vacation from Vi-

enna, so Gunnar you will soon see my invoice.

We heard this morning several interesting contributions on present safeguard techniques, which

would have a bearing also on verifying a Cut-Off Treaty. Dr Shea of the IAEA and Dr Kloeckner

from Euratom painted a picture where we see basically two different parts of a future Fissile Mate-

rial Cut-Off Verification regime. The first, and the major one, comprises all techniques foreseen for

verifying existing materials, in stock or in transfer between different categories of materials. The

purpose of this verification will be similar to existing safeguards applied by the IAEA in keeping

track of civilian nuclear materials in Non Nuclear Weapons states. Under a Fissile Material Cut-Off

Treaty (FMCT) it could, however, be expanded to cover both civilian and military fissile materials in

Nuclear Weapons States. That will mean also that production facilities like uranium enrichment
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plants and plutonium reprocessing facilities will be covered, those in use as well as those which are

remnants of a past era.

Besides this very much expanded material accounting - we heard Dr Aler estimate a factor of three

higher costs - there will also be a need to look for clandestine nuclear efforts, secret plutonium pro-

ducing reactors, hidden enrichment and reprocessing facilities and other important parts of a nuclear

weapon materials production line.

This second part of Cut-Off verification is very similar to what the IAEA has already been studying

for some years, in their 93+2 program and especially in its WAES project, Wide Area Environmental

Sampling project. I participated myself in the first Workshop (or actually Consultants' Group Meet-

ing) convened by the Agency in the spring of 1993. Later, my colleague, Ingemar Vintersved, who is

present here today has been involved in these endeavors to a larger extent. It is a complex matter,

which is evident from that it nowadays would really have to be renamed, at least to 93+5.

Finding out what others try to do in secret is not a very simple task, especially if you have to rely on

lawful methods, which are known and open also to the suspected parties. There is also to a high de-

gree a competition between means to detect different signals and signatures and the cheater's possi-

bilities to counteract and hide them. But counteracting might be expensive and depend on skills and

experience that the cheater does not fully posses. Every nuclear program also runs the risk of, if not

big accidents, so at least mishaps which will lead to unintended releases of radioactive materials into

water bodies or into the atmosphere. As we actually live today in a world where the atmosphere in

most locations are radioactively more clean than it has been since very early in the atomic age, some
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50 years ago, there are better and better possibilities to catch even the most tiny signature added to

the air masses of the lower atmosphere.

At FOA we have run since many years a program of surveying the atmosphere for anthropogenic

radionuclides. The reasons have varied through the years from mainly spying on nuclear weapons

technology, over health physics and war preparations to nuclear test ban treaty verification. Treaty

verification was the main purpose from when the Partial Test Ban Treaty was signed in 1963 until

the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty was opened for signature in 1996. The Partial Treaty which

forbids tests in the atmosphere, under water and in outer space did not prescribe any international

verification, but as Sweden after stopping its own nuclear ambitions decided to strongly support ef-

forts towards a comprehensive ban, this program was supported to destroy the argument by the Nu-

clear Weapons States that test bans cannot be effectively verified.

We were considered a little odd for many years in our great efforts to acquire greater and greater

sensitivity in our system. We employed big pumps, or air cleaners as our good US friends used to

call them, which filtered many million liters of air per hour, every day, every month, every year. We

also carried out research on sensitive techniques for sampling and analysis of radioactive noble gas

isotopes. Odd or not, in the end it turned out to have been a very useful work, when in the early

1990s the final rounds of Comprehensive Test Ban negotiations started in Geneva. If I for a moment

try to avoid my natural shyness I would like to point out that the global radionuclide surveillance

now being built by the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization in Vienna is almost exactly

what Sweden proposed in a paper tabled at the Conference of Disarmament already in 1982.
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In the working group set up in Geneva a few years ago there were initially quite strong opposing

views from the Nuclear Weapons States on a couple of major issues such as what analysis tech-

niques should be employed (hyper-pure germanium detectors or simply sodium-iodide detectors)

and on whether noble gas surveillance should at all be part of the system. But from a firm basis of

experience it was possible to have an impact on the views of the big ones. And I think this is a very

reassuring perspective when we now in a way are in the same relation to a Fission Materials Cut-Off

Treaty as we decades ago were in relation to the so much desired Comprehensive Test Ban. So in

spite of the problems in getting the thing going in Geneva I think working on the technical part of it

is very constructive and it would be very useful the day the political arena is ready for a Treaty.

Being in a way a representative of the host organization here (FOA) I think it would be pertinent to

say a few words about our experience in the field of atmospheric radionuclide surveillance and also

on our current efforts to develop new detection techniques, which are primarily focused on a test

ban but can also be modified to serve a FMCT verification regime.

Let me first turn to the Swedish national network for surveying paniculate (i.e. bound to aerosols)

radionuclides in the atmosphere. It was founded in the early 1950's when nuclear weapons testing in

the atmosphere grew more and more common. From 1955 we had it as close as at Novaya Zemlya

just some 1200 km away from Sweden. Like many others we wanted to know what blew in over our

country, and early on when we had a nuclear weapons program ourselves it was also helpful to study

what others were doing. Quite soon, however, Sweden abandoned the nuclear option (in reality in
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the early 1960s and formally in 1969) and the nuclear weapons states of the time also listened to rea-

son and stopped testing, at least in the atmosphere, in 1962 (the formal Partial Test Ban was signed

in 1963).

As I mentioned earlier, we then turned our surveillance program into a project where we tried to

detect as many violations of the 1963 Treaty as possible. Full scale violations were not really fore-

seen, but according to the treaty language also underground nuclear tests were forbidden if any ra-

dioactive material, no matter how little, escaped out over the borders of the testing country. Check-

ing for this was by no way done for environmental reasons but to help keep the test ban issue alive,

as it was soon evident that the Partial Test Ban was not very successful in slowing down the devel-

opment of nuclear weapons (around 75% of all nuclear weapons tests up till now were in fact car-

ried out underground after the Partial Test Ban was signed). High sensitivity was then crucial and

this was achieved by employing large samplers, filtering several million liters per hour at some seven

sites in the country and by using state-of-the-art detection equipment.

This system detected a large number of the atmospheric tests in Unites States and the Soviet Union,

all 22 in China and even some of the French in Sahara and in the South Pacific. To cover the South

Pacific, however, we had to use a sampler on a trader in the pacific waters. The Chinese atmospheric

explosions were seen at a level at least 10,000 times above the detection level, i.e. the smallest con-

centration possible to measure. With its high sensitivity the system also regularly detected small

emissions from the civil nuclear power industry, from hospitals and from military experiments not

involving nuclear explosions. A good example of the latter is the case in the early 1980s when we

detected the short-lived radionuclide lanthanum-140 (T1/2 = 40.3 hours) in southern Sweden. After
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quite a long hunt for the source the nuclide turned out to stem from some military decontamination

experiments in Bourges south of Paris. No one there could first believe that we had seen their lan-

thanum in Scandinavia almost 3000 km to the north.

Our primary goal to detect Test Ban Violations were met eight times, two leaky explosions at Ne-

vada Test Site in the US were detected in Sweden, two at the Soviet test site near Semipalatinsk in

Kazakhstan, three at the Soviet test site at Novaya Zemlya in the Arctic Ocean and one to the west

of the Ural mountains in Russia.

The last detection was from the last Soviet nuclear test (which actually comprised eight simultane-

ous detonations) in a tunnel at the Novaya Zemlya test site. It was done with a then new system that

analyses radioactive xenon isotopes. Xenon is a noble gas, which means that it not easily sticks to

any other material, and is therefore most difficult to contain in a underground nuclear explosion.

That makes it a good messenger, openly telling that something nuclear has happened. Sensitive xe-

non analyzers do not exist commercially so therefore we had to develop the methods ourselves. The

first methodology was manual and quite time consuming but since the early 1990s a xenon analyzer

exists that does all the gas treatment completely automatically and the sample just has to be moved

to the detector by hand. The next version, now being built, will have also that function automated.

With a FMCT in mind, thoughts are also devoted to adding krypton capability to a future model of

the xenon analyzer. The xenon isotopes of interest have half-lives in the range of 0.4 to 12 days,

which make them useful messengers for explosions and reactor operations. At the time of reproc-

essing to extract plutonium, virtually all xenon would have decayed. Krypton is another noble gas
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with a number isotopes produced by fission. Most of these have very short half-lives (minutes up to

3 hours) but there is one, krypton-85, with a long half-life of 10.7 years. That is in turn a little too

long to be convenient, as it means that we will have a background from civilian reprocessing (in the

northern hemisphere currently of the order of 1 Bq per cubic meter), that deteriorates the detection

limit. It has, however been demonstrated, e.g. in Germany, that pulses in the more or less constant

background can be correlated with recent emissions from reprocessing plants.

Although the Swedish system was built to look for signs of nuclear explosions it has also been quite

effective in detecting other nuclear events (I have not mentioned the Chernobyl accident, which we

worked with a lot, because there sensitivity was not a prime factor). It demonstrates, I think, that

reading the airborne nuclear messages does provide interesting information. For a FMCT regime I

agree with those arguing that if we want to be sure to detect every emission from normal operations

of well-built nuclear facilities like reactors, enrichment plants and reprocessing facilities we would

need to have an unrealistically large number of stations. But running a global network with a reason-

able number of stations would be a clear threat to a cheater that absolutely does not want to be dis-

closed. And from a technical standpoint it would be quite straightforward just to add some capabili-

ties to the network, which while I speak is being built for the purpose of verifying the Comprehen-

sive Test Ban Treaty. That would be dual-use in a very positive sense. Would it not?
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SUMMAR Y OF THE DISCUSSION DURING THE INVENTOR Y OF
PRESENT VERIFICA TION METHODS SESSION

In this session several aspects of verification of a FMCT were discussed, including new
verification techniques, questions regarding wide area environmental sampling (WAES),on-
site laboratories, and cost-related issues.

The question was raised whether any new interesting techniques are being developed in order
to disclose clandestine production of fissile material and other abnormal activities. Noble gas
measurement stations intended for detection of reprocessing operation was mentioned, as well
as the possibility to use new satellite technologies. One participant noted that the basic
problem with satellite techniques is to know where to look which stresses the need for access
to broad information.

It was agreed, that the infrared technique, looking at heat signatures from reactors and
reprocessing plants is now rather mature. There were divided opinions regarding long
distance air sampling. Some participants argued that such methods are difficult and might be
most useful as a confirmation of suspicions, while others were more optimistic towards this
verification technique. Soil samples can be confusing, and it might be impossible to
distinguish an old release from a new one, especially around old facilities.

Participants recognised that one WAES technique that might be used in FMCT monitoring is
detection of krypton-85. Some participants suggested that the CTBT monitoring network
should be utilised as a part of a cut-off monitoring system, and that this is something that has
to be considered carefully, especially at the CD. The difficulties using WAES for pinpointing
the source of release was mentioned followed by a remark that a global system including
weather data etc. would be very useful. Another participant noted that meteorological
backtracking will be possible under CTBT.

One participant mentioned that so far in this discussion, there have only been remarks
indicating that WAES is a powerful and sensitive technique. We have not heard enough about
the difficulties connected with this technique. How do you for instance interpret data from a
site with a long history of nuclear activities? WAES should be included in the protocol as a
potential technique. It is possible for IAEA to use it, but at this stage it is too early to draw
any conclusions if it is feasible.
This was followed by a remark that different isotopes are produced for low burn-up compared
to high burn-up (uranium, thallium), and that this is worth to investigate further.

It was recognised that inspectors must have access to all relevant facilities and that the
inspections must be non-routine. It was reminded that on-site laboratories are a rather new
concept, and that it was not easy to introduce it. One participant argued that on-site
laboratories are very expensive to build and to operate, and that it is not possible to build such
laboratories world-wide. Others supported the concept of on-site laboratories, and claimed
that these are a necessary part of a safeguard system. One supporting argument was that
radioactive samples cannot be transported easily around the world, another that the time
aspect might be of crucial importance. Also, improved verification requires participation on a
national level. However, a laboratory is very expensive to establish, as well as sending a lot of
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experts to remote places. This suggests that more sensitive verification techniques must be
developed.

Participants pointed out that the cost of a safeguard system is very approach-dependent. One
estimate was in the range of 100-160 million US$ per year. It was noted that this might even
be an optimistic estimate. The figures are to be considered on the order of magnitude scale,
one of the participants said. The issue of who should bear the costs for a FMCT safeguard, the
nuclear weapon states or/and the international community, was also raised. It was claimed
that no state so far has offered to pay for safeguarding a FMCT. The cost for this was
estimated to about 2-3 times the present cost for IAEA safeguard. The costs might be reduced
by co-ordinating different safeguard activities, e.g. to use CTBT equipment to monitor
FMCT-issues etc. One participant argued that instruments for safeguard should be included in
the construction cost of new plants.

The usefulness of a computerised environment involving remote survey of plants was
mentioned, and so was the fact that Euratom has insights and experience that can be helpful in
designing a surveillance system for cut-off. The question was raised as to what would happen
to UK, France and Euratom if IAEA gets the responsibility for carrying out FMCT
verification. One of the delegates expressed concerns about difficulties to be foreseen.
Another question was whether export of fissile material between NWS should be subject to
safeguards as traditionally, or placed under the control of a FMCT.

Furthermore, the question regarding a lower limit where safeguard should be terminated was
debated. It was argued that there should be no fixed views on specific lower dose. For some
materials the safeguard limit must be zero.
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PRODUCTION OF WEAPON'S USEABLE PLUTONIUM
VERIFICATION ASPECTS

by Andre Petit, Consultant, France.

Paper prepared for the FOA Seminar. Hasseludden 3-5 June 1998.

The basic purpose of the projected "Cut-off Treaty" is to stop the production of
nuclear materials for explosive use. That means that, when such a treaty would enter
into force, any production of explosive nuclear material would only be permitted if
dedicated to peaceful uses under IAEA safeguards. Of course, such a very general
committment will need to be defined with more precision for the two nuclear fission
explosives known at present, HEU and plutonium, and possibly, in the opinion of
some, for the key fusion explosive, tritium. The present paper is limited to the case of
plutonium.

What is "weapons-useable Plutonium"?

The answer to that question is not as simple as it looks. Laterally speaking,
any nuclear material, including natural uranium, is weapons-'useable" provided it is
processed in the right way. It is the reason why all nuclear materials are subject to
safeguards. So the terminology is ambiguous, and it would be better to speak about
material which can directly be used for the manufacture of weapons without change
in its isotopic composition. That is what the IAEA calls "direct-use materials",
category which covers uranium enriched at more than 20% and, for the time being,
plutonium of any isotopic composition. The words "weapons-useable" (as opposed to
"weapons-grade") are usually used by those who consider that an explosive can be
made with plutonium from any isotopic composition, and that, accordingly, the treaty
should apply in the same way to all plutonium produced. But, in this case, why
should we speak about "weapons-useable plutonium" and not, more simply, about
"plutonium"?

A second point at issue is to give a definition of "production". On purely
scientific and technical grounds, plutonium is "produced" by the reactors in which
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uranium is irradiated. But many consider that the key stage of plutonium "production"
is reprocessing, and that irradiated fuel should not be considered as containing
plutonium, but just "nuclear wastes". For those holding this view, the Cut-off Treaty
should only impose safeguards on separated plutonium. Others, however, underline
that the "radiation barrier" disappears once the fuel has been cooled down for a
sufficient period (depending on the type of reactor in which it has been irradiated)
and that such irradiated fuel becomes "piutonium mines" from which the plutonium
can easily be extracted without the need for highly sophisticated reprocessing
plants, and that it should, accordingly, be properly safeguarded.

A third problem is to determine if all categories of plutonium should be
considered as "direct-use" materials (as they are at present) or if, as in the case of
uranium, a threshold linked to the isotopic composition should be considered. Many
specialists underline that no weapons have ever been manufactured with highly
irradiated plutonium (nor with 21% uranium!), and that the treaty should only deal
with "weapons-grade" plutonium and uranium. There is, of course, no precise
threshold below which such material could not directly be used for the manufacture
of weapons, and over which it could. That is the reason why the threshold of 20%
was chosen for uranium, in order to be far away, on the safe side, from the real
"weapon-grade" material. It has been suggested that the same be done for
plutonium.

Technically speaking, there is an unanimous consensus to recognize the
three following categories of plutonium:

-super-grade: less than 2% of Pu 240;
-weapons-grade: between 2% and 7% of Pu 240;
-reactor-grade: around 24% Pu 240.

These figures, and especially the large gap between 7% and 24% show that a
reasonable threshold, similar (although at a different level due to the different nature
of the materials) to the one found for uranium, could be found around 20%. The
output of important reprocessing plants being limited for safety reasons to a
minimum of 17% of Pu 240, such a threshold could be adopted without practical
inconvenients.

Whether one or another category is taken into consideration for the treaty is
of little importance as far as the basic treaty committment is concerned. Indeed, the
treaty poses no limitation on the production of materials of any category if they are
under safeguards. But it makes a very important difference in the field of
safeguarding. If plutonium in any composition or form is considered a "weapons
useable material", safeguards under the "cutoff treaty" must cover all irradiated fuel
and all separated plutonium in the same way, whatever the isotopic composition of
such plutonium. But at the opposite the safeguarding requirements will be much
lower if only "weapons-grade plutontum" is considered, as the production of such
plutonium in power reactors is very unusual and, if and when it occurs, such
plutonium can very well "disappear" at the stage of reprocessing, through mixing
with plutonium derived from highly irradiated fuel.

It is to be noted that, when the 20% threshold was adopted for uranium, there
was , in the world, no significant quantity of uranium enriched between 7% and 40%.
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The important quantities of 19% uranium now existing, namely for feeding research
reactors, are the result of the creation of the threshold. The case of plutonium is, in
this respect, somewhat different. Contrary to what happens in the case of uranium,
they are very few reasons for using (and thus for producing) weapons-grade
plutonium for peaceful uses, or for trying to be as near as possible to the threshold.
The only one, up to now, has been the construction of critical or sub-critical
assemblies for criticality studies about fast reactors. If such a threshold is
recognized, the proportion of plutonium produced to be safeguarded as "direct-use"
materials would be even lower than the one for uranium. At the opposite, if such a
threshold is not recognized, the quantities of plutonium to be safeguarded as "direct-
use material" will grow exponentially, as plutonium is an unavoidable by-product of
the production of nuclear energy.

To make it short, there will be a need to adopt, in the framework of the "Cut-
off Treaty" a coherent attitude towards the two nuclear explosives, in order, as well,
to give the necessary assurances against any breach of he treaty, and to avoid
unnecessarily heavy and costly safeguards measures. In order to do so, the
international community will have to determine whether the diversion risk presented
by weapons-grade plutonium in irradiated fuel is higher or lower than the one
presented by separated reactor-grade plutonium, and if each of them is higher or
lower than the one presented by 19% uranium, taking into account the very limited
number of centrifuges necessary to re-enrich it.

What are safeguards under the "cutoff treaty" supposed to be?

But, after all, be it for uranium or plutonium, we have to ask ourselves what
safeguards are supposed to achieve under the Cut-off Treaty. One opinion which
seems to prevail nowadays, is that such safeguards would be different in nature from
the safeguards implemented under the NPT. Because most signatories of the Cut-off
Treaty would be Non-Nuclear-Weapons States (NNWS) signatories of the NPT to
which NPT safeguards apply in any case, the Cut-off safeguards regime should only
deal with safeguards to be applied to Nuclear-Weapons States (NWS) and the so-
called "threshold States" already possessing nuclear weapons. The fact that these
countries already possess nuclear weapons is supposed to render unlikely, and less
politically significant, the possible diversion of "indirect-use materials" such as low
enriched uranium and irradiated fuel for manufacturing "direct-use materials" for
additional nuclear weapons in undeclared enrichment or reprocessing plants.
Accordingly, safeguards under the Cutoff treaty could be limited to the safeguarding
of "direct-use" materials (HEU and separated plutonium), and of existing
reprocessing and enrichment plants and the absence of undeclared ones.

Whether such discrimination is going to be accepted by the international
community seems questionable. It could possibly be accepted for NWS because of
the status recognized to them by the NPT, and notwithstanding the strong pressures
existing at present for a non-discriminatory safeguarding of the peaceful nuclear
industries in NWS. But is it likely that the Belgian, German, or Japanese
Governments could accept the idea that tough safeguards measures on their civil
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nuclear industries in order to avoid the possible diversion of indirect-use materials
enabling to build one or two nuclear weapons would be an important necessity,
whereas the same would not be important in India, Pakistan, or Israel? Would it not
be difficult for the international community to justify spending more money on the
safeguarding of countries having always had excellent non-proliferation credentials,
than on those having joined the Cut-off Treaty but still refusing to join the NPT?

Contrary to what has been said by many of us since yesterday, I do not think
that safeguards can be different for the Cut-off Treaty and for the NPT. The only
difference is that, in the case of the Cut-off, some nuclear material will remain out of
safeguards. But the technical objective of safeguards will be the same, i.e. to verify
that no "direct-use" material is produced without being subject to IAEA safeguards. It
is hard to imagin how the Agency could claim being able to achieve the same
technical objective by essentially different approaches, in the case of the Cut-off and
in the case of the NPT.

For these reasons, it seems to me unlikely that the non-discrimination
committment as regards safeguards implementation, made by the NWS towards the
threshold States in the framework of the Cut-off negotiations can be limited to these
States. Even before the Cut-off negotiations started, there was a strong demand of
non-discrimination by NNWS concerning safeguards implementation on the civil
industries of NWS. This demand has still increased with the NPT extension
Conference, and the adoption of new safeguards approaches following the 93+2
program, and is unlikely to decrease in the future.

Up to now the main objective of international safeguards was horizontal
proliferation. In that context, the main argument against applying full safeguards to
NWS was financial: why should the international community waste money in
safeguarding States who, in any case, are free to build all nuclear weapons they
wish? But, notwithstanding that argument, Euratom has been spending half of its
safeguards resources on the safeguarding of the french and british civil industries for
the sake of non-discrimination, and, as far as we know, the US still insist on the
safeguarding of the nuclear material they sell to other NWS. Moreover the Cut-off
treaty poses the problem of safeguarding vertical proliferation, not only in NWS, but
as well in NNWS. The outcome of the 93+2 program is likely to increase dramatically
the efficiency of IAEA safeguards, and it seems likely that many States will insist in
order that the resources made available as a result be allocated to the performance
of a really non-discriminatory regime, especially in the framework of the Cut-off
Treaty when it enters into force.

The arguments heard yesterday in favour of a different safeguards approach
for the Cut-off Treaty could, if I understood correctly, be summarized by saying that
vertical proliferation is less a problem than horizontal proliferation, and that,
accordingly, safeguards need not be as effective for the Cut-off as for the NPT. Of
course, that is the traditional position of most NWS. But is it acceptable to others,
especially as extended powers are granted to the IAEA by the new Protocol?
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How to safeguard Plutonium under a non-discriminatory Cut-off?

If nothing is changed, safeguarding plutonium under the Cut-off Treaty, will
mean safeguarding irradiated fuel, reprocessing plants, separated plutonium,
irradiated fuel storages and MOX fuels in exactly the same way as today under the
NPT. But if the signature of the Cut-off Treaty leads really to a worldwide non-
discriminatory safeguards regime, it will be necessary to adopt safeguards
approaches enabling to implement such a regime without unacceptable costs. The
93+2 program has open the way for such new approaches, although it did not spell
out concrete solutions. It will be up to the Board of Governors and to the Secretariat
to elaborate such solutions as the need arises. But it is not too early to try to imagin
such solutions in fora as the one we are sitting in. I will try to make suggestions in
that respect for safeguards applied to plutonium.

For the time being, it seems to me that the refusal of the Agency to distinguish
different categories of plutonium according to their isotopic composition, leads to an
"over-verification" of reactor-grade plutonium, as compared to weapons-grade
plutonium, or even 19% uranium. Such a situation will be unevitable until the IAEA
will make between these two categories, a distinction similar to the one it makes
between HEU and LEU. As the quantities of reactor-grade plutonium are much
greater than the quantities of weapons-grade plutonium, and that disparity is going
to increase with time, the lack of distinction will result in an always increasing waste
of resources. To give only one example, there is no rationale, whatsoever, for
inspecting fresh MOX reactor fuel every three monthes instead of one year, but
inspecting low-irradiated OLR fuef or 19% uranium only once a year.

Moreover, the distinction between categories of plutonium would enable to
achieve an important additional step towards non-proliferation in the framework of
the Cut-off Treaty, by enabling the treaty to put a real ban on the separation of
weapons-grade plutonium. As already mentioned, and contrary to the case of
uranium, they are indeed very few cases where weapons-grade piutonium is
necessary for peaceful purposes. Exceptions could be organized for such cases. It is
of course not possible to avoid, in all cases, under-irradiation of fuels in reactors. But
it would be easy to put a ban on the reprocessing of weapons-grade plutonium, as it
is always possible to mix underirradiated fuels wit others, in order to avoid that any
separated plutonium be weapons-grade.

Conclusion

If the necessary distinction between categories of plutonium is made, and if
the possibilities open by the 93+2 program are fully implemented, it should become
possible to implement in the framework of the Cut-off Treaty, as well as in the
framework of the NPT, a safeguards regime, fully non-discriminatory as far as the
peaceful nuclear industries of NWS are concerned, with an amount of resources not
significantly higher, if at all, than the one globally devoted at present to international
safeguards. Such a regime could concentrate the inspection effort on really
weapons-grade materials (be they separated or not), and the means to produce
them, without neglecting non-weapons-grade materials such as reactor-grade
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plutonium or 19% uranium, but keeping the inspection effort at the level appropriate
to the relatively lower risk they represent.

But I am afraid all my paper is out of context of what is being actually
discussed in this Seminar. If I understood correctly, what many of us are after is to
determine how we could make cheap safeguards for safeguarding the Cut-off, while
keeping costly safeguards for the NPT. Im am sorry, but personally I have no interest
in discussing such an issue. If cheaper safeguards are less effective, I see no
reason why we should apply them to India, Israel, and Pakistan. If they can be as
effective, as I believe is the case thanks to the new Protocol, I see no reason why
they should not be applied, as well, to NPT signatories.
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Production of Weapon's Usable Plutonium - Verification Aspects and Physical Security

— Basic obligation of the treaty would be to accept, inter alia, the application of appropriate
verification measures on all reprocessing plants and on all plutonium produced in such plants after
the Treaty becomes effective.

— We envision that for operating reprocessing plants the IAEA would use its standard
procedures, measures, and criteria where applicable.

— The measures at reprocessing plants and on the plutonium produced in them aiter the Treaty
becomes effective would be part of a larger verification system that would have to address a
number of other issues.

— We would wish to see the entire verification system be the most efficient one possible.

— First let me address the requirements at reprocessing facilities.

— There will need to be a definition of what facilities are covered.

— For facilities, we are considering whether it would be useful to establish a threshold of
production capability at reprocessing plants below which it would not be necessary to require
verified material balances, although the facility would still be subject to appropriate verificatioa

— The types of facilities that might fall below such a threshold would be R&D and laboratory
separation efforts. Pilot scale and large facilities for post-irradiation experiments would probably
not fall below any reasonable threshold.

~ Our preliminary review suggests that a threshold based on the ability to produce a significant
quantity may not be practical; or achieve any real benefits in terms of reducing inspection cost or
intrusiveness. A higher threshold would allow the unsafeguarded production of significant
quantities of plutonium.

— With respect to plutonium, itself, we will want to ensure that both so-called "weapon-grade
plutonium" and other plutonium which is also weapon-usable, e.g., reactor grade plutonium, are
covered.

-- Although some grades of plutonium might be preferable for the manufacture of nuclear
weapons than others, it is possible to produce nuclear weapons from reactor grade plutonium.
Indeed, U.S. experts have concluded that, although weapon grade plutonium may be preferable,
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one could produce weapons from reactor grade plutonium having reliable explosive yields,
weight, and other characteristics generally comparable to those of weapons made from weapons-
grade plutonium.

— As such we should not distinguish between different grades of plutonium in the verification
approach except for continuing the present rules that exempt material with a concentration of
80%ormorePu-238.

— The objective of the verification approach at operating plants would have to be two-fold:

-- first one would have to ensure that all of the plutonium that was introduced into the
facility was properly accounted for.

— second, and equally important, one would have to ensure that the inspectorate was able
to satisfy itself that there was no other plutonium introduced than that declared.

— The first objective would need to be satisfied at the reprocessing facility itself and at all other
facilities that used plutonium produced after entry into force.

— The second objective could be satisfied by existing approaches, taking advantage of
containment and surveillance techniques as appropriate. These might be particularly relevant at
facilities whose design did not contemplate the application of verification measures.

— Overall, the IAEA would use its standard procedures, measures, and criteria for safeguarding
nuclear material and facilities. Of course, this woulineed to be consistent with security
constraints and other facility-specific constraints.

— Verification would continue for closed-down or decommissioned facilities in order to verify
that no production occurs.

— Rules will need to be established that describe when verification arrangements will no longer be
necessary. For example, we believe that verification under the FMCT of plutonium should
terminate when it becomes irradiated and is "self-protecting" or when it has become practicably
irrecoverable.

— Of course, the measures that I have described for verification as it relates to the production of
plutonium at reprocessing plants would be part of a complete verification system that includes
many elements. All of these elements would have to be chosen so as to ensure that the system is
as efficient as possible while ensuring that it provides a satisfactory degree of effectiveness,

-- For example, States would need to provide design information for reprocessing facilities
declared to the IAEA, and would need to subiritireporls-x>nproductionrinventories, and transfers
of subject material.

—We are also examining elements of the IAEA's strengthened safeguards system, but have not
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reached conclusions on what measures might be useful in the FMCT.

—The system would include non-routine inspection arrangements and we are looking at relevant
existing inspection regimes as potential models for the FMCT.

--We envision that the IAEA would have the right to initiate non-routine inspections.

- An important objective of the verification approach would be for the IAEA to detect the
production of plutonium at reprocessing plants at undeclared locations.
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National interests of verification regime for global Cut-Off Treaty

Masahiro Kikuchi

Nuclear Material Control Center, Tokyo, Japan

First of all, I must state my deeply concerns for the explosion of India
and Pakistan. Japan is special county which had miserable experiences by
the explosion of the nuclear weapons. As I am one of Japanese, I regret
that both governments could not select other way in order to maintain their
own national securities and their prestige. These explosions may influence
many other present situations under the current non-proliferation regime.
Arms race between both governments may be started or other states may
consider to obtain the nuclear weapons to increase their national securities.
It may be a fact that long term moratoria of the explosion in India, which
has capability to make explosive devises, might produce an effect on the
considerations of the nuclear weapon states for their disarmament, because
India had required the strict disarmament to the nuclear weapon states
based upon Indian special position. However, at the present, India has
changed to a county that should be required own disarmament from
international community. Pakistan is also.

From these point of views, international community desire to establish
other non-proliferation regime such as a Fissile Material Cut-off Treaty
which can progress the nuclear disarmament in addition to the NPT.

A "Seminar on Technical Issues concerning a Fissile Material Cut-off
Treaty" was held at the Palais des Nations in Geneva, from 11 to 12 May
1998 under the sponsorship of the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Government experts in charge of nuclear issues from Australia, Belgium,
Canada, Chile, Egypt, France Germany, India, Israel, Japan, South Africa,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States of America took
part in the seminar in their private capacities. Experts from the
International Atomic Energy Agency(IAEA) and the United Nations
Institute for Disarmament Research(UNIDIR) also attended the seminar.
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Technical issues such as the coverage of FMCT, verification
mechanism under FMCT and ensuring transparency and irreversibility
were discussed by the participants.

From presentations of participants at the former session in this seminar, I
could recognize that there are many expectations toward FMCT as well as
disappointments after the explosion of India and Pakistan. Dr. Patricia
Lewis pointed out her questions which arose at the Geneva Seminar.
Almost of the questions must be resolved by the world community, I think.
We must promote to obtain the same consensus and understandings toward
the non-proliferation and disarmament and must establish the regime to
realize such expectations.

For the direction, we had better analyze the current circumstances of the
world after the explosion of India and Pakistan. We must notice that what
kind of facts may be changed and how we must understand such situations
in order to resolve our common issues which are recognized. Those are
our concrete works in near future.

From these points of view, discussions executed in the seminar of
Geneva and Sweden are important ways to confirm the common issues
regarding establishment of the concepts expected to FMCT.

Participants in the Geneva Seminar shared the view that the purpose of a
safeguards regime in connection with FMCT should be to detect the
diversion of weapon usable material and any undeclared enrichment or
reprocessing. It should be recognized that the verification objectives for a
FMCT are the same as those for comprehensive safeguards under NPT,
however, participants pointed out the qualitative differences between
FMCT and safeguards under the NPT. Because of the nature of the
material subject to verification under FMCT, important technical
implementation parameters such as "significant quantities" and "timeliness
goal" shall be altered from the existing IAEA safeguards system.

Related to a revision of the technical parameters, termination criteria
for verification under FMCT should be further considered.

The importance of developing appropriate nuclear material accounting
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and control and physical protection systems by the Nuclear Weapon States
and non parties to the NPT was identified. The requirement for a
declaration, from the States concerned to the inspectorate, of any existing
enrichment and reprocessing facilities and their operational status is
essential. Based upon their declaration, appropriate verification procedures
can be applied.

Problems related to the verification activities in operating enrichment
and reprocessing facilities, previously used to produce material for military
use were identified and discussed.

The verification issues related to legitimate reprocessing activities that
are part of a military programme (i.e., reprocessing activities such as
recovery of HEU from spent naval reactor fuel or the removal of
americium from existing military stocks of plutonium) are particularly
difficult issues. In addition, the participants suggested that protection of
information with proliferation risk is an important issue for consideration.

In addition to such situation, I think that techniques used for
verification to enrichment and reprocessing are litter bit differences. For
enrichment plants, as the points monitored by the inspectorate are not to
produce the HEU, some enrichment monitors to measure the content of
235-U should be installed. From our experiences, such monitors could be
introduced under unattended conditions with remote data transmission to
the inspectorates. However, as for reprocessing plants, we must take a
material balance of Pu for detecting of the diversions. According to our
experiences in Japan, we need so much cost to introduce the equipment to
be used for measuring the volume of materials and contents of Pu and
inspectorates need to spent many PDIs for inspection to the reprocessing
plant. I can recognize that there are more difficulties for establishment of
the verification procedures for plutonium reprocessing plant other than
uranium enrichment.

Therefore, in order to simplify for the verification procedures, I would
like to suggest that moratorium or closed down situation of the plutonium
production reactors should be verified as well as enrichment and
reprocessing plants under FMCT. Almost of the reactors which could
generate the weapon usable plutonium under the civil use may have been
already under the comprehensive safeguards. If it could be achieved to
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assure the no operation of the plutonium production for the military
purpose, we can assure the cut off of new produced plutonium and narrow
an argument down to adoption of the appropriate verification procedures
for such reprocessing facilities.

Farther, concerns regarding the existence of the clandestine facilities
need to dealt with. Though the current safeguards system does not provide
adequate assurance regarding the absence of such facilities, we must
consider the verification regime to be applied to the LEU and spent fuel as
under comprehensive safeguards. However, as this concerns could be
identified at the discussion of implementation under the INFCRIC/540 and
NWSs may accept the same grade of contents of INFCRIC/540, we could
discuss about such concerns under the implementation of INFCIRC/540.

I is no doubt that there are problems to assure the completeness and
correctness of the declaration related to the non parties to NPT still.
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History of Development related to Plutonium Usage and
Current Plans for Plutonium usage at LWR in Japan

Masahiro Kikuchi
Nuclear Material Control Center, Tokyo, Japan

1. History of Development related to Plutonium Usage
Plutonium is very important energy resources for Japan. Japan's basic

nuclear policy is "the nuclear fuel cycle policy" under which uranium and
plutonium are recovered from spent nuclear fuel by reprocessing to allow
effective utilization of these material as fuel in order to ensure a stable
energy supply and to reduce the impact of radioactive waste on the
environment. Research and development on nuclear fuel cycle technology
is steadily promoted for this purpose.

In 1967, the Government of Japan established the Power Reactor and
Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) and the PNC has achieved
steady results in a wide range of fields including the development of Pu
fuel cycle.

In 1977, the Tokai Reprocessing Plant(TRP) commenced its operation,
and up to the present cumulative process amount of uranium has reached
more than 900t. Unfortunately, reprocessing service is now available at
the TRP due to the accident which occurred at the Bituminization
Demonstration Facility attached to the TRP in March 1997, but it is
expected to re-start again in near future.

Relating to the generation of plutonium by the TRP operation, many
MOX Fuels have been produced in the fuel fabrication facilities in the
PNC. Japan has three MOX fuel loading reactors. The first is the FBR
Experimental Reactor named Joyo, the second is the Advanced Thermal
Reactor named Fugen and the third is the FBR Prototype Reactor named
Monju. For these reactors, the fuel fabrication facilities in the PNC have
been fabricated more than 140tMOX up to now.

With regard to FBR, the operation of the reactor was stopped due to the
sodium leakage accident in the reactor's secondary cooling system in 1995.
A comprehensive safety evaluation of the Monju is being performed. The
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Atomic Energy Commission of Japan which is the highest organization to
decide the nuclear policy and plans in Japan, determined that research and
development of FBR should have planned on flexible bases in order to
pursue the possibility of commercialization of FBR as one of the most
promising non-fossil energy resources for the future.

In 1998, the PNC will be reconstructed to new organization so called the
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Development Agency. The direction of the
development related to Pu usage will be succeeded to the new
organization.

On the other hand, the commercial bases Pu usage has planned. Japan
Nuclear Fuel Ltd. (JNFL) is constructing a reprocessing plant in the
Rokkasho, in Aomori Prefecture under strict discussion between the IAEA
in order to achieve sufficient safeguards measures. The capability of its
operation is 800tU/annuial and the operation of its is expected to start after
2003.

2. Current Plans for Plutonium usage at LWR
In January 1997, the Atomic Energy Commission of Japan deliberated

and took decision on short-term concrete policies such as plutonium
utilization in LWRs and spent fuel management.

It is supposed that plutonium utilization in LWRs (MOX utilization),
which contributes to effective utilization plutonium, will be the principal
way of utilizing plutonium in Japan over the next few decades. MOX
utilization is an issue common to all electric power utilities possessing
nuclear power plants.

According to the utilities' plan, the Tokyo Electric Power Company and
the Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc. will commence MOX utilization in
1999 at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (Unit No.3) and
Takahama Nuclear Power Station (Unit No.4) respectively. In the year
2000, MOX utilization will also be started at the Tokyo Electric Power
Company's Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station (Unit No. 3).
Around the year 2010, the cumulative number of nuclear power plants
loading MOX fuel should be expanded to 16 and 18. Current plan is
shown in below. One of the plants, Electric Power Development Co.,
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Ltd's Ohma Nuclear Power Station, which will be an Advanced Boiling
Water Reactor (ABWR), shall have a full MOX core and is planned to start
operation in 2006.

The Government is making efforts to gain local and general public
understanding with regard to the MOX utilization programme by actively
convening public meetings and forums in local arias where the programme
is to be implemented.

Current Plutonium Thermal Use in LWR

Electric Power Company Up to 2000 Early of 2000 Up to 2010

Tokyo 1 for 1999,1 for 2000 1

Kansai 1 for 1999,1 for 2000

Cyubu

Kyusyu

Japan

Hokkaido

Tohoku

Hokuriku

Cyugoku

Shikoku

Electric Power Development

Total 4

Cumulative Total 4

1

1

1

1

2

5

9

1

1

1

1

79

1618

l(ABWR)
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SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION DURING THE WEAPONS USEABLE
PLUTONIUM SESSION

It was discussed whether it would be necessary to distinguish between different plutonium
isotopes in a future monitoring of a FMCT. Some participants expressed views supporting
this, while others saw no reason to make this distinction. The question was raised regarding
the need to classify plutonium in the same way as is done for uranium, i.e. should plutonium
be classified according to isotopic abundance? It was claimed that no one would make a bomb
using 20% 240Pu (except possibly terrorists, but that is a different question), and that reactor
grade plutonium is the same as LEU from a proliferation point of view. It is more important to
safeguard radiated fuel containing weapon grade plutonium than reprocessed reactor grade
plutonium. Furthermore, it was claimed that the safeguard of plutonium in a FMCT ought to
be the same as in the NPT. At present IAEA does not differentiate between various kinds of
plutonium.

It was cautioned that one should bear in mind the terrorist threat, while another participant
claimed that it would be unwise to let the situation in the rouge states determine the
dimension of a safeguard system. No rouge state has tried to build something like a 20% 240Pu
nuclear weapon. It was remarked that USA has tested one device with reactor-grade
plutonium. There would be no point in safeguarding LWR fuel in countries like Germany or
Japan.

It was remarked that almost any kind of fissile material can be used to make weapons. It can
be done even with plutonium- or uranium oxide. This statement was supported by another
participant quoting nuclear weapons experts saying that a nuclear weapon with reliable yield
can be made using reactor grade plutonium. He continued by saying that it is important to
treat plutonium as plutonium, and that reactor grade plutonium shall not be compared to HEU
enriched to 20% 235U. It was noted that no country has so far used reactor-grade plutonium to
make a nuclear weapon (except for the test mentioned above), but if only weapons-grade
plutonium is safeguarded then some countries might try to use reactor-grade plutonium. There
are however several difficulties connected with this type of technology concerning for
example temperature and radiation effects.

One participant argued that using the same safeguard for different kinds of plutonium would
not be wise. The intensity of safeguarding should be different for different kind of plutonium.
There exists a large amount of reactor grade plutonium in the world today, but only a
comparatively small amount of weapons grade plutonium.

The issue of stocks was also discussed. It was argued that the inclusion of stocks in the
safeguard system is crucial for accounting in a FMCT. The view that military stocks should
not be included was expressed. There was, however, a common understanding that there
should be a one-way flow of fissile material from the military sector to civil applications.

Measures beyond conventional safeguard were discussed to a small extent. The possibility to
construct a storage facility for all plutonium under the provision of IAEA was mentioned.
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Production of HEU - Some Verification Aspects

Demetrius Perricos
Department of Safeguards

International Atomic Energy Agency

1. Within the nuclear fuel cycle, the enrichment, of uranium is noteworthy in that there arc

several physical or chemical processes which may be used for the increase of the isotopic

ratio of U" 5 in uranium. By contrast, there is only one path for plutonium production,

which is the irradiation of uranium in a nuclear reactor.

2. There are ten enrichment processes which over the years have been tried or developed

extensively. Of those, only four are known to have been used to produce HEU over a large

scale. Of the remaining six. three have been demonstrated in pilot plants and the other three

are considered to be still in a research and development stage.

3. Within the context of the verification requirements of the FMCT, the verification system

must confirm that enrichment plants, in the five NWS and in the States not party to the

NPT, are either closed-down or operate only for purposes allowed by the FMCT. As for the

case of the NNWS, the system should verify that fissile material subject to verification

under the Treaty is not diverted for the manufacture of nuclear weapons or of other nuclear

explosive devices, or for purposes unknown - the verification system should also detect any

undeclared enrichment operations anywhere within the State.

4. The paper 'IAliA Perspectives on Verification Measures Relevant to a FMCT" by T. Shea

in this seminar discusses the various verification methods for each of the requirements

mentioned above. They can be summarised as follows:

• Design Information Examination and Verification, including the taking of

photographic records
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• Nuclear material accountancy with support from State systems of accounting and

control

• Non-destructive assay and destructive analysis of samples

• Containment and surveillance measures including remote monitoring

• Application of other monitoring devices

• Visual observation

• Environmental sampling

• Wide area environmental monitoring

• Use of open source information, including satellite images

• Use of unannounced'short-notice inspections including limited frequency

unannounced access to the process area

It should be noted that most of these activities have been implemented at closed-down or

operating enrichment plants which are presently under Agency's safeguards.

5. The type and extent of the measures to be used in each particular enrichment facility will

depend on the objectives of FMCT. i.e. (1) whether the verification regime will be strictly

limited to the task of verifying the undertaking not to produce fissile material for purposes

proscribed by the Treaty. This raises the issue of existing stocks of fissile material and the

required assurances that they are not increased by means other '.nan production, e.g. through

declared or undeclared import; (2) whether States which intend to continue production of

fissile material for non-proscribed military purposes will be obliged to place relevant

facility and associated storages under the treaty's verification system; (3) whether the

verification regime will include measures which would enable detection of undeclared

facilities and fissile material.

6. Access to the process area of a facility could enable inspector's to determine whether a

facility's purpose is isotope enrichment, since much of the process equipment must be

specially designed and prepared. Observation of the size and quantity of installed

equipment can allow the supposition of a facility's capability to produce HEU. On the other
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f p u n :

hand, it is impossible TO determine the facility's purpose and status if access is limited only

to the external parts of the process building, since many of the support functions to uranium

enrichment are common to other chemical processes.

7. It is important for governmental and non-governmental officials involved in the Fissile

Material Cut-off Treaty f'FMCT) policy development and negotiation to be familiar with the

primary signatures of each important process which can produce HEU so that they can

better understand the basic requirements for verification, the extent of necessary activities,

the efforts required and. in particular, the possibilities for detection of undeclared facilities.

S The uranium enrichment processes that arc known to have been used for the production of

HEU are as follows:

8.1 Gaseous diffusion (large scale)

8.2 Gas centrifuge (large scale)

8.3 Aerodynamic process (vortex tube, developed and used in South Africa)

5.4 Electromagnetic isotope reparation (EMIS)

Other methods of enrichment at different stages of development are:

8.5 Laser isotope separation (US)

• Atomic Vapour Laser Isotope Separation (AVUS)

• Molecular Laser Isotope Separation (MLIS")

S 6 Chemical'ion exchange - based on industrial chemical technology: French Chemex

process: Asahi ion exchange process

8.7 Aerodynamic process - separation nozzle (developed in Germany)

8.8 Plasma separation process (PSP) - another electromagnetic process using advanced

technologies in superconducting magnets and plasma physics

8.9 Thermal diffusion
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The LIS is a major programme for many countries, with commercial models being

developed, while the chemical ion exchange process has been demonstrated at the pilot

plant stage.

9. With regard to proliferation the principal processes of gaseous diffusion, EMIS, gas

centrifuge and laser enrichment are the technologies most likely to be pursued by countries

wishing to obtain HEU, while in terms of the FMCT predominant will be the facilities

utilising gaseous diffusion and gas centrifuge processes which have been deployed in the

past or used at present in the five nuclear weapons states. Gas centiifuge enrichment is aiso

known to be deployed in India and Pakistan.

10. The gaseous diffusion enrichment process has been developed and used to produce both

HEU and LEU. It is based on the separation effect arising from flow of gas UFe through

small holes of a porous separating membrane (barrier). Lighter molecules arc more likely to

enter the barrier pores than heavier molecules, which results in a small separation factor.

Large compressors are needed to compress the UFs gas to the pressure needed for flow

through the barrier. The process building for an HEU production plant is likely to be quite

large since many cascade stages are required to produce just LEU. \n addition, the site of

the facility is usually quite large, even for a small HEU production. There is need for high

power consumption, which means that a large switchyard will be there, a large maintenance

facility, as well as cooling towers for process heat removal.

11. The in-process inventory of UF$ is large, in the order of tons of uranium, which makes its

verification difficult. The US has used gaseous diffusion during World War 2 and expanded

its capacity after the war to produce HEU. Later it produced commercial LEU with the last

HEU capacity shut down in 1992. Russia has converted the majority of its plants from

diffusion to centrifuge technology and China is following the same pattern, utilising

Russian centrifuge technology. France stopped lately the opeiation of its diffusion plants.

The UK's diffusion facility was shut down and dismantled a long time ago. Argentina is the

only NNWS that has built a small plant, which, for a long time now. has been undergoing
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refurbishment. Gaseous diffusion is not the preferred teclinology for building an undeclared

enrichment process in view of the large size of equipment and facilities which can be easily

identified by national technical means, e.g. satellites, while there are large in-process

inventory requirements and also large energy consumption.

12. Like gaseous diffusion, the uas centrifuge enrichment process has been developed and used

to produce both HEU and LIZU. The separation is based on the fact that when UTV, gas is

fed into a cylindrical rotor thai turns at high speed inside an evacuated casing, centrifugal

forces cause the heavier UF* molecules of U?'jS to move closer to the wall than the lighter

UFr, molecules of U''". This results is partial separation, of the two uranium isotopes. The

separation capacity of a centrifuge increases with the length of the rotor and its speed.

Iherefore, long high-speed rotors (subject to mechanical constraints) are the objectives of

any development programme. The in-process inventory of UT'6, inside the centrifuge

cascade, is very small and is not verified. It becomes part of the MUF of the facility.

13. Although the separation factors are large compared to gaseous diffusion, several cascade

stages are required to produce even LEU. For the production of 25kg HEU/year (1 SQ)

some thousands of centrifuges are requited. But still the cascade process building would not

be large. Since the electrical consumption of a gas centrifuge plant is much less than that of

a gaseous diffusion plant, the site will not have the easily identified electrical and cooling

systems used at a gaseous diffusion plant site.

14. Starting in I960. Russia built gas centrifuge facilities and converted most of its diffusion

plants to gas-centrifuge plants The US developed large capacity centrifuges but abandoned

that programme in the mid 1980s. China is constructing a facility in Henzong using Russian

centrifuge technology. This facility is under safeguards arid a Tripartite project is presently

finalising the Safeguards approach for this type of plant. Urenco (UK. Dutch and German

consortium) and Japan operate commercial LEU facilities. They arc under Agency

safeguards, which are based on the results of HSP, the Hexapartite (Urenco, US, Japan,

Australia. EURATOM, IAEA) Safeguards Project which finalised its work in 1984. Brazil
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has a small facility under safeguards but this is not the case for the facilities in India and

Pakistan. The gas centrifuge process seems to be the preferred technology of the future

because of its low-energy needs and modular design features. It could also be a preferred

technology for building an undeclared enrichment process in view of the small in-process

inventory requirements, the small energy consumption and the smaller space required for

the cascade build-up.

15. The aerodynamic (vortex tube') enrichment process is a technique developed and used in

South Africa, where the Y plant in Valindaba, now dismantled, produced kilograms of

HEU. The separation occurs because of centrifugal effects similar to a gas centrifuge. The

process was also referred to as stationary-walled centrifuge. The system operated with a

mixture of UF6 in a hydrogen carrier gas which required high pressure, resulting in

increased compressor maintenance, and large cooling towers to remove heat. In addition,

the u*e of hydrogen required a large building ventilation system. A cascade design (called

Helikon technique'), that combines many stages in one large module, was used in a larger

South African semi-commercial plant (now closed-down).

16. Many of Jhe visual indications for a gaseous diffusion process may also be noted for the

case of the vortex tube enrichment plant. Need for large buildings, large switch yard and

cooling towers, large process ventilation system and tall vent stacks. Because of the

difficulties in operation, it is unlikely that this would be a preferred choice for HEU

production in an undeclared facility.

17. The EMIS process is based on the same physical principle as the mass spectrometer. Solid

uranium tetrachloride (UCU) is electrically heated to produce XJCU vapour, which is

bombarded by electrons. This produces uranium ions which arc accelerated by an electrical

potential to high speed in a magnetic field. The lighter U235 ions are more easily deflected

by the magnetic field and so have a smaller trajectory. This provides a separation of U*35

and U13* which are then collected in different receivers. bMIS is a batch process that can

produce HEU in only two stages. However, hundreds of units would be needed to produce
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IIEU in quantities because of the low product collection rate. But the process is capable of

producing pure isotopes with the tails assay having very low TJ:3J content. The process

would be attractive if one considers it 3lso as a method for further enriching low enriched

uranium. But it needs large buildings, high power consumption, cooling equipment and a

substantial chemical processing facility. A large number of countries have used EM1S

technology including the NWS and the three States not party to the NPT. In the US the

EM.IS separators are called "calutrons" and the use of such an enrichment process in the

Iraqi programme is well known and documented.

1 8. Laser isotope separation processes in terms of AVLIS or_MLIS are being studied in many

countries. AVLIS programmes exist in the US. France, Japan and Russia. In addition, the

UK. China and Israel have shown interest m developing AVLIS. JMLIS was being studied

in the US. UK. France and Germany but they have, at different times, stated termination of

that programme. Japan still has an R-D project. South Africa, who had its MLIS

programme ready for deployment for LEU production, terminated its programme early this

year. Australia is still pursuing it together with the US.

19. The AVLIS process is based on the fact that U2?" and U'' s atoms absorb light at different

frequencies. The lasers used in AVLIS can be turned so that only U*?"s atoms absorb the

energy light, they can become ionised and ss such can be separated by electric or magnetic

fields. The process therefore consists of a laser system and a separation system with targets

made of metallic uranium, which is melted and vaporised.

20. The process needs sophisticated equipment with high reliability. Power consumption is

similar to that of the centrifuge process, with a small in-process inventory. It is important to

note that no country has yet deployed an AVLIS process, although the enrichment

capability of the process has been demonstrated. The overall building site would be smaller

than a centrifuge plant with about half of the building containing the laser operating facility

and relevant maintenance areas.
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21. In the ML1S process, UF6 gas is irradiated by a combination of lasers which resufe in the

formation of solid ~" UF5, which can be filtered from the gas stream which is enriched in

UFe- The ""'liF; is then collected. The principal advantages of this process are the low

power consumption and the use of UT<$ gas, which is used commercially world-wide for

uranium enrichment. As with AVLIS. few indicators are noted for an MLIS facility which

has similar building sizes as AVLIS. with half of the building containing the laser facility.

22. The analysis of uranium samples provides useful information regarding the enrichment

process used. Natural Uranium is most frequently used as feed material. However,

enriching previously irradiated uranium is not unusual. But such irradiation of uranium in

reactors results in the production of the isotope U"36, which is then added to the natural

isotopic composition of uranium consisting of U " \ U23\ U"1'8. The analysis of uranium

isotopic ratios (U^/U"34 and U235/U2j*) may help to establish the broad type of enrichment

used, although it would be difficult to distinguish between gas centrifuge and gaseous

diffusion, or between EMIS and laser enrichment. But these two broad categories of

enrichment have different characteristics with regard to the isotopic ratios. Laser isotope

separation may result in the enrichment of only the desired isotope leaving the remaining

isotopes the same as their feed value. The EMIS may also result in very pure enrichment of

the desired isotope. The presence of highly depleted tails is characteristic of this process.

The discovery of isotopically altered uranium may provide an indication of uranium

enrichment activities at undeclared facilities and at facilities declaied for the production of

only LEU. The enrichment history of a site and the possibility of processing foreign origin

material must be taken into consideration when environmental sampling will be used as one

of the verification methods implemented under the FMCT.

23. Related to the issues above are the types and operational status of enrichment facilities to

be covered by FMCT. Focus will of course be on the operational facilities for the

production of FIEU. However, it is expected that other facilities will also be included so as

to achieve international credibility. Such are the unsafeguaxded enrichment facilities that

are presently producing only LEU but which, of course, can be converted to HEU
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production, as wdl as the presently unsafeguarded and closed-down enrichment lacilities.

Such facilities could become operational again for HEU production and therefore should be

part of the declaration.

24. A typical example of the dual-purpose capability of an enrichment plant is the Y plant of

South Africa. The plant was previously used for HEU production, intended for the nuclear

weapons programme. But the plant also produced LEU in 1986, when it was needed for the

manufacture of some test assemblies for the power reactor. Although the plant ceased

operations at the beginning of 1990 and started to be decommissioned, it was included in

South Africa's initial declaration of nuclear material and facilities after the State acceded to

NPT in July 199). The dismantling of die plant is now almost complete.

25. The inclusion of such facilities and the investigation into their relevant history is one of the

points which is to be negotiated. The initial declaration under the Comprehensive

Safeguards Agreement does not cover programmes, facilities and flows of nuclear material

which had taken place or existed before the entry into force of such agreements. The FMCT

is intended to stop further production of weapons fissile material but the completeness and

correctness of the initial inventors' of declared facilities at the point when the FMCT is put

into force will have to be verified. This will require certain investigations into the past

history. If the stocks of fissile material are included in the initial declaration, the correctness

and completeness of such an inventory would also have to be verified and this will require

covering of historical flows of nuclear material.

26. When South Africa concluded its safeguards agreement with the Agency in 1991. the

Agency was confronted with the problem that major unsafeguarded facilities, including an

HEU production plant, had been previously operated outside any kind of international

control for many years. The IAEA General Conference requested the verification, to the

extent possible, of the correctness and completeness of the inventory of nuclear material

and installations included in South Africa's initial report to the IAEA. No additional

powers were given to the IAEA for thai purpose. The IAEA inspection team used measures
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which included detailed examination of corroborating information, including old ogeratiiig

records, verification activities of declared and other sites and consultations with the

country's experts who could have information on the nuclear programme. With time, access

and the full-cooperation of the Slate authorities who had given a still-stand ing invitation to

the IAEA for "visits anywhere, any time", a picture was finally drawn-up which permitted

the IAEA inspectors to conclude that they had found no evidence to support that the

declared inventors- of nuclear material and installations was incomplete.

27. When, in March 1993. South Africa announced its abandoned nuclear weapons programme,

at the invitation of the State the IAEA extended its investigation to the weapons

programme, concluding that the cumulative amount of HEU produced by the South African

Y plant was consistent with that programme. The South Africa case has certainly expanded

the experience of the IAEA, sharpened its inspectors skills and heightened its capability lo

look also into activities related to a nuclear weapons related programme.

28. The Agency has considerable experience in safeguarding various types of facilities with or

without nuclear material during operation or during prolonged or permanent shutdowns.

Various types of enrichment facilities are part of this experience. The activities to be

performed under an FMCT verification system will depend upon the objectives of such a

Treaty. The Agency will take existing practices and new teclinologies into account in order

to develop and support such a verification system.
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Introduction

Environmental sampling can be a potentially useful tool for use in detecting undeclared
nuclear facilities. The potential for successful detection will depend on a number of
factors that include:-

• The type and design of the nuclear facility.
• The level and nature of any release into the environment.
• The type of environmental measurements that are undertaken.

The design of the plant and the skills of the workforce will ultimately determine the
potential magnitude of any environmental releases from such a facility. More modern
and sophisticated plant technology with highly skilled operators would be expected to
result in lower levels of release into the environment than would otherwise be the case.
Nevertheless, carefully designed environmental sampling strategies could be used to
detect such facilities and it is of obvious importance to optimise the chances of
detection.

The following sections deal with the factors that affect the likelihood of detecting an
undeclared enrichment operation. These are summarised as follows.

• The different types of enrichment facilities and potential release levels.
• The potential ranges of detection in the atmosphere.

Signatures of enrichment operations

The most likely signature of an enrichment operation is likely to be uranium, in one
form or another. Other signatures associated with enrichment processes (e.g. nitric
acid, hydrofluoric acid, fluorine gas, chlorine compounds, and coolants) are unlikely to
be suitable; since typical background levels are not well known and they have many
non - nuclear industrial sources also.

Probably the easiest way to detect uranium released from an enrichment facility will be
either as total uranium or as an isotopic ratio. The difficulty with attempting to identify
a facility by measuring total uranium in a sample, is that there is a widespread natural
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background that the release signature would need to substantially exceed. Furthermore,
not only the mean natural background concentration , but also the variation in this
according to time and location would need to be known with a degree of precision if
such analyses are to be appropriate.

The 3U: U ratio is almost invariant in nature at around 1: 137.5 (with the exception
of the Oklo uranite deposit where a " U deficiency has been attributed to a natural
chain reaction). Consequently, any variation in this ratio is strong evidence of depleted
or enriched uranium. Isotopic analyses, however, rely on quite expensive mass
spectroscopic techniques. Nevertheless, such analyses would overcome the problems of
a variation in natural background of uranium.

The only other potentially useful isotopic signature of an enrichment operation would
be U: U. However, this ratio varies naturally and so is a less reliable signature than
" 3U: U. Furthermore, U is naturally enriched in water samples. Consequently,
the U: U ratio should be used with caution in the identification of an enrichment
facility and the use of the U: U ratio is to be preferred.

The nature of the releases from enrichment facilities.

Environmental releases can be categorised as either atmospheric or aquatic.
Atmospheric releases from an enrichment facility are unlikely to be contained
completely. Whilst precautions can be taken to ensure that releases are minimised, for
instance by enclosing the operating areas in sealed units and by the use of filtered air
supplies, the complete prevention of discharges is unlikely to be achieved. The
magnitude of atmospheric discharges will depend on the type of enrichment process.
Whilst there are few data available on atmospheric releases from enrichment facilities,
broad estimates of release levels can be made (see below).

It is improbable that significant discharges (of any form) would be released directly to a
water course. Whilst these cannot be entirely discounted, it would be only the most
imprudent proliferator that would adopt such a principle and it would be, consequently,
unwise to devise a sampling strategy that was dependent on direct aquatic releases. It is
possible, however, that atmospheric releases could enter water courses via deposition
processes. The major problem with such measurements is that once the atmospheric
discharges are deposited, they become diluted with background uranium.
Consequently, the identification of displaced isotopic ratios is not straightforward and
the background levels of natural uranium are likely to dominate those from the source.

Types of enrichment facility and the potential for atmospheric releases

The are few quantitative data available on the levels of discharges that could be released
from an undeclared enrichment operation. A significant confounding factor is that it is
not apparent which technologies would be likely to be deployed and whether the plant
operators are likely to be skilled or not. On one hand, a proliferator might be expected
to adopt technologies that result in the lowest levels of releases. This would include not
only the choice of the optimum enrichment technique but also by ensuring that all
ventilation ducts are filtered and any potential release points in the process are protected
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in one way or another. Conversely, it is possible that a prohferator could be working
on a strict budget, so that the technology to abate atmospheric discharges could be
somewhat limited. In addition, it is quite possible that a proliferator could employ
inexperienced personnel, so that the potential for accidental or non - routine releases
might be somewhat greater than for a commercial plant, for example.

Gaseous diffusion and gas centrifuge technologies are well developed enrichment
techniques. These are currently used in several countries. EMIS (electromagnetic
isotope separation) has been widely considered as an antiquated enrichment method,
although EMIS separators have been found in a development stage at undeclared
enrichment facilities in Iraq. Other enrichment methods, including aerodynamic,
chemical and laser enrichment processes are possible. However, these have not been
considered in the following sections because of a lack of data on which potential release
levels could be based.

U releases can occur at a number of points in an enrichment process, including feed
preparation and vaporisation, cascade (or EMIS separator) operation, tails and product
withdrawal or recovery, and maintenance and waste treatment operations. The releases
can be classified as either routine or accidental. Routine releases are emissions from
normal process operations under normal conditions. Accidental releases would be
generally larger than routine releases and would occur over a relatively short time
interval. It is possible that accidental releases could occur, for example, because of a
breakdown in the filtration system. Reported U releases from gas centrifuge plants have
included leaks through disconnected piping, pump failures and cylinder accidents.
Releases at a gas centrifuge plant have resulted typically from handling UF6 gas or
liquid.

U compounds involved in an accident may be highly reactive in the atmosphere. For
example, uranium hexafluoride (UF6) is the feed material used in gas centrifuge and
gaseous diffusion enrichment processes. This reacts rapidly in the atmosphere with
water vapour forming UO2F2 and this will be associated with atmospheric particulate
material. It is difficult to generalise about the size of the particles that may be formed
since this will depend on a number of environmental factors and the nature of the
release. It is possible that in some circumstances, particles with a large aerodynamic
diameter could be formed and these would be deposited in the near vicinity of the
plant. Conversely, it is possible that significant dispersion occurs before the UF6 reacts
in the atmosphere, so that the resulting particles are small with a potential to travel large
distances.

EMIS operations require natural U in the form of uranium tetrachloride (UC14). Only 5
to 10 % of the U feed is actually separated in the EMIS process; the remaining 90 to 95
% accumulates on the interior of the separator. Extensive chemical operations to
recover and recycle this material can result in significant U releases. As noted above,
EMIS is somewhat antiquated and this process would result in high atmospheric
releases, in comparison to the other available technologies.

Data available on the potential source terms from enrichment facilities would suggest
that a gaseous centrifuge plant producing 25 kg of HEU a could release up to around 1
g of HEU a . This release level could be up to an order of magnitude greater for a
gaseous diffusion plant. An EMIS operation could release more than 100 g a" of
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enriched uranium in the production of the same amount of HEU, but because of the
nature of the source of the releases, the levels of enrichment would be somewhat less
than those of HEU.

Dispersal of atmospheric releases

Atmospheric releases can be detected by measuring air concentrations or by measuring
deposition. Measurements using deposition collectors have the advantage that they are
passive, so that a power supply is not required. However, the amounts deposited are
somewhat less than those that could be collected using a high volume (2 m min" ) air
sampler, so that the probability of detecting a release might be somewhat less. The
collection of deposition in soil samples is unlikely to be suitable for the identification of
a uranium release because of high residual amounts of natural uranium.

The dispersion of aerial releases depends on local climatological conditions. The
atmospheric stability class is important in determining the distance at which detection
might be possible, since this determines the extent to which a release can become
vertically mixed in the atmosphere.

Stability is often expressed in terms of the Pasquill Stability Category which ranges
from A (unstable when convective forces are dominant) through D (neutral when
mechanical mixing dominates) to G (highly stable when vertical mixing is strongly
damped by inversion conditions). Generally, F or G conditions (highly stable
conditions) result in the potential for detection at the greatest distances. Such
conditions would tend to occur at night time when low winds are prevalent. The
occurrence of these conditions is geographically dependent, with the frequency
increasing as continental effects become more pronounced and maritime influences
become less important.

Although stable conditions lead to the potential for atmospheric releases to be detected
at the greatest distances from the source, this is balanced to some extent by the fact that
there is a potential for significant levels of plume depletion because of deposition. The
duration of transit over a given distance is longest in stable conditions, because of low
wind speeds, so that dry deposition (deposition due to the direct interaction -with the
surface) depletes the plume more than in other conditions. The extent of this effect will
depend on the nature of the released material and, in the case of a release from an
enrichment facility this means the size (i.e. aerodynamic diameter). There are
contrasting views on what this might is the dominant size of the released aerosol,
although this will be likely to depend on the cause of the release. If the aerosol leaves
the plant, it is reasonable to assume that growth by coagulation will not be important.
In addition, the largest particles might not be airborne sufficiently long to leave the
plant, so that the assumption of small aerodynamic diameters might be justified to some
extent. This remains, however, a considerable area of uncertainty.

Calculations of possible ranges of detection

If thermal ionisation mass spectroscopic (TIMS) techniques are used to determine air
concentrations then displacements in the U: U ratio can be measured to a high
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degree of precision. This ratio is somewhat higher than the precision for measuring
either total ^U or U individually might suggest (typically at around 1 pg). Since the
ratio is almost constant in nature then the potential for detection is based on analytical
precision, although for the purposes of this exercise it is assumed that detection could be
possible if the DU: U ratio differed from the natural ratio by more than 5 % and that
detection is determined by the ability to detect " ' U.

If 10 g of 80 % enriched uranium are released over a period of 12 hours and monthly air
samples are collected, then a Gaussian plume model can be used to calculate the
potential ranges of detection according to stability class. This type of release might be
appropriate for an EMIS facility and the results of such calculations are shown in Table
1. In these calculations it has been assumed that deposition of airborne material was
negligible and that the stability classes persisted for the entire duration of the release.

Table 1 Range of detection for a 10 g release 80 % enriched uranium from an
enrichment facility

Stability class

Maximum Range
(km)

A

8

B

10

C

10

D

14

E

24

F

67

G

> 100

It is evident from the table that detection would be possible at the greatest distances
during the most stable atmospheric conditions. Consequently, the suitability of taking
air concentration measurements to detect an undeclared facility at long - range might
rely on the occurrence of stable conditions. For locations where stable conditions occur
infrequently (e.g. at coastal locations) then the use of a sampling methodology might be
unsuitable for use on a wide area basis. However, it could be suitable for deployment if
a facility or locality containing a facility is suspected.

The above calculations relate to a release that might be appropriate for an EMIS facility.
It must be noted that a release from a gaseous diffusion plant would be smaller and,
consequently, more difficult to detect. A release from a gas centrifuge plant would be
smaller still and even more difficult to detect.

Releases from other types of operation

It is worth briefly mentioning possible releases from other points in the preparation of
HEU. In the first instance, uranium ore would need to be mined and refined. Whilst
there are various factors that could lead to the identification of mining or ore processing
operations, it is doubtful whether these in themselves could be evidence of the
existence of an enrichment operation. For gas and centrifuge enrichment facilities, the
uranium is required in the form of UF6. It is certain that some of this will be released
into the atmosphere and it might seem reasonable that this could amount to a number
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of kg over the space of 1 year. The difficulty associated with measuring uranium
released in this way is that it would be measured against a relatively high background of
natural uranium. Consequently, the detection of such a facility is likely to be more
difficult than the enrichment facility itself.

Summary

Environmental sampling is a potentially useful tool that could be used for the detection
of undeclared enrichment facilities. However, this would be likely to require the use of
sophisticated and expensive analytical techniques to evaluate 3U: ~ U ratios. It would
be, therefore, unlikely to be an inexpensive approach to detect proliferation.

The probability of detecting an enrichment operation will depend on the type of
facility. A gaseous diffusion operation will be relatively difficult to detect in relation to
an EMIS facility and an gaseous centrifuge plant will be more difficult still.

Releases from an enrichment operation are likely to be restricted to atmospheric
discharges. Aquatic discharges would be relatively easy to contain and it would be
unwise to devise a sampling strategy based on the measurement of these. The detection
of atmospheric discharges is likely to be dependent on meteorological conditions, in
particular stability. Stable atmospheric conditions are the most favourable for detecting
releases at significant distances from the plant. Given stable conditions, detection of an
EMIS facility might be possible at a distance of several 10s of km.
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SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION DURING THE HIGHLY ENRICHED
URANIUM SESSION

Due mainly to lack of time, the discussions during this session were fairly brief.

The question was raised, however, how it can be assured that civilian enrichment facilities are
not converted into military use. It was generally agreed that this could be a problem for
enrichment facilities with a previous history of being used for HEU production. One
participant stated that the production history of each facility should be known and verified.

It was suggested that permanent control of enrichment facilities might be needed. In the
ensuing discussion the general opinion was that this question would have to be determined by
the treaty and that the objectives would define the means. The importance of open sources
was pointed out by one participant, since such sources had been used extensively to assess the
extent of clandestine enrichment activities in e. g. Iraq.

There was a general agreement that existing stocks of HEU do not present much of a problem
since they can be down-blended and used as power reactor fuel.

One participant pointed out that environmental sampling probably is insufficient to detect
uranium mining.

There was a discussion regarding the maximum distance from a HEU source at which HEU
can be detected. It was argued that this depends among other things on the time during which
an HEU enrichment facility has been operating and that leaks are more likely to occur at the
beginning of such operations than when HEU production has been going on for some time.

It was claimed by one participant that clandestine HEU enrichment discovered by
environmental sampling somewhere in a large city might be difficult to localise to a particular
facility.
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SUMMAR Y OF THE CONCL UDING DISCUSSIONS

These discussions opened with a remark that a focused approach towards getting FMCT
negotiations started is needed today and that this might be the right time for it. Although a
"full scope" FMCT should be the ultimate goal, it was considered wise to begin with case
studies for a few countries as a first step. This would be helpful in estimating costs involved
as well as in deciding what facilities should be included in a FMCT. It could also help in
deciding cost-effectiveness of various verification approaches.

The usefulness of studying 3-4 scenarios in order to identify problem areas related to a FMCT
was mentioned by another participant. This participant also stressed the importance of having
a friendly, unofficial atmosphere when such scenarios were discussed.

It was stated that a vision is needed as to what should be the ultimate goal of a FMCT. This
vision should be nuclear disarmament with the ultimate goal of doing away entirely with
nuclear arms. It was furthermore mentioned that irreversibility should be included in this aim
in that no fissile material should flow from the civilian sector to the military sector. The
expression "once under safeguard always under safeguard" was used and it was noted that
safeguarding has to contain an element of voluntariness.

Other participants remarked that a FMCT is only a step towards a nuclear free world, that
there are many additional steps to be taken and many tracks to be followed. It is important to
realize the "step-by step" nature of these activities.

There seemed to be a general agreement that more technical work is needed in order to
provide better background information to future FMCT negotiations than exist today.

It was believed that there was a need for further technically oriented meetings. Some issues
that could be addressed in the future were mentioned:
- What are the tests we want to be carried out in test-beds?
- What are the most important technical and economic questions we want to
- address?
- What should the technical expert group look like in actual negotiations?
- What should be the relation between FMCT safeguarding and verification
- and that of other treaties - in particular NPT?
- How should the question of challenge inspections be handled?

A non-technical issue mentioned was whether there should be bilateral, trilateral etc.
negotiations in addition to (or instead of) universal negotiations.

The discussions were concluded by a remark that FMCT work is "serious business" and that it
is urgent for all of us to push things further with the aim of achieving a FMCT within not too
distant a future.
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Cut-off seminar conclusions 1998.doc.

Conclusions by the Chairman, Dr. Hans Blix, 5 June 1998.

First of all, let me note that we have had a very rich discussion with expert
and experienced contributions. As was the ambition we have learnt a great
deal from each other. .Although the views which have been expressed are
certainly not positions of governments, nevertheless the participants who are
seasoned experts are not likely to have advanced views which they do not
think stand some chance in negotiations. Whether they actually would prove
acceptable, of course, could only be found out in such talks. It is regrettable
that there was not, as the organizers had hoped, any participants from China,
India and Pakistan. Yet, at this precise juncture, after the nuclear tests in
India and Pakistan, perhaps it would have been very difficult for any expert

from the countries mentioned to know what the government positions
would be on the question of the control of a cut-off treaty. Looking
back at the various presentations and, comments and discussions it was clear
that the span of proposals was wide but also that some features appeared to
be common property.

1. All seemed to be convinced that a prohibition of the production of further
fissile material would be useful. Some even thought that there was right
now a window of opportunity. A year ago there were those who
considered that such a prohibition would not be worth the money that the
verification would cost.

A main benefit in a prohibition was seen in placing a ban on a legal basis.

It would be an irrevocable obligation, more reliable than just unilaterally

declared moratoria. It would be non-discriminatory in the sense that the

obligations would be the same for all parties.

2. All seemed to agree that the IAEA should be the organization that should
do the verification job and that the new additional protocol on safeguards
now provides the state of the art. It was also recognized that the
organization had very considerable experience to draw on. It would be
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desirable that the IAEA revisited the question of a cut-off verification
which it had worked on actively a few years ago. It was pointed out that
verification of a cut-off could also be undertaken by the countries involved
- possibly in addition to that of the IAEA.

3. It is mostly assumed that a cut-off agreement would be a universal treaty,
like the NPT. At the same time it is recognized that there are only a few
states for which the treaty would introduce substantive obligations. Some
mentioned the theoretical possibility of a cut-off agreement between a
small number of states actually capable of producing weapons useable
fissile material. Nevertheless, other states would be directly interested that
such an agreement would be fully respected. This concerned their security.

4. A cut-off agreement should be seen as a step toward a nuclear weapon free
world. Taken together with reductions in the number of existing war heads
and other nuclear explosives a cut-off of the production of fissile material
for weapons would mean that the global pool of nuclear explosives is
reduced.

5. Much was said about verification methods ~ as this was, indeed, the
central topic of the seminar.

a) There was broad understanding mat state accounting of fissile material
remains of fundamental importance. The possession and handling of such
material requires discipline and orderliness. Insistence on strict accounting
is a means of achieving this. Together with physical protection it is also a
barrier against theft, trafficking and terrorist activities. However, the use
of accounting should not be 'mechanistic' (as stressed in the additional
protocol of the IAEA). And there must be an understanding of the limits of
what can be attained through accounting in big bulk handling facilities.
Experience in this regard exists within EURATOM, in the UK and France.

b) Several less traditional techniques would also be of great value. Satellites
would be of importance to spot large installations, but would not
necessarily be helpful for crowded urbanized or industrialized areas.
Environmental sampling was very promising, but wide area use was not yet
available as a reliable method. Challenge inspections (as in the CWC) or
special inspections (as in the IAEA) were other approaches that could be
used. The possibility of close cooperation with the monitoring activities of
the CTBT was mentioned, but it was also cautioned that all states might
not accept such arrangement. The use of open sources was now normal
for safeguards under the NPT and should also be used for a cut-off.
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c) Would the system be uniform or tailor made for different parties?
Certainly it would be confusing if different systems were practiced under
different agreements in the same country or , worse still, in the same
facility.

d) Non-discrimination as regards verification in different parties was urged as
a political need and also as a means of avoiding any lowering of standards.
However, the cost of a uniform system employing high standards could be
substantive. The figure 140 million $ had been mentioned. It would be
necessary to cost different options. Would NPT-level apply to all? Or
would a new distinction be introduced between weapons-grade and reactor
-grade plutonium, with substantially less monitoring of reactor-grade
plutonium, resulting in substantially less effort and cost? Views were
divided on this issue. The possibility of a convergence of standards of
verification was also mentioned, i.e. a gradual easing of verification of
LWR in NNWS and a gradual sharpening of verification in NNWS. The
option of a 'sliding scale' was also mentioned: closer verification the
smaller the quantities of fissile material possessed, the rationale being that
an error in identifying 999 significant quantities instead of actually 995 was
less dramatic than an error in missing 1 actual significant quantity where
there should be none.

e) An important tentative conclusion was that although it could be difficult to
agree on levels of verification, the actual techniques to employ would not
vary. It was generally understood that verification was more difficult as
regards enrichment than as regards reprocessing.

f) While the question whether the ban would cover only future production or
also existing stocks in the peaceful sector, was a political one regarding
scope, it also had some relevance to effective verification. Concluding that
unaccounted weapons useable fissile material found was the result of a
departure from the obligations of a cut-off agreement could be difficult if
stocks of fissile material could be left undeclared in the peaceful sector.

g) Verification in reprocessing plants and enrichment plants would call for
techniques of shrouding - or managed access. A good deal of experience
exists in this area within the IAEA and CWC.

6. Several speakers had said that in their view some follow-up of the
discussions would be desirable and the Swedish undersecretary of the
Ministry of Defense, Ms Jonsson, had indicated that the Swedish authorities
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were favourable to facilitate further work. It should also be borne in mind that
Japan had organized a seminar in the margin of the CD in Geneva. Perhaps it
could be explored if there was interest in some joint next step.

Considering that the earlier approaches had generally focussed first on
NWS' interests, thereafter on threshold states' interests and lastly on NNWS'
interests, while the current seminar had centered on the verification issues and
focussed first on a general inventory of methods, thereafter separately on the
verification of enrichment plants and of reprocessing plants, it might now be
possible to go to a new phase and identify some major substantive problem
areas identified that required further clarification, e.g.:

a) How to develop and adapt state systems of account and control so as to
facilitate verification of a cut-off. Would a general harmonization be
possible?

b) Should verification of a cut-off be uniform and conform to the standards
used for NPT verification? Or should it start at a lenient level and
gradually converge with an NPT verification that has reduced attention
paid to reactor grade plutonium?

c) How far can we get by environmental monitoring? Remote data
transmission?

d) Is a close cooperation with the CTBTO technically and politically
possible?

e) Calculation of the cost of different options.
f) Possibility of combining NPT-type verification with the right of challenge

inspections.
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Stockholm, Sweden
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12:00 - 14:45 Lunch and registration

14:45 - 15:00 Opening session
- Dr Hans Blix (Chairman)
- Dr Gunnar Arbman (Seminar Coordinator)

15:00 - 18:00 Keynote presentations.
- Dr Hans Blix: Verification and Disarmament
- Dr Patricia Lewis: Cut-Off Verification

- Dr Lewis A. Dunn: Cut-Off- Issues for Nuclear Weapon States

- Commentators: Dr. Michael Rosenthal (USA), Prof. Amnon Pazi (Israel),

18:45 - Dinner at Hasseludden, hosted by the Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs

07:00 - 09:00 Breakfast

09:00 - 12:00 Inventory of Present Verification Methods.
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- Dr Thomas Shea (IAEA)
- Mr Winfried Kloeckner (Euratom)
- Dr Bo Aler (Sweden)

- Commentators: Dr Annette Schaper (Germany), Dr Victor Bragin
(Australia), Dr Lars-Erik De Geer (Sweden),
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DAY 2 (continued.)

13:30 - 16:30 Production of Weapon's Useable Plutonium - Verification Aspects and
Physical Security
Prepared introductions followed by discussions.

- Introductory speakers: Dr Andre Petit (France), Dr Michael Rosenthal
(USA), Dr Tariq Rauf (Canada)

- Commentator: Dr Masahiro Kikuchi (Japan)

18:30 - 22:30 Excursion dinner on board "M/S Gustaf III", hosted by FOA

07:00 - 09:00 Breakfast

09:00 - 11:00 Production of Highly Enriched Uranium - Verification Aspects
and Physical Security
Prepared introductions followed by discussions

- Introductory speakers: Dr Demetrius Perricos (IAEA), Prof. Vadim A.
Simonenko (Russia), Mr Ken W. Nicholson (UK),

11:00 - 12:00 Summing up and conclusions

12:00 - Lunch and departure
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